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Abstract 

 

Prestige and Prurience: The Decline of the American Art House and the 
Emergence of Sexploitation, 1957-1972  

 

by 

 

Daniel Curran Metz, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

Supervisor:  Thomas G. Schatz 

 

“Prestige and Prurience: The Decline of the American Art House and the 

Emergence of Sexploitation, 1957-1972” presents a historical narrative of the art house 

theatre during the 1960s and its surrounding years, examining the ways in which art 

theatres transformed into adult theatres during the 1960s and 1970s.  Beginning in earnest 

in the immediate post-war period, art houses in America experienced a short period of 

growth before stagnating in the middle 1950s.  With the release in 1957 of the erotically 

charged Brigitte Bardot film …And God Created Woman, a new era of art houses 

followed, one that is characterized by the emergence of sexualized advertising, content 

and stars.  As the 1960s came, sex films like The Immoral Mr. Teas played on art film 

marketing strategies and even screened in many art houses.  Gradually, sexploitation 

films began to dominate art house programs and replace European art films and 

Hollywood revivals.  In this transitional period, however, sexploitation films used key 

strategies to emulate many art film characteristics, and likewise art films used 
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sexploitation techniques in order to maintain marketability for American distribution and 

exhibition. By studying the promotion and programming used by art house theatres 

during this period, this thesis identifies and announces a number of key trends within the 

dynamic period for art houses.  The period is distinguished by its convergence of 

practices related to prestigious and prurient signs, merging art and sex in ways unique to 

the era and to the circumstances by which sex films infiltrated art houses and art films 

pandered to salacious interests.  It presents a new perspective on the history of art houses, 

art cinema, American exhibition, sexploitation films, hardcore pornography and 

censorship.   
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Introduction 

 

On 28 September, 1962, the Stanton Art Theatre in Washington, D.C. posted an 

ad in The Washington Post just as they did every week.  This ad, as part of a “Foreign 

Film Festival” the theatre was running at the time, describes the film as: 

the most controversial film to come from France.  We present here the 

uncut European version (complete with the now infamous Bedroom 

Scene) of the film of films as far as modern Gallic Cinema has gone “way 

out.” 

This advertisement reveals many things about the Stanton Art Theatre.  It suggests that 

this film is being shown as part of a foreign film series.  Annually from 1957 to 1965, the 

theatre devoted a week or two of its programming to showing older foreign film classics.  

While the theatre specialized in playing foreign films during the late 1950s through early 

1960s generally, the selections outside of the “festival” were typically newer and more 

obscure titles.  As the years went on, this programming block was sometimes classified 

by other names, such as “French Film Festival,” “Ingmar Bergman Festival,” and, 

reaching a level of absurdity in 1965, “Annual Festival of Classic and Contemporary 

Foreign and Domestic Cinematheque.” 

The film being advertised here is promoted using a number of key marketing 

words.  Above the blurb, there is the name of the lead actress.  The female protagonist is 

the only name associated with the film.  The film is dubbed “controversial,” “infamous,” 
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and “‘way out.’”  There are also three references to Europe in this text, as the film is 

referred to as both “from France” and “Gallic,” and the print is the “uncut European 

version.”  As a matter of fact, the Stanton and other theatres used “uncut European 

version,” or synonymous terms heavily during the early to mid 1960s as a code for 

uncensored, “sophisticated” movie content.    

 

Illustration 0.1: Advertisement for Breathless 

This advertisement for the French New Wave film Breathless (1961) is a typical 

example of early 1960s art house promotion.  Both distributors and exhibitors promoted 

the artistic qualities of a film while simultaneously suggesting that art films, and 

European films in particular, were movies that contained frank sexual content that would 

otherwise be censored in the United States under the Hollywood Production Code or 

local censorship boards.  The result, often, was exaggerated exploitation that promised 

more than it could deliver.  Breathless, the witty and effervescent film directed by young 

iconoclast Jean-Luc Godard, is not an exceptionally sexy film, and its “infamous 

Bedroom Scene” certainly does not invoke what is implied in this copy.  Rather, the film 
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was advertised here as sexual, and as something that could not be seen in mainstream 

cinemas.  This ad can be read as a synecdoche for the art house from 1957-1972, a time 

in American film exhibition when “art” was often coded to mean “sex,” and when “art 

house” films were synonymous with erotic content, themes and imagery not available in 

traditional movie theatres.    

This thesis explores what art houses were and how they operated after World War 

II, and especially in the roughly fifteen-year period of 1957-1972.  This was a time of 

dynamic change of identity for these theatres.  Going into this period, art houses were 

movie theatres for “eggheads,” specializing in intellectual films and stressing art 

appreciation.  By the early 1970s, however, they were considered by many to be sinful 

houses of pornography.  This shift involved a series of transitional moments where art 

films and sex films intersected.  The period is distinguished by its convergence of 

practices related to prestigious and prurient signs, merging art and sex in ways unique to 

the era and to the circumstances by which sex films infiltrated art houses and art films 

pandered to salacious interests.  This thesis therefore is a study of art houses and, by 

extension, the art films and sexploitation films that were exhibited therein.   

One problem my study raises is how we define an “art house.”  As I will discuss 

below, this is a disputed definition, one that has historically served different conceptions 

of art cinema and film history.  Film historian Peter Lev, in his significant study of art 

films in the 1960s, The Euro-American Cinema, writes almost flippantly in defining the 
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art film, “Art films are what is shown in art theatres.”1 While obviously a tongue-in-cheek 

remark highlighting the tautological problem he faces, the phrase does hold some 

validity.  It may be best to turn that phrase around, however, and work from the 

assumption that an art house is what shows art films. This forces the burden of definition 

on “art film” rather than “art house.”2  Of course, some clarification must be added, but 

art-film-venue is the basic concept that has been consistent throughout all decades and 

corresponding manifestations of the art house.  The art house is a venue for considering 

film as an art.  It is an alternative to the industrial and affiliate theatres that Hollywood 

supplied with block booked shorts and features.  It is any small theatre that plays foreign 

or independent American films consistently, and that advertises them as artistically 

meaningful.  With this conception of the art house in mind, this project traces how 

numerous art houses went through a transition from playing exotic films in the 1940s to 

playing erotic films by the early 1970s.   

The American art house is a cultural institution that has not been explored in great 

detail in scholarly writing.  Moreover, the period of the 1960s, and its surrounding years, 

was a dynamic period in moviegoing history that is still unclear, under defined, and 

understudied.  The general film-historical assumption has viewed the 1960s as a peak 

time for European art cinema imports onto American shores.  The 1960s, after all, were a 

time when some of the most celebrated foreign filmmakers were at the height of their 
                                                
1 Peter Lev, The Euro-American Cinema (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1993), 4. 
2 This question has been dealt with suitably if not conclusively by a number of scholars.   See, for example, 
Peter Lev, The Euro-American Cinema; David Bordwell, “The Art Cinema as a Mode of Film Practice,” 
Film Criticism 4, no. 1 (fall 1979): 56-64; Steven Neale, “Art Cinema as Institution,” Screen 22 (1981): 11-
39. 
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talents; directors like Godard, Truffaut, Fellini, Antonioni, Bergman, Resnais, Malle and 

Buñuel were making the films that now define much of the cinema’s cannon.  The 

practical circumstances of this perceived European apogee, however, are much more 

complicated.  As the above advertisement for Breathless makes clear, art houses had a 

convoluted relationship with the “art film,” and the marketing for these films often had to 

pander to sexual interests in order to sell tickets.  Furthermore, the perceived and 

advertised promise of European films, for much of the art house-going population at the 

time, was their frank treatments and depictions of sex, exemplified both in prurient 

themes (love affairs, casual sex, ménages à trois, prostitution, etc.) as well as exposed 

skin and nudity.  While the truth-value of this appeal varies from film to film, it was 

nonetheless a key part of the marketability and success of most, if not all, European films 

during the post-war era, especially 1957-1972.  From the Italian Neo-Realists through to 

the French New Wave and beyond, European films such as The Bicycle Thief (1949), 

…And God Created Woman (1957), Hiroshima Mon Amour (1960), Belle de jour (1968) 

and Last Tango in Paris (1973) were all promoted in America as films containing sexual 

content. 

One predominant example of this alternative exhibition strategy is seen in retitling 

European films for the American market, as in the case of the early films of Ingmar 

Bergman.  Bergman was a key figure in the art house market, in part because his films 

were cinematically celebrated, but more so because his films were often based on sexual 

themes and frequently featured levels of exposed skin contemporary Hollywood films 

dared not breach.  While the exploitative retitling of European films for American 
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audiences was done prior to Bergman’s films, such as Ernst Lubitsch’s Madame DuBarry 

as Passion in 1920 and Anna Boleyn as Deception in 1921, Bergman represents an 

extraordinary case.  Many of Bergman’s films were more sexually explicit than American 

films; the inkling of the erotic in his work, however, was exploited to a far greater extent 

than it warranted, and was probably the most important factor in the stimulation of the 

myth of the hypersexual and wanton European that pervades the cultural understanding of 

European films throughout the post-war era and beyond.  In fact, Swedish films in 

particular were targeted as especially licentious, and this is due in large part to the films 

of Ingmar Bergman and, later in the 1960s, Vilgot Sjöman.  The retitling of films is the 

most primary example of the public sexualization of Bergman’s work.  His film Skepp till 

India land (literally: A Ship Bound for India, 1947) was released as The Land of Desire; 

Fängelse (Prison, 1949) as The Devil's Wanton; Törst (Thirst, 1949) as Three Strange 

Loves; Sommarlek (Summerplay, 1951), Illicit Interlude; Sommaren med Monika 

(Summer with Monika, 1953), simply as Monika, with the tagline, “The Story of a Bad 

Girl;” and Gycklarnas afton (Sawdust and Tinsel, 1953) was released as The Naked 

Night.    

Further complicating this dynamic was the gradual transformation of art houses in 

the post-war era.  During the early 1970s, hardcore pornography (films featuring explicit 

views of genital penetration) exploded onto American screens with the release of films 

like Mona the Virgin Nymph (1970), Deep Throat (1972) and Behind the Green Door 

(1972).  These films mostly opened in theatres that previously played (primarily 

European) art films.  As the supreme example, the Globe Theatre in New York that 
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premiered Deep Throat in June of 1972 and is credited with starting the “porno chic” 

movement was also the theatre that held the U.S. premieres of Open City in February 

1946 and The Bicycle Thief in December 1949. 

Of course, these theatres did not simply switch from Visconti’s The Damned 

(1969) and Bertolucci’s Last Tango in Paris (1972) to Damiano’s Devil in Miss Jones 

(1973) and the sex education mock Sexual Freedom in Denmark (1970).  A national 

transition occurred in New York, Boston, Washington, D.C., Chicago, Omaha, Kansas 

City, Seattle, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Cleveland and other urban centers, involving a 

complex and often perplexing oscillation between art and sex in the cinema.  This study 

identifies the changing exhibition strategies, industry practices and cultural shifts that 

enabled this movement from European art cinema to American hardcore pornography 

within American art houses.   

A Brief History of American Film Exhibition, Movie Theatres and Art Houses 

 Examining the post-war art house phenomenon requires a basic knowledge of 

film exhibition and industry practices in the United States.  Although the history of the art 

house will be chronicled in much greater detail in Chapters 1 and 2, a preliminary survey 

of film exhibition history presents the basic timeline from which alternative practices and 

perspectives can be viewed.   

 Film exhibition began on December 28, 1895 at Le Salon Indien du Grand Café in 

Paris.  The Lumière Brothers, inventors of the cinématographe machine that could record, 

process and project film, held a public screening of ten of their films and charged 
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admission.  This is generally agreed upon as the precursor to all future commercial film 

exhibitions.  Contemporary with the French development, Thomas Edison had developed 

his own movie equipment, the Kinetograph for recording and the Kinetoscope, a peep-

show style machine that allowed patrons to view short films.  Edison’s machines were on 

display in penny arcades and amusement parks like Coney Island for much of the 1890s.  

The projection system ultimately won this original format war, but Edison’s Kinetoscope 

serves as a reminder that there have always been alternative cinema-viewing 

opportunities. 

 Throughout the first decade of the 20th century, the primary film exhibition site 

was the Nickelodeon, a small neighborhood theatre, often simply a storefront, that 

charged five cents admission.  Films at this time were also shown at vaudeville houses, 

penny arcades and in larger metropolitan theatres in major urban centers.   During this 

period, many (if not most) of the films exhibited in the United States were of foreign 

origin, particularly from France, whose Pathé-Frère company was the leading supplier of 

motion pictures to America from 1905 through 1910.  Nickelodeons remained popular 

until about 1915, at which point feature films became the dominant trend and more 

expensive, larger and more comfortable movie theatres started to open.  It was also at this 

time that the major players in film exhibition and production began to consolidate their 

efforts in California and form what would soon be known as the Hollywood film 

industry.  Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, studios would form, collapse, merge and 

divide until the major and minor studios of the “Golden Age of Hollywood” were 

established. 
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 The 1920s was a time of solidification for the American film industries.  The 

studios continued to propagate their first- and subsequent-run theatres throughout the 

country; they also began building large, high-class picture palaces in major cities.  A 

number of alternative exhibition sites existed at this time as well, including ethnic 

theatres that specialized in serving foreign language communities, and little cinemas.  

Little cinemas (which will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 1) were the cinema’s 

first art houses, as they catered to the elite film audience interested in cinema as art.  The 

art house established itself as opposed to the movie theatres of traditional commercial 

film exhibition by offering high-class films in a high-class atmosphere.  The first full-

time little cinema was the Shadowbox in New York, opened in 1925.  These experiments 

in art film exhibition were not very successful, and most little cinemas had closed by 

World War II. 

 Film exhibition basically continued in this pattern—Hollywood-oriented theatres 

and the sparse independents—until World War II, a singular event that disrupted all 

aspects of American life.  The cinema was actually one of the only available leisure 

activities available to the citizenry, and this era saw the highest cinema attendance rate in 

history.  Shortly after the war, a long-expected Supreme Court decision, often called the 

Paramount Decree, disabled the major studios from, among other things, owning and 

operating movie theatres.  Throughout the next ten years, the studios divested their 

interests and put exhibition exclusively in the control of film exhibitors.  This had many 

lasting effects on the industry.  Most importantly, it created a crisis in exhibition that 

forced many theatres to fail.  Some found alternatives, the most significant of which was 
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the art house that specialized in European art films but also played Hollywood repertory 

films, American independents and Asian films.  Playing films by Roberto Rossellini, 

Luchino Visconti, Ingmar Bergman, Federico Fellini, François Truffaut, Michelangelo 

Antonioni, Agnes Varda, Akira Kurosawa and many others, art house policy enabled 

many theatres to prosper during the late 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. 

 By the 1970s, the art house movement was no longer the significant market factor 

it was in previous decades.  Some art houses, which had been involved in a slow 

transition toward exploitation houses, switched over to show hardcore pornography or 

other 1970s grindhouse fare like blaxsploitation and cheaply-made horror films.  Some 

went out of business, and some continued to survive, but the art house boom seen in the 

1950s and ‘60s no longer existed.  At about the same time, large multi-screen theatres, 

known as multiplexes, began to proliferate across the country.  Throughout the 1980s, 

multiplexes became the dominant type of movie theatre and continue to be.  When 

pornographic theatres stopped prospering with the coming of the video age in the 1980s, 

some switched back to art houses (as did the Music Box in Chicago and the Ritz in 

Austin, Texas), some converted to movie theatres (as in much of Times Square in New 

York), but most simply closed and became nontheatrical spaces.  The 1980s and 1990s 

saw a resurgence of American independent film that enabled a minor rejuvenation in art 

house practice.  While the number of art houses is dramatically less today than in 1965, 

the films of Gus Van Sant, Jim Jarmusch, David Lynch and Gregg Araki play alongside 

the films of European and Asian auteurs like Pedro Almodóvar, Wong Kar-wai and 

Michael Haneke in art houses across the country. 
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What is an Art House? 

The most pressing question in going forward with this project is: What is an art 

house?  Many scholars working on American film in the 1940s-1970s address the art 

house movement but only scratch the surface and do not provide much commentary on 

the subject.  In the History of American Cinema series, Thomas Schatz’s Boom and Bust: 

American Cinema in the 1940s, Peter Lev’s Transforming the Screen: 1950-1959 and 

Paul Monaco’s The Sixties: 1960-1969 are solid historical studies but mention the art 

house only in passing.  Monaco’s book, in particular, devotes only half of a page to art 

houses, a grave omission considering the integral role 1960s auteurs like Godard, 

Antonioni, Fellini, Truffaut and Bresson had in defining high-culture film aesthetics and 

influencing most celebrated filmmakers since. Exploitation film historian Eric Schaefer’s 

book Bold! Daring! Shocking! True! devotes a few pages to the subject of art houses, 

suggesting in his conclusion that they were one of the causes of the disintegration of the 

classical exploitation system.3  Independent scholar Kerry Seagrave’s book Foreign 

Films in America, is also worth noting.  While it is a valuable and data-filled book, it is 

preoccupied with distribution methods and industrial pressures to the point of ignoring art 

houses altogether; this is especially unfortunate since the cover of his book is a movie 

ticket. Historian Peter Lev, in his book The Euro-American Cinema, also briefly 

discusses art houses.  None of these works, however, commit more than a cursory 

mention of this alternative exhibition practice. 

                                                
3 Eric Schaefer, “Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!”: A History of Exploitation Films, 1919-1959 (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 1999), 331-337. 
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To date, there have been two in-depth scholarly treatments of the subject of art 

houses—Douglas Gomery’s Shared Pleasures and Barbara Wilinsky’s Sure Seaters—

neither of which addresses in any significant way the late 1950s and early 1960s.  

Instead, they focus on the period starting after World War II and ending in the early 

1950s, what some describe as “the Golden Age of the art house.”4 Their focus is 

generally toward a historical analysis of the art film’s place in American film exhibition.  

As such, there is an underlying concern with the aesthetics of the films themselves, and 

how they affected the American film industry.  Nevertheless, both books are immensely 

valuable historical works, offering information and data that define the scholarly opinion 

about art houses.   

Douglas Gomery’s study of American film exhibition, Shared Pleasures, devotes 

a chapter to art houses.  His approach is primarily influenced by journalism, and he uses 

the definition of “art house” put forth by Variety and other trade or news outlets in their 

industrial coverage.  In the immediate post-World War II era, there was a crisis in 

American exhibition due, basically, to decreased Hollywood production.  Gomery 

suggests that art houses came as an alternative to Hollywood film-dominated theatres, an 

option for the exhibitor willing to take a risk with unique product as a substitute for 

competing in a market with scarce products spread too thin across subsequent-run 

theatres.  As such, these art houses specialized in niche marketing, playing any and all 

foreign films that were considered accessible to the American moviegoers, as well as 

                                                
4 Douglas Gomery, Shared Pleasures: A History of Movie Presentation in the United States (London: 
British Film Institute, 1992), 188. 
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older Hollywood revivals.  My research supports this view, demonstrating that art houses 

exercise a great variety in their lineups; as an example of a typical program, the Stanton 

Art Theatre in Washington, D.C. played the following titles in late 1958: Charlie 

Chaplin’s magnificent Hitler farce The Great Dictator (1940); D.W. Griffith’s 

controversial silent epic The Birth of a Nation (1915); the avant-garde French film Venom 

and Eternity (1958); the Finnish film The White Reindeer (1957), in which a woman 

turns into a reindeer vampire; the Indian children’s film The Awakening (1958); the 

German war vehicle for Maria Schell, The Last Bridge (1957); Rossellini’s championed 

first work, Open City; and Jacques Tati’s madcap M. Hulot’s Holiday (1954). 

Gomery also suggests that aside from the different product, the art houses of the 

1940s were fundamentally different as film institutions.  Comparing the art house to the 

contemporary movie theatre, he writes: 

Art houses presented a single feature, while Hollywood theatres continued 

with the double feature began a decade earlier.  Art houses did not hawk 

popcorn; if any food was sold it was coffee, tea, cakes, or light 

sandwiches.  The seats were new and the ushers stressed politeness and 

seriousness; no talking was permitted during the screening of a serious art 

film.  And for this art theatres charged the highest prices of any movie 

theatre.5 

Gomery’s description clearly connotes a higher-culture institution that is distinguished 

from the Hollywood film-dominated movie theatres that pervaded the 1940s and 1950s 

                                                
5 Gomery, Shared Pleasures, 186. 
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filmgoing experience.  The theatre of distinction that he describes is an aspect of the art 

house narrative, and it properly reflects the buildings of the era and their management.  

His conception of the art house as an elitist film space and one fundamentally distinct 

from the more commercial, Hollywood-oriented movie theatre is valuable and accurate.    

Nevertheless, the art house business has always been in constant flux and 

dynamic evolution, and the art house that he describes—the building with large seats and 

a lobby with tea and cake—does not have much bearing on the art house as it evolved in 

subsequent decades.  He makes a concession for changing times, however, when he 

discusses the apparent death of the art house in the early 1990s (the time of his writing).  

He suggests, “There is some evidence that the new art theatre of the 1990s will be found 

in specialized video stores.”6  Built into his argument, therefore, is that the “art house” is 

not locked into the specifics of the 1940s trends, but rather it is built into a distinct 

viewing practice.  Although he does not spell out the specifics of this perspective, it is 

clear from the rest of his writing on the subject that the art house is a rarified venue for 

the appreciation of film as art.  

Much more impressive in its scope and consideration of the art house is Barbara 

Wilinsky’s book, Sure Seaters, a detailed and wide-ranging study of the art house in the 

late 1940s.  The book is concerned with the origins of the art house, and it continues, 

although with greater detail, much of Gomery’s claims on the subject.  Her title comes 

from a trade nickname for art houses, originally referring to the availability of open seats 

                                                
6 Gomery, Shared Pleasures, 196. 
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in these initially unpopular theatres, but that evolved to refer to the immense popularity 

of art films in the 1940s that promised to sell out the small art houses.  She also wrote an 

article on the subject, “‘A Thinly Disguised Art Veneer Covering a Filthy Sex Picture’: 

Discourses on Art Houses in the 1950s,” presenting a discussion of various public 

opinions on the art house in the early 1950s.  Her art house is, like Gomery’s, a locus of 

elite film exhibition.  As the title of one of her book chapters suggests, art houses had 

“demitasse intermissions and lobbies hung with paintings.”7  Foremost in her formulation 

is the notion that the art house is a location for and about the elite classes. 

One of the major assumptions running through Wilinsky’s argument, however, 

and one which this project disputes, is that the art house is a very specific type of theatre, 

and is not the only/primary venue for “art films.”  During the late 1940s, she argues, the 

art film increased immensely in popularity, due in part to the Italian Neorealist movement 

that was so celebrated in the U.S.  This led to what she considers a movement of art films 

away from art houses into other types of theatres. While it is true that exceptionally 

popular art films like Open City played in Hollywood-oriented movie theatres, the 

majority of art film exhibition occurred in spaces that would have been known as “art 

houses.”  Wilinsky disputes this, drawing a severe line that excludes most of the 

businesses that operated as art houses.  To fit into the upper-class paradigm that she 

establishes for the art house, her narrative relegates nearly all evidence of the seedier 

aspects of the art house to "exploitation theatres," second-run houses or other small, 

                                                
7 Barbara Wilinsky, Sure Seaters: The Emergence of Art House Cinema, (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2001), 104. 
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neighborhood theatres.  This allows her conception of the art house to remain clean and 

bourgeois without having to significantly deal with the sexual issues that the history of art 

houses and art film exhibition clearly displays.  She writes: “The audiences seeing art 

films outside of art house environments were those people most drawn by the sensational 

nature of the films.  Art houses, at least in the mid- to late 1940s, retained an emphasis on 

art and sophistication.”8  By creating a highly privileged space that is more theoretical 

than practical and leaves out all strains of subversion, her argument omits too much of 

what journalists, film distributors/exhibitors/producers and citizens considered an art 

house, and it does not reflect press and industrial records.  While hers is a valid way to 

classify the art house and its distinction from other screening practices, it is a narrow 

definition that evades complicated issues and leads to some problems; ultimately, it 

creates a scapegoat for the dirty little secrets inherent in the history of the art house 

movement. 

There is some evidence to suggest that trade journals like Variety and Motion 

Picture Herald considered “sure seaters” and other theatres as separate venues.  There 

certainly were "grindhouses" that cranked burlesque films for years on end as far back as 

the 1940s that occasionally showed a European film.  Nevertheless, there are theatres that 

called themselves “art houses,” and played art films consistently, that for reasons of 

occasional programming and promotions Wilinsky does not include in her classification 

of the art house.  The Stanton Art Theatre in Washington, D.C. mentioned above is one 

                                                
8 Wilinsky, Sure Seaters, 103. 
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example, as are the Aster Art in Minneapolis, the Avon Art in Omaha and countless 

others.  Thus, Wilinsky’s historiographic stance is not helpful if we want to consider the 

art house as a phenomenon that has occurred throughout the twentieth century.  Her 

description of the "sure seater" is a temporally isolated instance, a type of post-war movie 

theatre that does not exist in any significant way after the 1940s.  As a result, using her 

definition of the art house, no current movie theatre could be considered an "art house.”  

Instead, we should take Wilinsky’s conception of the “sure seater” as an important step in 

the larger history of art houses beginning in the 1920s and presenting new practices 

throughout different eras.     

As part of her understanding of the art house as specifically based in the 1940s, 

coffee-serving sure seater, Wilinsky sees the transformation at the center of this project as 

theatres "switching" to other types.  For instance, writing about Louis Sher, the owner of 

the national art house chain Art Theater Guild, Wilinsky says Sher’s "chain (like many 

other art theatres) switched to become an adult ('nudie') theatre in the 1960s."9  Her 

conception of the art house forces her to see the change to "adult" theatres not as a 

transition but as a transformation.  This characterization of history disregards a great deal 

of information regarding the passage from two very distinct types of programming.  The 

transitional period is one of immense conflict and ambiguity, presenting challenges to 

both art cinema and erotic cinema of the 1960s.  To view these two trends as separate is 

                                                
9 Barbara Wilinsky, “‘A Thinly Disguised Art Veneer Covering a Filthy Sex Picture’: Discourses on Art 
Houses in the 1950s.” Film History 8, no. 2 (1996): 149. 
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to overlook the complementary and complicated histories of both phenomena—to the 

ways in which those histories combine and intersect. 

Gomery’s definition of “art house” is too broad, and Wilinsky’s too narrow.  The 

question remains: What is an art house?  We need a definition that takes into account the 

changing aspects of the art house over time.  We need a definition that includes The 

Shadowbox of the 1920s; the Museum of Modern Art theatre in New York from the 

1930s through its diverse programming today; the Paris Theatre, which opened in 1948 

on Central Park and claims to be the longest continually operating art cinema in the 

United States; the Stanton Art, Aster Art and Avon Art of the 1950s and 1960s; the Orson 

Welles in Cambridge, Massachusetts that opened in 1969, serving as a center for art film 

viewing for the numerous university students of Boston, and which offered program 

notes for each screening in its nearly twenty year history; Film Forum in New York that 

started as a room with folding chairs in the early 1970s and now features the most 

impressive repertory programs in the country; the Music Box that changed from a 

pornography theatre in the late 1970s to one of the premiere art houses in Chicago in the 

early 1980s; the Regal Cinemas chain theatres that spread through the 1990s and now 

hold art houses across the country, from the Hacienda Crossings in the San Francisco Bay 

area to the Nickelodeon in Cape Cod, Massachusetts; and the IFC Center in Greenwich 

Village, which opened in 2005 and is now, through the television program “At the IFC,” 

America’s foremost platform for new independent and foreign film exhibition.   
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My definition, as outlined above, is a play on Lev’s, “Art films are what is shown 

in art theatres” line;10 an art house is what shows art films.  Clearly, this is not a 

straightforward solution.  Defining what is and is not an art film is a nonviable enterprise.  

Instead, a look at the theatres’ promotion and programming can help provide evidence for 

this type of claim.  When a theatre consistently advertises its films as artistic objects 

worthy of appreciation rather than as mere entertainment, the theatre is showing art films 

and is therefore an art house.  This advertisement strategy uses signs of prestige, like 

listing directors or awards and using art-critical terms like “masterpiece” or “brilliant,” 

and is the most visible sign for patrons, distributors and other interested parties to 

determine if a theatre is an art house.  The benefit of using this rule of thumb over the 

more restrictive classification of space and style is that it incorporates the many changes 

art houses have gone through from the 1920s through today.  This thesis therefore 

considers as an art house any theatre that primarily advertises films as art through 

prestige marketing strategies.     

Structure of the Study 

 This project traces the trajectory of the art house from its beginnings in the 1920s 

through the 1970s, a time when film exhibition shifts facilitated many (and in some cities, 

most) art houses to feature pornographic programs.  The study begins with a history of 

the art house prior to 1957.  This is a historiographic essay that traces the practices of 

American film exhibition’s roots with the art cinema.  Just as many historians suggest 

                                                
10 Lev, The Euro-American Cinema, 4. 
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that art cinema in America originates with The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari in 1921, so too 

does the art house movement begin at the start of the 1920s.  The origins of the art house 

in the 1920s and ‘30s led to the post-war era, the so-called Golden Age of the art house.  

While not clearly defined in other scholarly texts, the Golden Age of the art house is 

defined in this project as 1948-1957.  This exercise hopes to trace a common art house 

lineage from the 1920s through the 1950s, emphasizing the basic elements of art film 

exhibition practices and presenting the narrative that this project works from. 

The primary focus of this study involves the period from 1957-1972, the years 

between the American premieres of Roger Vadim’s …And God Created Woman and 

Gerard Damiano’s Deep Throat.  These two films mark the beginning and end points for 

a great cultural shift in both art cinema and pornographic cinema.  Vadim’s film, which 

launched Brigitte Bardot into superstardom, is often credited as being responsible for 

energizing the foreign film’s appeal for a wider, less specialized audience; it grossed an 

astounding $4 million in the U.S., the highest of any European film to that point.  Some, 

like popular film writer and personality Joe Bob Briggs, suggest that the film did much 

more, opening the floodgates of sex to the art house.11  As will be discussed in greater 

detail in Chapter 2, …And God Created Woman was a watershed film.  While the seeds 

of sexuality were being planted in art house policy throughout the Golden Age, Bardot’s 

presence caused the trend, like her character Juliette in the film, to blossom into 

something much more daring and dangerous.  In the art house world, everything after 

                                                
11 Joe Bob Briggs, Profoundly Disturbing: Shocking Movies That Changed History! (New York: Universe 
Publishing, 2003), 66. 
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Bardot was different.  Another watershed film, representing the end of this period, is 

Deep Throat.  The first major hardcore pornographic film to receive distribution in 

commercial cinemas, Deep Throat was the tent pole for the “porno-chic” movement that 

fundamentally changed the media industry by bringing hardcore pornographic films into 

the mainstream.  The film stars then-underground “stag film” actors Linda Lovelace and 

Harry Reems in a sexual narrative that attracted the nation’s attention and became a pop 

culture phenomenon. Although its grosses are unknown, estimates range from $100 

million to more than $600 million; whatever the figure, it is definitely the most profitable 

pornographic film in history, and possibly one of the highest grossing films of any mode 

or genre.  Because of its role in establishing the pornography boom that dominated so 

many art houses in the early 1970s, it is also the obvious stopping point for this project. 

The basic argument of this history is that art films and their association with 

Europe brought frankly sexual content, themes and images to American screens through 

art houses, thereby enabling the hardcore pornography outbreak in the early 1970s via the 

gradual breaking down of barriers and mores.  This association with Europe manifests 

itself in many ways throughout the fifteen-year period of this study.  Because of their 

reputation as more artistic, European films were allowed greater leniency in depicting 

adult themes.  While all types of films faced censorship, it was with European films that 

most obscenity trials were fought and won, a gesture from distributors that suggests a 

confidence that European films were viewed as stronger anti-censorship cases.  During 

the early 1960s, many American “sexploitation” films were released with advertisements 

that insinuated the films with European qualities; for instance, Californian Russ Meyer’s 
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The Immoral Mr. Teas (1959) was released as “A Frenchy Comedy for Unashamed 

Adults!”  Furthermore, a number of exploitation distributors like Radley Metzger and 

William Mishkin were importing European sex films for the art house market, often 

adding in soft-core sex scenes, or “inserts,” to the films in order to make them deliver on 

their perceived erotic qualities.  These trends are discussed through a historical account of 

the time period, predominantly using primary resources.  

To illustrate and survey this time period, a timeline has been constructed using 

promotional data from one theatre, the Stanton Art Theatre in Washington, D.C.  This 

theatre is particularly well suited as an example of the art house of the period because it 

doesn’t sway too much on either the art or sex sides of the binary.  From 1957-1972, 

Washington, D.C. was a formidable art house market: at its peak, the city had over 

twenty art houses.  Outside of the wholly unique New York and Los Angeles markets, 

D.C. represents a more generic film community that can be used to more easily make 

generalizations about the nationwide art house movement.  The Stanton Art Theatre, 

within the city, is also a typical theatre.  It is neither the classiest nor the trashiest “art 

house” in the city.  Its run-of-the-mill programming and advertising make it an 

inconspicuous example that can demonstrate larger trends.  That said, no two markets are 

the same, nor are any two theatres.  The specifics of Washington, D.C. and the Stanton 

Art must not be read as national details.  Rather, the Stanton Art timeline is just one 

unassuming example of the transition from art house to adult theatre that occurred during 

the 1960s and its surrounding years.  Some theatres had harsher transitions, and others 

were subtler.  All manifested their transformations uniquely through programming and 
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advertising, but most demonstrated the trends that the Stanton Art, and the Washington, 

D.C. market generally, displayed.  

The Stanton Art is also a useful case study because it had a unique promotional 

practice during the period of study.  From 1956-1969, the Stanton Art Theatre ran text-

based ads for their films as part of the Neighborhood Movie Guide in the Washington 

Post.  These ads provide a wealth of information about promotional strategies from the 

perspective of both exhibitors and the distributors who often provided advertising copy to 

theatres.  For every Friday from 1956 through 1969, the Stanton’s film listings have been 

compiled and analyzed according to a number of key criteria: Foreign, Director, Award, 

Art, Censor, Sex and Adult.  The resulting figures and graphs help to demonstrate the 

trajectory of the Stanton and, by implication, inform the narrative of this study about 

other art houses across the country.  This case study serves to quantify the shift from art 

film to sex film, providing hard data on how the transition occurred at the Stanton. 

The correlation between sex and European film was not unidirectional, however.  

European films were not merely advertised as erotic entertainment; often, they delivered 

a sexual content that could not be viewed in American films.  The frank sexuality in films 

like The Lovers (1959), Blow-Up (1966) and I Am Curious (Yellow) (1969) helped 

weaken the power and effectiveness of local film censor boards by virtue of their court-

/audience-declared artistic merits.  These films are what I term “Ambiguous Art Films,” 

European motion pictures that straddle the line between art and erotic film.  A surprising 

number of European imports fit into this description, containing graphic depictions or 

themes that make them suspect of obscenity.  As a result of the constant blurring between 
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art and sex in these films, the terms “art film,” “art house” and “foreign film” were often 

expressed sarcastically, referring to a slyly illicit cinema.  For example, in the December 

1963 issue of the American satirical magazine Mad, Larry Siegel and George 

Woodbridge created “A Mad Guide to Art Films.”  Among the parodic representations of 

the foreign/art film phenomenon, Siegel writes, “Most art films are dirty.  In fact, the 

dirtier a film is, the more artier it is!”12 Also included in this satire is a cartoon: 

 

Illustration 0.2: “A Mad Guide to the Art Film” 

The cartoon, dating from 1963, implies that art films are sexualized to a point of 

absurdity.    

To examine this trend of the Ambiguous Art Film and how they came to be 

represented in such ways as the Mad lampoon, a case study of the Antonioni film Blow-

Up completes this study.  The landmark film, one of the highest grossing and widest 
                                                
12 Larry Siegel, “A Mad Guide to Art Films,” Illus. George Woodbridge. Mad 1, no. 38 
(December 1963): 13. 
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distributed art films of the 1960s, is widely considered instrumental in the deconstruction 

of Hollywood’s Production Code and film censorship generally.  In addition to being one 

of the most influential and well-known foreign/art films of the time, Blow-Up is also a 

controversial object, one of the first aboveground films to feature frontal nudity and to 

candidly represent a free sexuality.  A study of its critical reception and American 

promotion will help demonstrate the other side of the art house divide, the controversial 

and challenging European film that features a sexuality that was marketable to diverse 

spectatorships.  Blow-Up is particularly suited for this case study because it is such a 

widely known and discussed art film, because of its relationship and struggles with 

censorship and because its release in 1966, as a center point between …And God Created 

Woman in 1957 and Deep Throat in 1972, marks an equilibrium of this fifteen-year 

transition.  

Whenever possible and unless contextually inappropriate, this study uses the 

American release titles of films and their American release dates.  All films mentioned 

throughout this project are listed in the filmography (Appendix) with their original 

language title and original release date as well as their American info when available.  

Unfortunately, many of the titles that played in art houses from 1957-1972 are now 

considered lost and little or no information is available about them.  Furthermore, 

because of the issue of retitling for translational and exploitation purposes, many original 

titles are not apparent.  American release dates are also difficult to determine for these 

films.  Still, the majority of titles mentioned within this study are identified and 

accounted for.   
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Pushing Forward 

The art house of the late 1950s and 1960s exhibited so-called “art films” through 

an elaborate system of sexualized promotion and marketing while simultaneously 

programming titles especially for their sexualized content.  The reason to do this is 

obvious: sex, in a matter of speaking, sells.  But how this happened, and what the 

outcomes of this unique part of film exhibition history are, is not so obvious.  This study 

seeks to identify the ways in which the art house became the adult theatre, not just in 

brick-and-mortar transformation (although this is definitely a key concern), but also in 

the cultural understanding of what “art house” referred to during this era.  Most scholars, 

due to aesthetic or cultural biases, have overlooked this dirty little secret of the art house 

legacy, but now it is to be confronted directly.  The study seeks to understand the untold 

story of the art house during the 1960s, when Bergman may have been inspiring 

cinephiles, but Bardot was selling tickets. 
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Chapter 1: The Rise of the Art House and its Golden Age  

 
 Extending the preceding discussion of an “art house” as an ideological and 

aesthetic exhibition space, this chapter focuses on the art house as a historical and 

industrial institution.  Assuming, with other specific considerations, that an art house is a 

theatre that plays “art films,” we can trace the precursors and realizations of the art house 

movement.  Most historians consider the cultural embrace of art cinema in the United 

States as a post-war phenomenon.  Stating these assumptions explicitly, historian Haidee 

Wasson writes:  

The core art cinema institutions, which have tended to pose themselves 

against commercial film culture and formed around concepts of aesthetic 

distinctiveness and repertory—art houses, university film programs, film 

festivals—emerged in full force only after World War II.1  

Wasson rightly points out that these institutions reached their peak of cultural 

significance after the war, a “Golden Age” that lasted for a decade from 1948 until 1957.  

Nevertheless, the origins of the art house are clearly traceable back through the 1920s and 

1930s, when little cinemas, ethnic theatres, film archives and other cinema spaces and 

organizations treaded new ground in admiring and exhibiting film as art. 

 The rise of the art house, then, involves the early history of the exhibition of art 

films in the United States.  “Art” is obviously a dynamic and charged term, but its use 

                                                
1Haidee Wasson, Museum Movies: The Museum of Modern Art and the Birth of the Art Cinema (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2005), 6. 
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here refers to the promotion of a film as an object of study or appreciation targeting 

sophisticated, high- or middle-class patrons, and is in opposition to the contemporary and 

persisting connotations of movies as lowbrow amusements for the working class.  It is 

important to consider the art house as an alternative viewing space.  Most importantly, art 

houses were conceptualized as an opposition to studio-owned theatres or subrun theatres 

that programmed Hollywood films exclusively.  American films “were seen by many 

cultural elites to be crass, compromised, and incapable of expressing intelligence."2  This 

view of Hollywood films as intellectually inferior to other cinemas, and particularly 

European cinemas, is at the heart of the definition of the art film in the inter-war period, 

and remained so into the director-driven Hollywood Renaissance of the late 1960s and 

1970s as well.  The devotion to foreign cinema, therefore, dominates the pre-history of 

the art house.  The exhibition of any foreign film in the United States in the ‘20s and ‘30s 

was, to a greater or lesser extent, viewed and presented as an alternative to Hollywood 

film practice.   

 The art cinema’s relationship with Hollywood, however, is not simply one of 

clear opposition.  In fact, the relationship between Hollywood and the cultural elite is 

conflicted and ambiguous.3  From the proto-art houses in the 1920s to the sure seaters of 

the ‘40s and through the art houses of today, these theatres often played "classics" of the 

Hollywood variety; these theatres were often sites of revival screenings for canonized 

                                                
2 Wasson, Museum Movies, 106. 
3 For a book-length, although not intending to be comprehensive, examination of this topic, see Peter 
Decherney, Hollywood and the Culture Elite: How the Movies Became American (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2005). 
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films of earlier decades like The Birth of a Nation (1915) or Camille (1936), as well as, 

beginning significantly in the 1970s, the reincorporation of Hollywood films as “cult” or 

“camp” like Freaks (1932) or The Bride of Frankenstein (1935).  The art-oriented 

viewing of these films, however, was most likely a different type of spectatorship.  One 

primary difference of this alternative spectatorship was that Hollywood films were being 

exhibited outside of their original context: this is illustrated in the condition of exhibition, 

being outside of Hollywood-owned theatres, not as part of a program with shorts, 

newsreels and a B picture, devoid of noisy children and, sometimes, even popcorn stands.  

Also, and perhaps most importantly, these Hollywood films were being shown years after 

their initial release, giving them the veneer of time-tested artworks.  Additional ambiguity 

exists in the relationship between Hollywood and the art cinema because the California 

studios were distributing and exhibiting most of the high-grossing European "art" films in 

the 1920s, and continuing, to varying degrees, up through the 1960s.  Historian Anthony 

Henry Guzman writes, "The big Hollywood producer-distributors had long been taking 

the most commercial and exploitable European films for themselves as well as the talent 

that had made them."4 In addition to distributing major foreign films, Hollywood also 

imported directors (Fritz Lang, Ernst Lubitsch, Billy Wilder), actors (Peter Lorre, Greta 

Garbo, Ingrid Bergman) and other film technicians theretofore associated with European 

art film production.5   

                                                
4 Anthony Henry Guzman, “The Exhibition and Reception of European Films in the United States During 
the 1920s,” Ph.D. diss., University of California at Los Angeles, 1993, 312. 
5 For a fine study of the trend of Hollywood importing film works, see John Russell Taylor, Strangers in 
Paradise: The Hollywood Emigres, 1933-50 (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1983). 
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The influence of Hollywood was inescapable for any American exhibitor at the 

time.  Independent theatres and other cinema-showing organizations were torn between 

supporting Hollywood in some cases and criticizing it in others, but they remained an 

alternative nevertheless.  The narrative of art cinema prior to World War II is defined by 

this ambivalent relationship with Hollywood and by a general support of foreign films.  

THE 1920S: LITTLE CINEMAS   

 According to Anthony Henry Guzman, whose dissertation “The Exhibition and 

Reception of European Films in the United States During the 1920s” is an exhaustive and 

valuable study of the subject, “At the beginning of 1920, European films were practically 

non-existent in the United States aside from trade shows and…other private screenings.”6  

Hollywood then dominated the market by exhibiting their silent films in metropolitan 

picture palaces.  These behemoth first-run cinemas were, according to some scholars, part 

of a “strategy to infuse moviegoing with the prestige of middle and high cultural venues 

more often associated with theatre and opera.”7  This gesture towards legitimizing cinema 

by appealing to the middle and upper classes has precedents throughout the history of 

cinema, and should be seen as one part of a much larger project.   

Like many other scholars, Guzman puts the creation of the “European Art Film” 

as an American concept in the 1920s.  He writes that Hollywood's commercialized 

cinema, inane star system and formulaic plots alienated the progressive filmgoer.  Writes 

Guzman: 
                                                
6 Guzman, “Exhibition and Reception,” 25. 
7 Wasson, Museum Movies, 38. 
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For a small but growing number of cine-literate intellectuals and 

aestheticists interested in the artistic possibilities of the new art of the 20th 

Century, Hollywood's conservatism and crass commercial exploitation of 

the cinema was particularly galling.  This cinematically disenfranchised 

audience would prove to be fertile territory for the artistically ambitious 

films from Europe.8 

This “disenfranchised audience” found respite with the re-emergence of European films 

on American screens in the ‘20s.  The release of two German films in a period of less 

than six months brought about monumental change in American film culture: Ernst 

Lubitch's Madame DuBarry (retitled Passion by U.S. distributor First National and 

released in late 1920) and the German Expressionist film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 

released in April of 1921.  Lubitsch’s film, in particular, was an unexpected financial hit.  

Guzman suggests, “Passion's success and First National's huge profits single-handedly 

changed the American film industry attitude towards the European cinema."9  Passion 

proved to American distributors and exhibitors that European films, and especially 

German films, could produce large box-office receipts.  Dr. Caligari, although initially 

an economic failure, became a repertory favorite in foreign-cinema theatres throughout 

the next few decades and, due to its experimental style and narrative, became the 

                                                
8 Guzman, “Exhibition and Reception,” 22. 
 
9 Ibid., 64. 
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quintessential “European Art Film.”  Film historian Douglas Gomery credits these films 

with giving rise to the “little cinema” movement.10 

Little cinemas, also called little theatres, were early examples of alternative 

exhibition spaces with highbrow ideals.  Exhibitors and journalists both used the term to 

identify these smaller theatres that specialized in films that could not draw large 

audiences.  They were influenced ideologically and eponymously from the little theatres 

(a movement of the legitimate theatre), an alternative venue that staged challenging 

dramatic works not suitable for Broadway and revived theatre classics.  From their 

beginnings, little cinemas were focused on doing the same, highlighting classics and 

contemporary, primarily foreign, films.  One early little cinema organization, The 

International Film Arts Guild, declared that it was “dedicated to the task of reviving and 

keeping alive the classics of the cinema as well as those films which closely approach the 

designation of masterpiece.”11  As this comment suggests, it was part of the program of 

little cinemas to exhibit Hollywood classics of the early silent era as well as new works 

from abroad.  The little cinema movement started in full force in 1925 with the opening 

of the Shadowbox in New York, and enjoyed some success until the end of the decade. 

Little cinemas were the proto-art houses, especially the highbrow, community-

based art houses as described by Barbara Wilinsky in her book Sure Seaters.  Wilinsky 

describes little cinemas as small theatres that “offered a more intimate setting in which to 

see films, in contrast to the picture palaces.  Serving coffee and cigarettes in the lounge, 

                                                
10 Douglas Gomery, Shared Pleasures: A History of Movie Presentation in the United States (London: 
British Film Institute, 1992), 173. 
11 John Larken. "The Guild Movie Is Here," Theatre Magazine (May 1926): 32. 
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management encouraged people to congregate at the little cinemas, creating a clublike 

environment.”12  Again, the alternative exhibition space is defined in relation to 

Hollywood norms.  She continues, more explicitly referencing the relationship with 

Hollywood: 

To appeal to the upper class and the intellectual elite, the little cinema 

movement clearly separated itself from the mainstream Hollywood 

industry.... Instead of attempting to compete with mainstream films on 

Hollywood terms...the art film industry now emphasized the increased 

artistry of the European, amateur, and avant-garde cinemas.13 

This description of the little cinema is an example of the art house practice of advertising 

European product as aesthetically superior to Hollywood films, as well as creating an 

intimate environment not available in the generally attended Hollywood movie theatres.  

Little cinemas were culturally elite spaces where, hypothetically, intellectual cinephiles 

could actively engage in challenging films and find like-minded individuals to discuss 

with in the lobby.  Wasson adds that these theatres were viewed as critical in developing 

an art cinema market, pointing out, “Advocates associated the idea of seeing revivals and 

unpopular or unprofitable domestic and foreign films with the importance of nurturing 

specialized, intelligent audiences.”14   

                                                
12 Barbara Wilinsky, Sure Seaters: The Emergence of Art House Cinema (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2001), 50. 
13 Ibid., 53. 
14 Wasson, Museum Movies, 39. 
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 Little cinemas had some success in New York and, to a much lesser extent, in 

other cities across the country (Washington, D.C., Chicago, Cleveland, Boston, Los 

Angeles), but in general were a failed enterprise.  The grosses for Passion were not often 

matched.  Furthermore, the balancing of artistic value and economic draw was too 

difficult a task for most theatres; there were few films that were both commercially viable 

and cinematically valuable.15  At the end of the 1920s, little cinemas did receive a new 

audience due to the coming of sound.  Hollywood theatres were rapidly changing over to 

all-sound programs, so anyone interested in seeing silent films went to the little cinema. 

Guzman points out, “In a period when the 'talkies' were far from being unanimously 

popular, the little theatres were in a position to present themselves as sanctuaries of silent 

film art.”16  During this transitional time, there was a significant backlash against sound 

films because their relatively primitive style (due to technological restraints) lacked the 

artistic sophistication of ambitious silent films, so this was a considerable market.   

Nevertheless, this corner on silent film exhibition could not sustain little cinemas 

into the 1930s.  Writing in 1938 for The New York Times, Harold Lefkovits penned a 

retrospective obituary for the little cinema, saying, “Sound probably killed it.  The 

depression may have helped.”17 The lofty-goaled little cinemas simply could not sustain 

an art house-like programming schedule during the 1930s for many reasons, the primary 

of which certainly was the initial refusal to transfer over to sound.  There was also the 

problem of a lack of worthy and available films, and many of the theatres themselves had 
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poor marketing and business plans.  Most of these issues would be addressed, if within 

new contexts, in the 1930s.  Lefkovits went on to lament the end of the little cinema, 

saying, “The result of all this is that the new generation of film lovers...is left high and 

dry in the matter of film classics. The…presentations of the Museum of Modern Art Film 

Library and film study courses at various universities fill this need in some respects.”18 

THE 1930S: ETHNIC THEATRES, MOMA AND NEWSREEL HOUSES 

 The 1930s is an especially formative decade in the development of American 

film.  The decade is considered to be the “Golden Age” of Hollywood due to the 

formalization of certain aesthetic rules and production strategies.  Many genres and film 

trends were established or dramatically refined in this decade as well.  With the embrace 

of sound technologies, both Hollywood and foreign films featured a narrative and 

aesthetic complexity that demonstrated over a quarter-century of innovation.  The 

Production Code, the result of Hollywood’s long-debated self-regulatory effort to clean 

up the movies, was established in the early 1930s, initiating a period of significant, if 

often exaggerated, restrictions on mainstream movie content.  The cultural understanding 

of and writing about film likewise reached a new maturity, transforming from 

“celebratory tract in the protective pages of industry rags to sustained monographs and 

specialized journals addressing the history, aesthetic distinctiveness, politics, and social 
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and psychological impact of cinema.”19  The decade also brought about a number of new 

types of alternative exhibition spaces that should be read as precursors to the art house. 

 One such innovation, and the clear successor to the little cinema, was the ethnic 

theatre.  Tino Balio in his history of 1930s American Cinema, Grand Design, states, 

“During the 1930s, only around forty theatres in the United States played foreign films 

exclusively; an additional two hundred theatres played imports on occasion.”20  These 

venues were primarily ethnic theatres, smaller cinemas that catered to particular ethnic 

communities by showing films from the native country of the communities’ residents, 

thereby utilizing a foreign-language angle in their niche appeal.  Theatre operators 

balanced the art film program originally practiced in the little cinemas with marketing 

and programming geared directly toward ethnic audiences.   In doing so, and thereby 

supplementing the theatres with an additional audience demographic, ethnic theatres were 

able to stay profitable through the 1930s.  This practice of including multiple audiences is 

a key to an understanding of the art houses of the post-war era; especially in the 1950s 

and early 1960s, art houses advertised different aspects of their programs to appeal to 

several markets (to be discussed at more length in the following chapters).   

 This practice is also important in understanding how ethnic theatres could survive 

where little cinemas failed.  Gomery writes:  

Economic success seemed to come when the theatre owner could mix 

what would later become known as art house policy with a specific ethnic 
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appeal.  Throughout the United States, in major cities, a handful of such 

hybrid operations were able to make a go of it during the 1930s.... 

Operating such a theatre required skill and cunning.  The theatre owner 

could not, for example, piggyback on a national advertising campaign.  

Thus, the owner had to cultivate contacts in the ethnic community and 

hope to pass the word.21 

Accordingly, these ethnic theatres were only able to prosper in communities that held 

significant ethnic populations.  New York, as is the case with nearly every alternative 

screen practice, was by far the dominant market for ethnic theatres.  Because of their 

prominent minority communities, however, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco and 

Milwaukee also had thriving ethnic theatres, as did many cities in the Southwest (Dallas, 

Denver, San Antonio, Los Angeles, etc.) with Spanish-language theatres.22  These 

theatres were able to support themselves until the Second World War, at which time 

nationalistic sentiments diminished audiences’ interest in foreign films and European film 

industries either shut down operations or greatly restricted exportation.  Most of these 

theatres switched their program to subrun Hollywood features at this time; during and 

immediately following the war, Hollywood films were at an all time high of attendance-

draw, and even the smallest theatres playing Hollywood fare were doing great box office 

business. 
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 Ethnic theatres made compromises in their programming in order to cater more to 

a working-class audience than little cinemas did.  On the opposite side of the class 

spectrum, however, a new institution came to prominence in the middle of the decade that 

privileged art above all else.  The Museum of Modern Art, led by staff librarian and film 

enthusiast Iris Barry, opened its Film Library in 1935.  The Film Library had three tasks: 

to archive films of the past, to exhibit them at the Museum regularly, and to distribute 

them in 16mm format to universities, schools, churches, and other educational and civic 

organizations.  Haidee Wasson, in her book on the subject, Museum Movies, writes that 

when the Film Library started, “No material infrastructure had been successfully built to 

secure lasting and studied attention to films themselves as had been done for painting, 

sculptures, books, music, plays, and even photographs.”23  Because no significant archive 

yet existed for the preservation of films, it was very difficult to see a film that was out of 

commercial circulation.  MoMA’s pioneering efforts, in conjunction with efforts abroad 

in London and Paris, mark the first throes of the film archive, and thus to the preservation 

and non-commercial recirculation of film prints.  This clearly aided the appreciation, and 

especially the study, of older films as “classics.”  Wasson asserts that by doing so, the 

Film Library was declaring film a “modern art with an important history.  It provided 

cinema a prominent institutional home alongside other traditional and emergent aesthetic 

forms.... MoMA asserted that this new modern art should be collected, saved, studied, 

and, most important, seen."24  
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 This novel thinking about taking the cinema seriously furthered the little cinema 

agenda of viewing film as art.  Its conception of artful cinema, like the little cinemas 

before it, also privileged European films and Hollywood classics.  Wasson writes that in 

the early days of MoMA’s exhibition, the Film Library “resembled a cine salon, designed 

to show accomplished works by great, primarily European, artists.”25  As it developed, 

however, it began to expand its collection and series to include older Hollywood films as 

well: 

Amateur, avant-garde, and popular American films—old and new—would 

ideally take their place beside the works of European directors, in part so 

that American films could be more fully respected, and in part so that an 

increasingly diverse community could be supplied with the films it 

wanted.26 

Again, an institution founded on the concept of viewing cinema outside of the dominant 

Hollywood model of popcorn-chomping picture palaces was embracing, and legitimizing 

through acceptance by the cultural elite, Hollywood films as objects of art.  While it is 

worth mentioning that Hollywood studios funded some of the Film Library’s activities, it 

is clear that MoMA would have celebrated Hollywood films regardless.   

 MoMA’s lending program also contributed tremendously to the high-cultural 

acceptance of film as an art form.  Many developing university cinema appreciation 

programs and film societies used the collection to view and understand the classics of 
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cinema that had long been out of circulation.  Wasson says of the museum’s 16mm 

educational distribution program, and of the project of the Film Library more generally, 

“By collecting, lending, and exhibiting films…the Film Library distinguished itself by 

inflecting old films with some of the most basic ideals of the bourgeois cultural 

respectability…it associated its films with the values of art, history, and education.”27  

MoMA continues to be one of the dominant forces in the film archive and art house 

communities, and its influence on American film appreciation is pervasive. 

 “Throughout the 1930s and 1940s,” writes Douglas Gomery, “only one type of 

specialized theatre was able to survive within the matrix of Big-Five-owned theatres: 

newsreel houses.”28  These theatres exhibited short, usually 45-minute news film 

programs such as Fox Movietone News, The March of Time and Hearst Metronome 

News/News of the Day.  Newsreel houses catered to well-educated patrons who were 

interested in staying informed about current events.    Newsreel houses could be thought 

of as a precursor of sorts to the art house inasmuch as they were successful alternative 

viewing spaces and therefore served as a model of niche cinema marketing.  Like art 

houses, these theatres targeted their marketing and programs towards the middle and 

upper classes, cultivating an educated clientele.  Likewise, the exhibition spaces often 

featured larger seats, wider aisles and other amenities that made for a more comfortable 

and intimate cinema experience. 
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 Although newsreels had been produced since the first decade of the century, they 

reached a new popularity with the coming of sound that spawned the first newsreel 

theatre in 1929.  Throughout the 1930s, a number of chains and theatres ran across the 

country, although most successful theatres were in New York.  A peak of popularity was 

reached during World War II.  "The desire for instant information brought the newsreel 

theatres a direct tie to radio and press sources.  Most newsreel theatres subscribed to a 

news ticker, and the management would stop the show to read the latest war news.”29  

After the war, newsreel theatres struggled as television news better served scoop-minded 

patrons. 

 Like the newsreels, documentary film also reached a new level of popularity 

during the interwar and war years.  Progressive political nonfiction films were often 

shown in newsreel houses, little cinemas and other alternative viewing spaces like union 

clubs and churches, offering unconventional film content that was often viewed as “art.”  

During the war and to some extent in the build-up to it, propaganda documentaries were 

also a popular form.  The various documentaries of the 1920s, ‘30s and ‘40s, such as 

Nanook of the North (1922), The Plow That Broke the Plains (1936), The River (1938) 

and the Why We Fight series (1942-1945) presented product for alternative viewing 

spaces and also contributed to the growing trend of non-Hollywood narrative film fare. 

 As stated earlier, university film programs aided the cultural appreciation of film 

as art.  Another such institution was the film society or cine club.  These organizations 

brought intellectually minded film fans together to view and discuss classic and 
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challenging new films.  Organizations like Film Forum, New York Film Society and 

Workers Film and Photo League started in the 1930s and contributed to the national 

conversation about film art.  Most ran on a subscription basis, following a non-profit 

method of film exhibition.  Wilinsky writes, "The growth of private groups illustrated the 

increased intellectual interest in film.”  Seeing film societies as part of a general trend 

toward the creation of the art house, she provides a useful summary: 

Art house operators undoubtedly recognized the potential audiences for 

unique films.  Furthermore, organizations like [immensely popular New 

York avant-garde film society] Cinema 16 showed people's willingness to 

pay a bit more money for the opportunity to see such films.  Venues such 

as…film societies both demonstrated and cultivated the potential 

audiences for specialized films screened in unique atmospheres.30 

While catering to small, private groups in specialized markets, film societies 

demonstrated certain characteristics about the future audiences of art houses. 

THE 1940S: WWII AND POSTWAR ERA, THE PARAMOUNT DECREE AND SURE SEATERS 

 Toward the end of the 1930s and through the early 1940s, World War II 

dominated much of American life.  The war, especially the second half of it, was a great 

period for Hollywood but a dismal one for foreign films on American screens.  Once the 

fighting stopped, interest returned to foreign films.  “This interest came not in ethnic 

enclaves,” writes Gomery, “but in the form of specialized art house theatres (located in 
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major cities).  High-income, well-educated Americans attended these art theatres, 

embracing film as more than ‘mere entertainment.’”31  The post-war art house achieved a 

commercial and critical success previously unseen, and spread not only in New York and 

Los Angeles but in smaller urban communities as well, like Kansas City, St Louis, 

Houston and others.  Additionally, the importation of European films increased 

dramatically in this period, and the “European Art Film,” aided by the Italian Neo-Realist 

movement, achieved widespread recognition. 

 Considering the complementary relationship Hollywood had with alternative film 

exhibition as outlined above, it is not surprising that the studios’ industry practice was the 

primary factor in establishing the art house boom of the post-war period as well.  As 

mentioned, World War II and the years immediately succeeding were the most profitable 

time for Hollywood in its history.  One of the results of this economic boost was a 

decrease in studio production; the studios focused primarily on the production of A-class 

pictures, forgoing Bs and shorts.  Historian Thomas Schatz notes: 

The most significant developments in the Hollywood studio system during 

World War II were increased studio revenues (and profits) and decreased 

output.  While the lower output of films was related to various wartime 

factors…these cutbacks resulted more than anything else from surging 

wartime revenues…. The major studios quickly saw the logic of 
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increasing their emphasis on top product while cutting back on their 

overall output of films.32 

During the war and the subsequent years, the major studios cut the number of films 

released per year almost in half, and the bulk of the omitted product were B pictures.  

Complicating matters, as the wartime boom in revenue ended, a sharp decline in profits 

ensued.  The Hollywood studios began to divest their interests and deconstruct the 

“studio system” that controlled contract above- and below-the-line talent, production, 

distribution and exhibition.  This was partly in anticipation of an anti-trust case that 

would be settled in 1948, but it was also a strategy to cut costs during a period of 

inflation and dwindling cinema attendance.  Both the greater focus on A-pictures and the 

minimizing of the studio system contributed to the reduction of Hollywood output.  This 

destabilization and change in Hollywood organization and production had profound 

repercussions for the film exhibition business and the industry in general. 

The decrease in available product left smaller theatres that relied on subsequent-

run exhibition in a difficult position.  Many sub-run theatres scrambled to find unique 

films to show, resulting in a crisis that closed many cinemas.  A desperate move taken by 

many was to look outside of the Hollywood system for a solution.  "As conventional 

Hollywood films grew increasingly difficult to book and increasingly expensive to rent,” 

writes Barbara Wilinsky, “alternative films such as independent U.S. films, classic 

reissues, and foreign films became more accessible, making them popular with smaller 
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theatre owners."33  Film historian Janet Staiger adds: “Smaller theatres were being 

squeezed out of the Hollywood distribution system.  Thus, imported films provided small 

theatres with an alternative product, enabling them to stay in business."34  While not a 

panacea for all exhibition woes, this strategy was successful in many cases.  These new 

theatres, or these old theatres with new programming strategies, are the classical “art 

houses” celebrated by historians like Douglas Gomery and Barbara Wilinsky.     

    The foundational film for the art house renaissance of the post-war era was 

Roberto Rossellini’s early Italian Neo-Realist drama Open City.  Released in the U.S. in 

February 1946, the film was, according to Staiger, “frank; it was serious; it had a 

message.  It was different from Hollywood."35  While this claim may ignore the 

significant artistic and ideological achievements of Hollywood films of the period like 

The Lost Weekend (1945), The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) and others, it does reflect 

the critical and cultural feeling of the time that European films were somehow elevated 

from American movies.  Perhaps because of its artfulness and its uniqueness from 

Hollywood product, Open City, like Passion in the 1920s, was remarkably successful.  In 

New York its initial run in various Times Square theatres lasted for more than two 

straight years.36  It reportedly grossed over $1 million at the American box office, an 

unprecedented sum for a foreign film.  Critics praised Open City for its realism, and its 

starkness certainly drew audiences to the film; the wartime drama is a shocking film that 
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features images of torture as well as drug use and lesbianism.  The “mature” themes of 

Open City, then, establish a precedent for the art house that is consistent throughout the  

1950s and beyond.   

As Passion did for German films decades earlier, Open City created a high 

demand for Italian films; Paisan (1948), The Bicycle Thief (1949), Bitter Rice (1950) and 

many other imports of the Neo-Realist style had successful runs in American art houses, 

often earning far more in the U.S. than in their native country.  Competing with Italian 

films in terms of popularity at this time were British imports.  Famed producer J. Arthur 

Rank, who owned an interest in a number of theatres in England, struck a quid pro quo 

with the Hollywood studios.  After the War, England was reducing its allotment for 

imported American films, creating a smaller window for the studios who sought foreign 

revenues.  Rank offered privileged spots in his theatres to the studios that would 

distribute his films, thus ensuring his pictures would have theatrical runs in America.37  It 

was through this effort that films like Henry V (1946), The Red Shoes (1948) and Quartet 

(1949) played in art houses during the late 1940s and ‘50s.   

 Foreign films were a viable option for these cinemas partly as a result of the War.  

World War II brought a new level of internationalism to the average American that 

spawned an interested in foreign cultures.  The returning soldiers, too, represented a large 

part of the interest in European and Asian cinemas.  Douglas Gomery expresses a 

common conception about this, writing, “After World War II there grew greater interest 

in foreign culture and art forms...as many members of the service returned home after 
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living [abroad]."38  Moreover, veterans helped to build the art film audience base through 

a raised education-level that turned them on to the “intellectualism” that European art 

films represented; Gomery suggests, “Millions of new college students—the first to 

attend college in their family because of the G.I. bill—embraced these serious films."39  

Furthermore, while most art houses were in New York, many were located in cities with 

significant ethnic communities like Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco and 

Milwaukee.40  

 While Open City and other Italian and British films experienced some popularity 

from 1946-1948, the art house movement did not reach its full potential until 1948, when 

the series of anti-trust cases involving the Hollywood studios began with what is often 

called the Paramount Decree in May of that year.  Staiger writes, “The growth of art 

houses may have been due less to any new audience demand per se than to an opening of 

exhibition options arising from changes in the U.S. film industry's structure and 

conduct."41  Of those changes, some of which have been discussed above, none is more 

significant or devastating than the Paramount Decree.  Thomas Schatz argues that the 

Paramount Case is “the signal event for the American cinema in the 1940s.”42  For film 

exhibition, the case’s importance is felt far beyond the 1940s, and is possibly the most 

important event in exhibition history after World War II. 
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 United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., better known among scholars and 

enthusiasts as the Paramount Decree, Decision or Case, was the most significant decision 

in a series of anti-trust cases seen by the Federal courts during the late 1940s but 

beginning a decade earlier; the trial was put on hold during the war, but this was simply a 

postponement of the inevitable.  Schatz summarizes the verdict: 

First, the mere existence of monopoly power, whether lawfully or 

unlawfully gained, is basis enough for an antitrust judgment; second, it is 

not necessary to find specific intent to restrain trade, simply that such 

restraint results from the defendants’ business conduct; third, the Sherman 

Act [Antitrust Act of 1890] can be violated by prevention of competition 

as much as by destruction of competition; and finally, any theatre under 

any ownership is subject to an antitrust judgment if the theatre was 

acquired or maintained as a result of unreasonable restraint of trade.43 

The end result of this decision was that the integrated Hollywood Majors (those studios 

that were vertically integrated, controlling production, distribution and exhibition) were 

forced to divest their theatre holdings.  Obviously, this shook up the very foundation of 

the Hollywood film industry.  Of the five major studios, only RKO pictures immediately 

divested its theatres.  The others delayed and unsuccessfully appealed, but within the 

decade, Hollywood-controlled exhibition was over. 

 The Paramount Decree greatly affected the balance of power within the 

exhibition industry.  Hollywood’s decreased financial interest in exhibition resulted in a 
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continued decline in available films for smaller theatres.  Furthermore, and perhaps most 

importantly, in the years following the Decree a bevy of theatres became “independent.”  

The newfound freedom from playing strictly Hollywood films allowed these theatres to 

play alternative films, and many of them chose to show foreign films and classic 

Hollywood repertory movies.  From this new programming strategy came new 

promotional strategies, and thus the art house boom was formed.  While the seeds were 

sown in the immediate post-war period (and the precedents established in the 1920s and 

‘30s), it was not until the Paramount Decree and the ensuing theatre divestitures that the 

Golden Age of the art house really took root. 

 Indeed, Barbara Wilinsky’s term “sure seater” applies directly to the art house 

boom of this period.  The designation is a reference to the unpopularity of the art house 

immediately following the war, as these venues were spots where an audience member 

was sure to find an available seat.  Later in the 1940s, the term came to refer to the 

popularity of art houses.  Because art houses were typically small venues, the shows often 

sold out and thus tickets sales were ensured.  This term for the art house is used 

frequently in the trades, and it is a valuable one to use.  As suggested in the Introduction, 

it is a suitable term for describing the art house during the Golden Age of 1948-1957. 

Sure seaters offered prestige viewing by promoting film as art and as a high 

culture leisure activity.  This was done primarily through advertising programs that 

emphasized artistic qualities, but was also demonstrated through the spaces themselves, 

which featured upper-class trimmings like lobby paintings and espresso bars.  Although 

the films may have warranted the specialized treatment, much of the prestige associated 
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with the sure seater was a product of promotional differentiation on the part of the 

exhibitor.  Wilinsky notes, “The high culture of art films…did not emerge solely from 

any inherent aesthetic qualities of these films, but was also a construction of art house 

operators attempting to find a niche within the film exhibition market."44 

Wilinsky suggests that the niche marketing of sure seaters enabled their 

prosperity.  The economic feasibility of the high-culture qualities of the sure seater is an 

interesting unknown in this scheme.  In her book, Wilinsky mentions contemporary 

critical approaches to the art house.  Often, the criticisms pointed toward sure seaters 

were condemnations of the sexual themes considered present in a number of (foreign) art 

films and advertised freely by the theatres.  She writes: 

Some critics suggested that art films attracted not only high-culture 

intellectuals, but also people simply interested in seeing the more 

“realistic” presentations of sex generally associated with art films 

(particularly foreign films).  These groups attempted to weaken the 

connection between art films/art houses and high culture by highlighting 

their exploitation of sex to make money.  In other words...these groups 

brought to the foreground the economic side of the art film industry 

generally hidden by the concepts of art and culture.45 

Wilinsky excuses this criticism by presenting the scapegoat of the “neighborhood” 

theatre that occasionally showed art films as the culprit in this exploitation.  This narrow 
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view excusing sure seaters of all sexual exploitation, as I argue throughout this project, 

does not reflect the practice of many if not most art houses.  The criticism she raises is a 

valid one that needs to be addressed.  

Art films were considered risqué, and the advertising from both art film 

distributors and exhibitors often highlighted sex as a means to sell tickets.  Furthermore, 

the connection between foreign films and erotic entertainment is not a product solely of 

the post-war era.  In fact, dating back through the 1920s and 1930s, foreign films in 

America were often sold as sexually suggestive. Exploitation film historian Eric 

Schaefer, in his book Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!, points out that the marketing of 

films like Girls’ Club (1937), The Art of Love (1941), Ecstasy (1934) and even U.F.A. 

physical education films that included nudity, were wrought with sexual imagery that 

called attention to women’s figures and exposed skin.  Schaefer writes of the Czech film 

Ecstasy, the early Hedy Lamarr picture that featured a nude swimming scene, "The 

discourse surrounding the film united concepts of foreignness, sexuality, immorality, art, 

and exploitation."46  I argue that most successful art films, from Passion to Open City and 

through Persona (1967) and Last Tango in Paris (1972), contain elements of sexuality 

like nudity and frank sexual stories that were (often exaggeratedly) exploited to make the 

art house an economically feasible business model.  This reliance on sex helps to explain 

the rapid transition that occurred after the Golden Age, which will be discussed further in 

Chapter 4 on the Ambiguous Art Film.  The initial surfacing of this practice begins in the 
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little cinemas and picks up in the sure seaters of the late 1940s and early 1950s, but is not 

fully realized until the end of the ‘50s and into the 1960s. 

THE 1950S: THE “LOST AUDIENCE,” THE MIRACLE CASE AND THE GOLDEN AGE  

 Janet Staiger suggests that the art house movement was in full bloom by the 

1950s.  By the early years of the decade, art cinema was “well established in certain 

ways.  Its profile included an appeal to audiences who enjoyed 'realistic' and socially 

conscious cinema.  Its films also had significance as being among the 'best' according to 

both journalistic reviewers and festival judges.”47 While Gomery and others (myself 

included) consider the Golden Age of the art house commencing in the late 1940s, the 

next decade proved the art cinema’s staying power.  While Italian Neo-Realist dramas 

and Rank’s British films achieved popularity in the ‘40s, it was not until the ‘50s that 

American art houses included the works of Bergman, Fellini, Kurosawa and a growing 

number of international directors and demonstrated prolonged success. 

 One of the reasons the art house maintained popularity throughout the 1950s and 

onward was its appeal to adult viewers that were considered excluded from the youth-

oriented post-war cinema.  Staiger identifies a rupture in the American moviegoing 

community at the time, writing, “As the film industry saw its attendance decline, general 

developments in the economics of U.S. capitalism, its politics, and discursive strategies 

confirmed for consumers the need to consider products as indicating variable preferences 
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and self-identities."48  The film market was thus segmented as part of a general trend in 

American culture of consumer fragmentation.  One of the most significant examples of 

this segmentation was the “teenpic,” a type of low-budget film marketed toward the 

teenage market, a loyal moviegoing base that, after the war, had newfound disposable 

income.  Films like Rock Around the Clock (1956), The Wild One (1953), Rebel Without 

a Cause (1955), I Was a Teenage Werewolf (1957) and Attack of the 50 Foot Woman 

(1958) served the teenage crowds in newly built drive-in theatres and other local venues.   

 While the teenagers were being catered to as never before, data suggest that adults 

began to be discontented with the movies, and as a demographic they were not attending 

the cinema with as much regularly as the younger generations: this is partly due to the 

dynamic changes in post-war leisure activities that came about with new prosperity, as 

the suburban migration and emphasis on home-building took the place of moviegoing.  

This demographic was dubbed the “lost audience” by the industry.  Wilinsky suggests 

that this decrease in attendance was due to the war, which caused older people to seek 

more sophisticated leisure activities.  She writes:  

One of the most important audiences that seemed disenchanted with the 

mainstream film industry was termed the 'lost audience'—people over the 

age of thirty or thirty-five who did not attend motion pictures.... Following 

the war and the resulting increased interest in European culture, it was 

                                                
48 Ibid., 185. 
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believed that adults were looking for more mature films than Hollywood 

provided.49 

Stanley Frank also makes that point.50  The art house proved a successful alternative for 

the “lost audience” to fulfill their moviegoing needs.  Eric Schaefer writes, “The teenpics 

succeeded in drawing one specialized portion of the movie audience; the ‘art film’ 

became another alternative”51  Thus the market was segmented during the 1950s across 

age lines.   

This rupture of the generations helped to firmly establish an “adult” cinema.  I 

believe that the division of the market propelled both groups toward their logical 

extremes; on one hand, teenpics begat children’s films, beach movies and adolescent 

comedies that further alienated adult viewers, and on the other, adult cinema (beginning 

with the art film) begat soft-core sex films and the hardcore pornographic cinema that has 

often been discreetly termed “adult cinema.”  With the creation of distinct cinemas and 

spaces for adults comes the partitioned space for the further realization of what an “adults 

only” cinema might be.  In fact, many art houses instituted an adults-only policy to reflect 

their more sophisticated programs, foreshadowing a marketing strategy in the coming 

decade.  It is also important to note that sexualized adults only content was being created 

at this time as well throughout different cultural spheres.  For instance, Playboy, the most 

important inaugurator of the sexual revolution in the 1950s and 1960s, published its first 

issue in December 1953.  

                                                
49 Wilinsky, Sure Seaters, 88. 
50 Stanley Frank, “Sure-Seaters,” 88. 
51 Eric Schaefer, “Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!,” 331. 
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Concurrent with the changes in audience-targeting and film production, the U.S. 

film industry also saw major changes in censorship during the early and middle 1950s.  

Film censorship up to that point was a problematic force in the American cinema, 

affecting most aspects of filmgoing, but in many cases indirectly.  The federally 

sanctioned practice of film censorship began in earnest in 1915 (although previous 

experiments in Chicago, New York and other communities had been in practice since 

1907), an outcome of a Supreme Court decision in the case Mutual Film Corporation v. 

Industrial Commission of Ohio.  That case, better known as the Mutual case, found that 

cinema was merely commercial entertainment and therefore did not deserve the freedom 

of speech that was afforded to art forms like literature and the legitimate theatre; the court 

declared that film, as a “business, pure and simple,” was not a form of protected speech.   

As a result of this decision, many state and municipal censor boards cropped up and their 

practice of film censorship was legitimated.  In the early 1930s, Hollywood responded by 

enacting and enforcing its Production Code, a system of rules and regulations that 

attempted to ensure that Hollywood films would not come into conflict with any local 

censorship.  In most cases, this worked smoothly and Hollywood was left alone to police 

itself.  Independent, exploitation and foreign films, not subject to Hollywood’s code, did 

not have the same systematic protection, and many of these films faced deletions or bans 

from censor boards across the country—or, worse yet, prosecution for violating local 

obscenity laws.    

The Mutual case went unchallenged until the 1950s, when a major Supreme Court 

decision, known most often as the Miracle case, fundamentally changed American film 
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censorship.  Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson concerned Roberto Rossellini’s The Miracle, 

an Italian Neo-Realist short scripted by Federico Fellini about the impregnation of a 

peasant who believes herself to be the Virgin Mary; the film was the first segment of a 

two-episode film titled Ways of Love and released in the U.S. in 1950.  In 1951, after the 

film was named best foreign language film by the New York Film Critics the previous 

year, the state censor board of New York, the Board of Regents, found the film to be 

“sacrilegious” and therefore appropriate to restrain.  In 1952, the U.S. Supreme Court 

overturned the decision of the Board, stating that prior restraint of a film because of its 

religious views was a violation of the First Amendment.  This decision privileged film as 

an artistic medium with free speech rights, a status previously denied by the Mutual case.  

Once the Court declared motion pictures to be included under free speech protection, the 

paradigm of censorship was undermined.  This radical decision enabled many challenges 

to censorial authority in the 1950s and 1960s.  One notable example is Commercial 

Pictures Corporation v. Board of Regents, a 1954 case concerning Max Ophüls’ film La 

Ronde; the court again found in favor of film as a protected form of speech.  

These cases, as well as others that will be discussed in the following chapters, are 

important to note for a number of reasons.  The loosening of censorship during the 1950s 

is integral in demonstrating the changing opinions about film and its role in American art 

and culture.  It is important to note that the films in these and most subsequent cases were 

European art films that originally played in art houses.  This fact is doubly meaningful.  

On one side, European films at the time were considered the exemplars of artfulness that 

managed to change the American legal stance on censorship.  It is thus one very real 
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consequence of the art house movement that these films were able to make such a 

significant difference.  On the other side, and an aspect of the Miracle case that is often 

ignored, European art films were occasionally so objectionable and culturally provocative 

that legal action was taken against them.  While European films were for some the 

beacons of socially redeeming celluloid, for others they were also scandalous objects of 

suspicion and protest. 

On the Horizon 

Douglas Gomery writes of the booming art house market, "By [1946] the number 

of art cinemas had reached two hundred; ten years later it was five hundred; by the late 

1960s (including film societies presenting the best of the European art cinema) the total 

exceeded one thousand."52  He rightly points out that the art house business was the first 

systematic improvement in cinemagoing numbers since the immediate post-war years.  

Art houses did struggle a bit during Hollywood’s experiments with gimmicks and 

competition with television.  Gomery continues,   

Temporarily there was a stagnation in attendance in art theatres.  One film 

ended that and restarted momentum: Roger Vadim's And God Created 

Woman (1956).  This film earned four million dollars in the United States 

in 1957, a year in which all other French films shown in the United States 

combined took four million.  Theatre owners, who thus far had looked 

                                                
52 Gomery, Shared Pleasures, 181.  Gomery’s quote actually says by 1956 the number of theatres is two 
hundred, but I believe this to be a typo based on the context and a claim he makes on page 188 that 
contradicts this figure. 
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askance at art films, scrambled to book 'offbeat' French films.  Thereafter 

such films as Federico Fellini's La Dolce Vita (1960) were hawked to 

highly educated Americans for themes that were taboo to the Hollywood 

cinema of the day.53 

The late 1940s and early 1950s saw the emergence of the art house movement as a 

significant market segment.  The programming and promotional practices were 

established during this time, as well as many of the key national cinemas and directors.  

The late 1950s and 1960s represents a further extension of this growth.  This broadening 

of the art house, with Brigitte Bardot as its avatar, demonstrates a fundamental shift in 

what the art house means—the sexual aspect that had previously been an occasional 

selling point became paramount, and art houses began a decline toward adult theatres.  As 

I will explore in the following chapter, Bardot and her contemporary nymphettes rang in 

a new era of the art house, an era that ultimately led to its extraordinary transformation 

during the 1960s and early 1970s. 

                                                
53 Ibid., 188-189. 
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Chapter 2: The Art House Transitions to Adult Theatre, 1957-1972 

 
 
 
 The immediate post-war era, from 1945 through the middle of the 1950s, saw an 

increased interest in European affairs, intellectual pursuits and high-culture leisure 

activities.  As the period came to an end, and as a new age was on the horizon, the market 

for most artistic avenues was in need of new talent.  The culture industries were in need 

of revitalization, and in most cases they received it, from a wealth of sources.  Popular 

music, after the first wave of rhythm and blues/rock and roll was halted by Elvis’ 

departure to Korea in 1958 and the death of Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper and Richie 

Valens in 1959 (famously memorialized by Don McLean’s ballad, “American Pie”), was 

rejuvenated by the British Invasion of groups like the Beatles, the Rolling Stones and the 

Kinks in the early 1960s, as well as the folk/rock music centered in New York and led by 

young Bob Dylan, Joan Baez and Simon and Garfunkel.  The literature at the time saw a 

boost from the Beat Poets Allen Ginsburg (whose Howl was published in 1959), Jack 

Kerouac (On the Road, 1957) and William S Boroughs (Naked Lunch, France 1959/USA 

1962).  Other media likewise went through these transformations, drawing new life into 

the old forms.  Hollywood was a little late to this project.  The conventional history of 

Hollywood for this period suggests that somewhere around 1967, a “Hollywood 

Renaissance” began that lasted about a decade, enabling directors like Francis Ford 

Coppola, Martin Scorsese, Woody Allen and Robert Altman to work in mainstream 

American moviemaking.   
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This notion of a Hollywood Renaissance is especially in vogue now, as the period 

comes to be regarded as a second Golden Age of Hollywood.  Books and documentaries 

abound about this group of filmmakers and the contributions they made to American 

cinema then and now.  There are many defining traits about these filmmakers, oft 

repeated in these chronicles: they all used drugs (except Allen, who only tried grass once 

at a party); they were in love with Hollywood films from the ‘30s and ‘40s; they 

produced films with low budgets but creative freedom.  Another often-mentioned 

characteristic about this group is the debt they owed to the European Art Cinema of the 

‘50s and ‘60s.  Invariably, in documentaries about these filmmakers there are quick-cut 

montages of talking heads mentioning the pertinent names: De Sica, Godard, Truffaut, 

Fellini, Antonioni, Rossellini, Visconti, Rohmer, Rivette, Pasolini, Bresson, Bergman and 

so on.  During this period in the 1950s and ‘60s, there was truly a renaissance in world 

cinema, akin to the booms in other media.  Many of the canonical films we now consider 

the cinema’s greatest achievements come from this period.  The American New Wave 

filmmakers, as well as many academics and critics, including most notably Peter Lev in 

his The Euro-American Cinema, have staked out this period as an idyllic time of 

cinemagoing, when the hip college students were talking about the layers of self-

reflexivity in Fellini’s 8! (1963) or the existential meaning of Jean-Paul Belmondo’s lip 

fidgeting in Breathless (1961).   

For many, certainly, this atmosphere was very real.  The 1960s was a great decade 

for cinephiles.  For most moviegoers however, it was not the high-culture utopia of 

cinema appreciation that it is made out to be.  The American exhibition of European films 
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was not always high-minded or sophisticated, and outside of isolated pockets in New 

York and Los Angeles where substantial communities of intellectual film fans could 

support legitimate art houses, art films could barely survive without promoting erotic 

elements through hyped-up advertising—what Eric Schaefer describes as “pandering to 

the ‘goon trade.’”1  For most, art film was a term usually put into quotation marks, 

suggesting a lurid and explicit cinema, not a sophisticated and thought-provoking one. 

Beginning in 1957, the period after the Golden Age of the art house is 

characterized by a turn away from high-standards art films toward American 

sexploitation and hardcore pornography.  Beginning with a boom in the market created 

by the sexually liberated body of Brigitte Bardot, these theatres found that exploiting sex 

was a path to financial success.  This was not the typical, proverbial “sex sells” marketing 

scheme, however.  Art houses were advertising a particular kind of sex: European sex.  

These exhibitors and the distributors who often provided promotional materials 

capitalized on and expanded the myth that Europeans were more free spirited, daring and 

sexually liberated, promoting foreignness as a code for sexy.  Terms like “Frenchy,” 

“Swedish” and “European” were used freely in film advertisements, sometimes for films 

that were not produced in Europe, to connote a sexuality that was (supposedly) 

unavailable in American cinema.  This mix of the exotic and the erotic was highly 

successful for films like …And God Created Woman (1957), The Lovers (1959) and La 

                                                
1 Eric Schaefer, “Pandering to the ‘Goon Trade:’ Framing the Sexploitation Audience Through 
Advertising,” in Sleaze Artists: Cinema at the Margins of Taste, Style, and Politics, ed. Jeffrey Sconce 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007), 19-46. 
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Dolce Vita (1961), as well as for American films like The Immoral Mr. Teas (1959), The 

Dirty Girls (1965) and Sexual Freedom in Denmark (1970).   

This chapter focuses on this transitional period, when art houses gradually shifted 

from playing strictly art films to hardcore pornography.  Through 1972, the fifteen-year 

span demonstrates many unique trends that occurred within the industry.  Most of these 

trends were, in some way or another, about the intersection of art and sex, with 

foreignness invariably present as a complicating factor.  As is often the case, a few 

successful films shaped this historical trend; when a picture breaks new ground and 

makes money doing it, often there is a groundswell of derivative imitations that create a 

“cycle.”  The art house narrative is much the same.  The frequent convergences of art and 

sex in this history are mostly the result of a few pioneering films—…And God Created 

Woman, The Immoral Mr. Teas, Blow-Up (1966), I Am Curious Yellow (1969) to name a 

few—and the ensuing replication within the exploitation and art film industries that are 

responsible for certain trends.  Accordingly, this chapter is organized chronologically, 

focusing on the key films that dictated the trajectory of art houses during this period of 

1957-1972.  Each of these pivotal films illustrates a significant theme or current in art 

house promotion or programming, and together they narrate the art house’s course toward 

the adult theatre.  

This side of the art house market has not yet been presented in any significant 

way in scholarly writing.  To restate, the only significant historical account of the art 

house, Barbara Wilinsky’s Sure Seaters, ends by the 1950s and therefore doesn’t have to 

confront this period of transition; furthermore, her restricted view of the art house as an 
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ultra-high culture space would not consider these shifts of programming and promotion 

as part of the art house trajectory.  Lev’s book on art films of the 1960s, The Euro-

American Cinema, hints at some of the sexual aspects of these films but does not engage 

with the exploitation/sexploitation influences on the art house because the theatres 

themselves are outside of his study.  Eric Schaefer’s work on exploitation and 

sexploitation, such as his article “Dirty Little Secrets: Scholars, Archivists, and Dirty 

Movies,” and his book, Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!, touches upon the influence of sex 

films on art houses but again does not explore this aspect of the art house as a transitional 

exhibition space.  Therefore, much of the research and periodizations in this chapter 

present new perspectives on this era in American film exhibition. 

BRIGITTE BARDOT AND THE EUROPEAN SEX KITTENS 

 

Illustration 2.1: Advertisement for …And God Created Woman  
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As the Golden Age of the art house began to wane by the middle of the 1950s, 

exhibitors were looking for the next big thing in the business.  Italian Neo-Realism was 

all but over, and although the Italians like Visconti and Fellini continued making 

artistically challenging films throughout the 1950s, the American art houses were not 

profiting as they did at the beginning of the post-war era.  The initial interest in foreign 

cultures after the war was beginning to diminish.  The French film industry was, with the 

exception of Robert Bresson, producing very little of international interest.  Bergman was 

only beginning to get American recognition, and the bulk of his significant filmmaking 

was yet to come.  It was at this moment that director Roger Vadim and star Brigitte 

Bardot were able to revolutionize the foreign film market for American exhibition, 

altering the standards by which all foreign films would be judged. 

…And God Created Woman was not successful during its initial French theatrical 

run in November 1956.  The film, about a young orphan named Juliette who uses her 

(very heightened) sex appeal to play two brothers against each other for her own 

amusement, was considered vulgar by the critics of the Cahiers du Cinéma and other 

Gallic papers.  While the film is fairly light and superficial, Bardot’s character is electric 

and exudes a sexual energy that dominates every frame.  It doesn’t hurt that the film 

opens with Bardot sunbathing fully nude, her eighteen-year old derriere protruding 

unadorned from the bottom of the frame, crossed legs shooting up, her blonde hair laying 

wistfully on her shoulders.  She bounces through the film with her now-characteristic 

fire, following a hedonistic path without much consequence.  The climactic scene 

features Bardot defiantly doing a Mambo dance as a native Saint-Tropezian band drums 
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and cheers.  Her sensual movement and mad disobedience in this scene are some of the 

greatest gestures of eroticism in French cinema.   

 

Illustration 2.2: Screenshot of Brigitte Bardot from …And God Created Woman 

It was not until the film premiered in London in March of 1957 under the 

censored title And Woman…Was Created that the phenomenon took off.  Bardot began a 

rapid rise toward the status of sex goddesses that she possessed for decades to follow.  

Europe went wild for Bardot.  Peter Evans, her first biographer, wrote of the hysteria 

following the film in his 1972 book: 

In Germany, police riot squads had to be called to cinemas showing the picture. In 

Sweden, a young man overwhelmed by his passion for her while watching the 

film for the fifth time cut his wrists in the balcony and bled over her admirers in 

the cheaper seats downstairs.2 

Once the film premiered in the United States on October 21 at New York’s Paris Theatre, 

the young actress stardom was firmly established.  The film was incredibly successful.  It 

ran for ten months at the Paris, and did similar extended engagements across the country.  
                                                
2 Peter Evans, Bardot: Eternal Sex Goddess (London: Leslie Frewin Publishers, 1972), 64. 
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Grossing over $4 million in the U.S. market, it was the highest earning foreign film since 

the silent age, easily surpassing films like Open City (1946) and Henry V (1946).  

Historian Tino Balio points out the economic implications of …And God Created 

Woman’s success, “When Brigitte Bardot hit the market...competition for foreign pictures 

with commercial ingredients heated up.”3  He continues,  “Where foreign producers were 

once happy to get a guarantee of $100,000 from distributors, they now received $200,000 

and more.”4  By the summer of the following year, art house exhibitors were scrambling 

to play Bardot-type films, and a number of them earned high returns from showing older 

Bardot films like Mademoiselle Striptease (1957), Female and the Flesh (1957), The 

Bride is Much Too Beautiful (1958) and The Girl in the Bikini (1958); some of these were 

re-issues (with or without new titles), and some had never previously screened in the 

United States.  As a result, Brigitte Bardot was the eighth-highest American box office 

star of 1958, placing between William Holden and Yul Brenner.5  

 Perhaps more important than the immense financial success of Roger Vadim’s 

Bardot vehicle was the impact the star had on the coming generation’s women, especially 

those in film.  Her biographer Evans describes Bardot as, “the acclaimed avatar of the 

new free child-woman, the spirit of the era of orgasmic compulsion."6  The character that 

Bardot portrays in …And God Created Woman was an inspiration to many, spawning 

droves of both positive and negative responses from feminists and other forward-thinking 

                                                
3 Tino Balio, United Artists: The Company That Changed the Film Industry (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1987), 225. 
4 Ibid., 226. 
5 Peter Lev, Transforming the Screen, 1950-1959 (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 2003), 306. 
6 Evans, Bardot, 64. 
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women, including a short book by Simone de Beauvoir, Brigitte Bardot and the Lolita 

Syndrome.  While it is clear that she had an influence on the cultural image of women, 

Bardot’s personality had an even more tangible effect on cinema’s representation of 

women.  The Bardot type, which I and others call the “Sex Kitten” for its association both 

with mature sexuality and meek charm, was a blend of many previous archetypes for the 

erotically deviant female, most notable the enfant terrible and the femme fatale.  Author 

Toni Howard describes Bardot’s charm: 

[It] is not a revolutionary doctrine, it is a dialectically sound combination of two 

very old and sure-fire appeals, those of the ingénue and the vamp.... It is in 

combining the two, mixing innocence and sensuality in equally liberal hand that 

the French...mythmakers have come up with the film phenomenon that is Brigitte 

Bardot."7 

Her appeal was also very much a part of her openness.  Bardot’s Juliette exudes sexual 

excess and wanton abandon.  Popular film critic Joe Bob Briggs describes it well; 

“Everything about her is too much—too much mouth, too much hair, too many curves, 

too much woman."8   Writing with ten year’s hindsight in 1967, Variety critic Robert J. 

Landry succinctly adds, "Her golden pout was much discussed in trade and general 

conversation and it was sort of expected that she was a turning point, or a breakthrough, 

or something symbolic, in the unfolding saga of cinema."9 

                                                
7 Quoted in Glenys Roberts, Bardot (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1984), 132. Original source not cited. 
8 Joe Bob Briggs, Profoundly Disturbing: Shocking Movies That Changed History! (New York: Universe 
Publishing, 2003), 57. 
9 Robert J. Landry, “10 Years of World Films & Festivals,” Variety, 26 April 1967, 5. 
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 Of course, Bardot was not the first woman to embody this kind of sexuality on 

celluloid.  For the past decade, Italian stars like Sophia Loren, Gina Lollobrigida and 

Silvani Mangano had been cultivating a similar image.  Film scholar Marcia Landy writes 

in her book Stardom Italian Style,  

Loren’s bouncy street strolls in L’oro di Napoli…Lollobrigida’s fiery and 

seductive bodily movements in the Pane, amore films…and Mangano’s 

dancing in Riso amaro returned the sexualized body to the cinema.  Theirs 

was a body with proper measurements: narrow waistline, full breasts, and 

shapely legs, that communicated desire and defiance, by way of gesture, 

and spectators within and without the film admired what they saw.10 

Sophia Loren’s The Gold of Naples (1957), Gina Lollobrigida’s Bread, Love and Dreams 

(1954) and Mangano’s Bitter Rice (1950), as well as many of their other starring vehicles, 

featured lusty female protagonists and camerawork that privileged cleavage.  

Furthermore, the films were advertised in the U.S. as erotic just as Bardot’s film was, as 

the promotional ad mat for Bitter Rice’s post-New York run illustrates: 

                                                
10 Marcia Landy, Stardom Italian Style: Screen Performance and Personality in Italian Cinema 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 110. 
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Illustration 2.3: Advertisement for Bitter Rice 

Ingmar Bergman’s films of the time also occasionally featured free-spirited women who 

might be considered sex kittens, particularly the titular character in Monika (1955).  In 

the U.S., Jane Russell and Marilyn Monroe were likewise capitalizing on the bust-craze, 

and films like Russell’s 3-D The French Line (1953), released with the tagline, “J.R. in 

3D—It’ll knock both your eyes out!" were clearly geared toward the sex audience.  

Dating further back, characters played by Mae West or Barbara Stanwyck in Hollywood 

pre-code films like She Done Him Wrong (1933) and Baby Face (1933) also fit the sex 

kitten type.  Nevertheless, Bardot’s turn in …And God Created Woman was much more 

successful than those Italian and Swedish films, and it caught the national attention much 

more firmly as well; as for her comparison to the American stars, there was just 

something European about Bardot that set her apart from her American counterparts.  As 

Landry points out above, Bardot was a turning point.  After her film broke in the U.S., 

dozens of copycats from Europe and the U.S. tried to participate in the new style.  Many 
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European starlets from the French New Wave shared some characteristics of the sex 

kitten style: Jeanne Moreau in The Lovers (1959) and Jules and Jim (1962), Anna Karina 

in Band of Outsiders (1964) and My Life to Live (1963) and even Bardot herself in 

movies like Contempt (1964) embody and revise the sex kitten personality.  At the same 

time, Loren, Lollobrigida, Mangano and their contemporaries continued cultivating their 

particular type of sex symbol it Italy and, in the case of Loren and Lollobrigida, 

eventually in Hollywood. 

 Along with ushering in a new era of female sexuality in the cinema, …And God 

Created Woman is responsible for opening the floodgates of sex into the American art 

house.  As mentioned before, sex had been consistent in the art house since the little 

cinemas of the 1920s and ‘30s with films like Ecstasy (1934), and was ratcheted up in the 

1940s and ‘50s with the aforementioned Italian films.  It was Bardot’s enthralling 

performance, as well as the financial success attached to it, however, that demonstrated to 

distributors and exhibitors that the erotic-seeking clientele was a substantial audience for 

foreign films.  Film historian Thomas Doherty writes, "Bardot's epochal 

unveiling…proved the market for foreign art was not limited to eggheads."11  The 

nation’s foremost critic of art films at the time, Bosley Crowther, also posits Bardot’s 

film as the spearhead of a new movement.  He writes in the New York Times in 1957, just 

weeks after the film’s release, “To judge by the spate of foreign made films that have 

                                                
11 Thomas Doherty, Teenagers and Teenpics: The Juvenilization of American Movies in the 1950s (Boston: 
Unwin Hyman, 1988) 32. 
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opened hereabouts these past two weeks…sex is obsessing foreign minds.”12 He sees 

…And God Created Woman as the head of the pack, writing about star Bardot, “The 

sultry exponent of its idea is the fabulous Brigitte Bardot, who has became France’s 

undisputed champion in the international sexpot race.”13  In the following years, a spate of 

films came from Europe that played to the prurient interests in the way that Bardot’s film 

did.  Louis Malle’s The Lovers made a big splash for its flippant treatment of adultery, 

ultimately winning a U.S. Supreme Court case in 1964 declaring it not obscene and 

originating the phrase from Justice Potter Stewart about hardcore pornography, “I know it 

when I see it.”14  La Dolce Vita, another film teeming with sexuality of the European 

variety, became the new highest grossing foreign-language film in the U.S. in 1961.15   

                                                
12 Bosley Crowther, “Probing Foreign Films: Large Crop of New Ones Runs to Sex Themes and Low-
Grade Comedy,” New York Times, 3 November 1957, 137. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964). 
15 Balio, United Artists, 230. 
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THE IMMORAL MR. TEAS, LORNA AND SEXPLOITATION FILMS 

 

Illustration 2.4: Advertisement for The Immoral Mr. Teas 

The period immediately after the release of …And God Created Woman, from 

1957 onward, is often regarded as the birth of the French New Wave movement.  Claude 

Chabrol’s Le Beau Serge (1959), often described as the earliest New Wave film, 

premiered at the 55th St Playhouse on August 1, 1959, making it the first New Wave film 

to be exhibited in America.  Truffaut’s The 400 Blows (1959) and Godard’s Breathless 

were soon to follow, and their international success initiated the cultural awareness that 

solidified the French New Wave’s importance in cinema history.  Balio says that it is 

easy to overestimate the group’s relevance in movie culture at the time.  He writes, 

"Although the French New Wave revolutionized the world of film criticism, its impact as 
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a commercial phenomenon barely caused a ripple."16  Instead, the foreign films that were 

popular in the U.S. tended to feature sexual themes.  La Parisienne (1958), Never on 

Sunday (1960), The Lovers, Hiroshima Mon Amour (1960), The Virgin Spring (1960) and 

other similar titles all achieved success by marketing simultaneously to the art and the sex 

interests. 

Furthermore, while the French New Wave may not have been a major force in the 

art house market outside of select critical communities, a new trend was emerging that 

changed the business tremendously: sexploitation films were introduced to the art house.  

This is usually attributed to Russ Meyer’s 1959 The Immoral Mr. Teas, the first example 

of a genre later called the “nudie-cutie.”  The film follows a deadpan deliveryman, the 

titular Mr. Teas, on a day of work.  He leers at all of the women he meets, particularly at 

their often scantily clad bosoms.  When he ogles them he daydreams that they are 

undressed, and Mr. Teas, as well as the audience, is privileged with the sight of their 

exposed breasts and buttocks.  The film, and the resulting genre, is characterized by this 

back-and-forth between voyeur and nude women.  It spawned a number of imitations 

including Not Tonight Henry (1960), The Adventures of Lucky Pierre (1961) and Boin-n-

g (1963).  What was extraordinary about Mr. Teas was not its form, content or even its 

financial success (although it drew great returns), but rather its venue; Meyer’s nudie 

cutie was playing in art houses. 

From its premiere engagement at Seattle’s Rivoli Theatre in May 1959 to the 

Monica in Hollywood and the Stanton Art in Washington, D.C in 1960, the Aabbe Art 

                                                
16 Ibid. 
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Theatre in Philadelphia in 1961 and the World in New York in September 1962, Mr. Teas 

not only played predominantly in art houses, but was yielding some of the best grosses 

and longest runs in these art houses’ histories.  In Los Angeles, the film played 

consistently among various theatres for the next three years, and continued to have dates 

through 1965.  In New York the film played for fourteen straight weeks, an amazing feat 

considering the film was severely censored in that region.  Director Russ Meyer 

addresses his film’s success in the art house: 

There was an interesting vacuum there…the public was waiting for 

something new.  I think they were becoming disenchanted with the so-

called European sex films, like some of the early Lollobrigida pictures, in 

which there's a lot of promise but never any kind of real fulfillment...they 

would always cut to the curtain blowing and things of that nature.  So 

there were a number of secondary art houses that were floundering and 

they were looking for product.  It was this field that we were able to jump 

into.17 

So Meyer suggests that his brand of eroticism (semi-explicit nudity) served the audience 

that was being titillated but not satisfied by the contemporary art films.  This insight is 

fascinating, as it articulates one of the basic premises of this thesis, that art house 

audiences were in search of sex and were very willing to dump the pretenses of art for the 

chance for more skin. 

                                                
17 Quoted in Kenneth Turan Stephen F. Zito, “Uncertain Innocence Part One,” in The Very Breast of Russ 
Meyer, ed. Paul A. Woods (London: Plexus Books, 2004), 16. 
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  Just as Bardot was not the first sex kitten, Mr. Teas was not really the first 

American nudie film to play art houses.  I believe that that honor goes to Garden of Eden 

(1954), the Boris Kaufman-shot film that holds the distinction of being the first feature-

length, color nudist camp film.  A nudist camp film is a movie set on a naturist 

compound, where young men and women are shot in various states of rest and activity 

(volleyball, swimming and archery are very common), framed strategically so that their 

breasts and buttocks are exposed but their pubic regions are covered; these films can 

either be documentaries or, more often, fictions, with the narratives clumsily weaved into 

the spectacle/environment.  Eden was the subject of a New York State Supreme Court 

case that is often considered one of the major steps in ending local censorship (more on 

that below).  It also played in a number of art houses during the middle to late 1950s, 

many of the same venues that played Mr. Teas only a few years later.  Eden spawned 

renewed interest in the nudist camp genre, a cycle that had been dormant since the 1930s.  

In the first few years of the 1960s, films like Hideout in the Sun (1960), Goldilocks and 

the Three Bares (1963) and Nudes on the Tiger Reef (1965) formed a cycle of nudist 

camp movies just like the contemporary cycle of nudie cuties.  In fact, the two film styles 

are so similar that some films, like Nude on the Moon (1961), could be defined as either 

type.  Still, Mr. Teas had more success and caught the attention of the nation more than 

Eden did, and it is therefore more responsible for the opening up of art houses for the 

American sex film. 

 The introduction of these more explicit, American films into the art houses 

demonstrated a further step in the shift away from prestige and towards prurience.  …And 
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God Created Woman started this movement by proving that art houses could be 

profitable if they geared their product and promotion toward sex.  Mr. Teas and the nudie 

movies further buttressed this argument, suggesting that the gesture of prestige was not 

really necessary for art houses to prosper.  Even so, as the above advertisement for the 

film demonstrates, the pretense of art was sometimes added: the tagline, “Not even in 

France or Italy has anything so blushful been filmed!” while capitalizing on Europe’s 

representation for salacious cinema, also hints at the high-culture that is associated with 

it.    

 Eric Schaefer, the leading authority on exploitation films, suggests that the 

“classical” period of exploitation ends in 1959 with the release of Mr. Teas and the 

coming nudie cycle.18  Beginning with Meyer’s film, the next era in exploitation begins, 

what he and others call “sexploitation.”   He describes sexploitation films as “exploitation 

movies that focused on nudity, sexual situations, and simulated (i.e., nonexplicit) sex 

acts, designed for titillation and entertainment.”19  The nudie films, although not quite 

“sexploitation” as they were characterized by the middle 1960s, represent a transitional 

moment that helped prepare some art houses for the sexploitation boom.  From 1960-

1965, nudie films were a significant part of art house fare.  From about 1964-1970, 

sexploitation films replaced nudie films as expectations grew and standards loosened.  

These films remained staples of “art houses” through the end of the decade, at which 

point hardcore pornography grew to prominence. 

                                                
18 Eric Schaefer, “Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!”: A History of Exploitation Films, 1919-1959 (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 1999), 338. 
19 Ibid. 
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 Sexploitation as a cycle or genre is much less relevant in terms of its relationship 

to the art house because the films quickly dropped most pretenses of art in favor of 

strictly sex-oriented content, promotion and associations.  They therefore lack any 

significantly unique convergences with art and culture.  As the years passed, most art 

houses converted from showing art films to sexploitation films, and this change also 

greatly reduced the care in promotion and programming that is associated with art houses.  

That said, the beginnings of the sexploitation movement still marked something of a 

conflicted relationship with art cinema, and a few notable exceptions (to be discussed in 

the following section) straddled the line interestingly.  Some historians put the birth of 

sexploitation as Orgy at Lil’s Place (1963) or Scum of the Earth (1963), but most agree 

that Russ Meyer’s Lorna (1964) represents the first undisputable example of the 

sexploitation cycle that is sometimes referred to as “roughies” or “quickies.”  As the 

following advertisement from the film’s initial Los Angeles run shows, there is still some 

pretense of art:       

 

Illustration 2.5: Advertisement for Lorna 
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The most noteworthy element of this ad mat is the newspaper quotation from “serious” 

critic John Houser.  Using critical reception as a promotional tool is a key prestige 

strategy used by art film distributors and exhibitors.  The film, while clearly partitioned 

off by the suggestive headline and the “Adults Only!” designation at the bottom, is also 

given some support by the image of two lovers embracing, which is reminiscent of 

similar art film imagery in ads for Lady Chatterly’s Lover (1956), The Lovers, Hiroshima 

Mon Amour and others.  One of the first reviews of the film, by Margaret Harford of the 

Los Angeles Times, also relates it to the art film.  Harford writes, “It’s an unintentional 

caricature (Meyer takes himself as seriously as any Tennessee Truffaut) of the adult art 

film and clumsily made.”20  Still, there is very little in average sexploitation exhibition to 

discuss, and as the decade progresses, this avenue becomes even less rich. 

I, A WOMAN, THERESE AND ISABELLE AND SEXY EUROPEAN IMPORTS 

 

Illustration 2.6: Advertisement for I, a Woman 
                                                
20 Margaret Harford, “‘Lorna’ Caricatures Adult Art Features,” Los Angeles Times, 18 September 1965, 
C10. 
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 I believe that with the coming of the nudies (a cycle that lasted from 1960-1965) 

and the sexploitation era that transitioned from it (1964-1972), there was a divide in the 

art house market.  Some theatres continued trying to exhibit artistic leaning films, while 

others embraced the more profitable sexploitation programming strategy fully.  For those 

in the latter category, sometime during the nudie cycle, programming took a turn toward 

the prurient.  The theatres stopped using the promotional strategies associated with 

prestige, such as citing newspaper blurbs and listing the films’ directors, and went simply 

for a vulgar and erotic aesthetic.  This is probably the more common path for the art 

house.  As far as I am concerned, those theatres that no longer advertise films as art and 

strictly use sex have already transformed into adult theatres, and therefore went through 

the transition quicker and with less ambiguity than others.  The art houses that continued 

struggling to have an art film policy, however, did so while still developing the sex angle.  

Sex was the draw for most of these films, and the producers and distributors knew that 

and ensured that they contain enough sex to promise international marketability.  A 

famous example of this is an often-told story about Godard’s Contempt.  Godard had 

turned in the finished film to producers Carlo Ponti and Joseph E Levine, and the two 

producers, Levine especially, were upset that star Brigitte Bardot was used without any 

nudity.  Reportedly, they forced Godard to shoot a nude scene, and the resulting sequence 

stands out as a bizarrely poetic illustration of the way that serious European directors 

were commercially forced to sexualize their films. 

 Those art houses that continued art film practice, rather than showing strictly low-

culture roughies, pursued a track that presented sexual themes and content in a more 
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classy way.  The sex films played by these art houses used high-cultural markers like 

European identification, prestige advertisement and high-art aesthetics.  Obviously, this 

can be seen in the 1950s in the European art films that are discussed above.  The hint of 

classy sex can also be seen in the advertisement for The Immoral Mr. Teas, as the ad mat 

clearly references Europe.  In fact, many theatres used the term “European version” to 

identify sexploitation films during the middle years of the 1960s, and this gesture at once 

conjured open sexuality and sophisticated style.  Some of these theatres did show “art 

films” in the traditional sense.  Bergman, Visconti, Fellini, Truffaut, Buñuel, et al., 

continued making movies through the 1960s, and many of them, such as Fellini’s Juliet 

of the Spirits (1965) or Truffaut’s Fahrenheit 451 (1966), received American distribution.  

These films played in prestigious New York art houses, in University-oriented venues 

and in some smaller art houses in other cities that held out longer than most.  Those films, 

too, got sexier.  The erotic boundary-crossing of many European art films is discussed in 

Chapter 4, under the “Ambiguous Art Film” label.  Most of these classy sex theatres, 

however, specialized in showing imports and domestic films that had a pretense of 

prestige, a veneer of respectability, but were simply guises for prurient interests. 

 Exploitation distributor and producer David F. Friedman tells a story about an 

Ingmar Bergman film, Monika, in his book A Youth in Babylon.21  Legendary 

exploiteer/distributor Kroger Babb, who shook the world with the famous and high-

grossing sex hygiene film Mom and Dad (1945), saw promise in Bergman after noticing 

                                                
21 David F. Friedman with Don De Nevi, A Youth in Babylon: Confessions of a Trash-Film King (Buffalo, 
NY: Prometheus Books, 1990), 100-114. 
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his early films Illicit Interlude (1954) and The Naked Night (1955) do good business.  

Monika was even more marketable from Babb’s perspective because it contains a skinny-

dipping scene in which Harriet Andersson exposes her buttocks.  Friedman writes, “Babb 

screened Sommaren Med Monika [the film’s original title] and saw pronounced profit 

possibilities in Miss Andersson’s bare behind by eschewing the artsy orbit and bringing 

the movie to the hoi polloi.”22  Babb apparently got to work making the film more 

palatable to American audiences; “Sitting in the cutting room with scissors and splicer, 

Babb trimmed the dreary, darkly photographed film to a mercifully short sixty-two 

minutes, sloughing Swedish symbolism but retaining, of course, the ‘money shot.’”23  

After dubbing the film into English and removing thirty-four minutes from its run time, 

Babb and his distribution partner Friedman titled the film Monika (its literal translation 

being Summer with Monika) and gave it a snappy tagline: “The Story of a Bad Girl.”  

Babb’s cut was a hit, and did so much business that it drew the attention of Svensk-Film 

Industri, who represented Bergman.  Apparently Babb had been sold the American 

distribution rights to the film by an agent who had no power to do so.  They struck a deal 

however: since Babb and Friedman’s version of the film was not competing with art film 

distributor Janus Films’ cut, Svensk-Film agreed to allow the two versions to coexist (for 

another fee, of course).  Babb and Friedman continued distributing the film very 

successfully for another five years, “until the sprocket holes fell off the prints.”  Friedman 

confidently adds, “I don’t think too many intellectuals saw Kroger Babb’s cut of Monika 

                                                
22 Ibid., 101. 
23 Ibid. 
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but I’ll bet the farm that more Americans saw it than any other Bergman film ever 

imported.”24  While this claim is obviously difficult to substantiate, it stands that the 

possibly exaggerated success was still significant.  

 

Illustration 2.7: Advertising materials for Monika 

 What this story implies is that European films often featured the explicit sexuality 

(exposed skin as well as erotic themes) that many American audiences were craving at 

the time.  It also hints at something more.  There is a certain allure about foreignness that 

European films had, a class element that helped to sell art house audiences.  After all, if 

skin was all they were after, Babb and company could have simply produced their own 

films with nudity.  In fact, Friedman did this, producing a good number of nudie and 

sexploitation films in the 1960s, but none had the appeal of some of the top European 

fare.  Monika worked because it was shot in an artistic way, and because Andersson had a 

                                                
24 Ibid., 114. 
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distinctly Scandinavian charm.  This model of “creative” distribution that was led by 

Babb and Friedman came to be a viable market strategy in the 1960s, and selling 

European films as sexy art house options came to dominate those art houses that had not 

yet resigned themselves to sexploitation-only programs. 

 By the 1960s, many importers specializing in the art house business found that 

importing sexier, lower-budget European films and marketing them to art houses was a 

successful practice.  This is much the same as was done with …And God Created Woman 

in the late 1950s, only the stakes were lower, the stars unknown and the films more 

obscure.  Further complicating this practice, however, was the fact that the films didn’t 

even need to be that sexy, as was the case with Twilight Girls (1961) discussed below.  

Sometimes, the mere country of origin and basic erotic premise was enough to make a 

film seem marketable to importers.  It is from this issue that the practice of creative 

distribution was created, as with Babb’s edits of Monika.  Many distributors went even 

further, shooting and adding inserts of sexual content to make the films deliver on what 

their provenance suggests.  Schaefer writes of this practice:     

Have a foreign film that wasn’t risqué enough?  A little doctoring gave 

audiences what they expected to see on the screen.  New York-based 

distributor William Mishkin regularly added inserts of nudity and soft-

core sex to the films he imported, as did Radley Metzger for his company, 

Audubon Films.25  

                                                
25 Eric Schaefer, “Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!,” 336-337. 
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Mishkin, who distributed Garden of Eden and The Immoral Mr. Teas in New York and 

was a principal figure in New York exploitation at the time, was very important in this 

trend.  As Schaefer points out, Mishkin helped to create the sexploitation industry ”with 

his doctored versions of European features (e.g. Hotbed of Sin [France, 1951; U.S. 

release, 1961], Pleasures and Vices [France, 1955; U.S. release, 1962] and Love Now—

Pay Later [Italy, 1961; U.S. release 1966])”26  Unfortunately, the bulk of Mishkin’s prints 

and records have been lost due to a negligence all-too-characteristic of the exploitation 

business, so it is difficult to study and substantiate Mishkin’s contribution to this model.   

 Contemporary with Mishkin, and arguably more integral to this trend, was 

importer Radley Metzger, who along with Eva Leighton formed Audubon Films in 1960.  

They had met working for Janus Films, one of the premiere art film importer/distributors.  

While there they learned about the aesthetics and themes of European art films.  Metzger 

worked almost exclusively cutting trailers.  At Audubon, Metzger started with a French 

film from 1957, Mademoiselle Strip-tease, which featured a number of striptease 

sequences.  He dubbed the film and retitled it The Nude Set (1960) and found great 

success.  Metzger’s first break out hit, and the first chance he had at creative distributing, 

came the following year with The Twilight Girls.  In an interview later in his life, 

Metzger discusses his role in acquiring the film: "We bought…Les Collegiennes [the 

film’s original title]…that had just a hint of lesbianism in it.  But hint is overstating it.  

And I shot some inserts—they were hardly anything more than hand holding and 

                                                
26 Eric Schaefer, “Dirty Little Secrets: Scholars, Archivists, and Dirty Movies," The Moving Image 5, no. 2 
(fall 2005), 101. 
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hugging—and we changed the title to Twilight Girls."27 The inserts in question, featuring 

Georgina Spelvin more than ten years before she would star in the celebrated 

pornographic feature Devil in Miss Jones (1973), are remarkable in their attention to 

detail, emulating the original film.   

 

Illustration 2.8: Screenshot of the girl’s dormitory from Les Collegiennes 

 

 

Illustration 2.9: Screenshot of insert of the girl’s dormitory from The Twilight Girls 
                                                
27 Quoted in Stephen Gallagher, "The Libertine: Stephen Gallagher talks with Score director Radley 
Metzger," Filmmaker, Summer 1997, 46. 
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The scenery, props and basic filmmaking style are matched to create almost seamless 

transitions between the two sets.   

The success of The Twilight Girls was meager, however, in comparison with that 

of I, a Woman (1966), the biggest moneymaker of Metzger’s career as an importer.  

Journalist Douglas Brode describes Metzger’s touch with the film: 

Chancing to read a review of a movie called I, a Woman, that was making 

heads spin all over Europe, he took a special trip to Czechoslovakia where 

he screened the film and found it long, boring, talky, and tedious—but not 

without a certain sensual appeal, and a number of memorable scenes 

which, in a different context, might have been effective.  Metzger secured 

the rights to distribute the picture in America, but before doing so he gave 

it a thorough editing.  Importantly, it was a job of selection, not 

censorship.28  

As a result of Metzger’s editing of the film and his unique talent for creating promotional 

materials that appealed to sex and art audiences alike, I, a Woman was a huge hit, and the 

profits he drew in for the picture allowed Metzger to start a career as a director.  Still, 

Metzger continued to do creative distribution for films throughout the 1960s, including 

The Price of Flesh (1962), Sweet Ecstasy (1962), The Fourth Sex (1962), Daniella by 

Night (1964), Sexus (1965), The Erotic Touch of Hot Skin (1966) and Vibration (1968).   

                                                
28 Douglas Brode, "Radley Metzger: Master of the Erotic on Film," Show, September 1971, 42. 
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Illustration 2.10: Advertisement for Therese and Isabelle 

Through the efforts of Metzger’s Audubon Films, William Mishkin Motion 

Pictures and other film importers like American International Pictures, American Film 

Distributing Corporation and Joseph Brenner Associates, this type of sexy European 

import played through art houses of the 1960s.  With the American distribution of these 

films, a number of directors, like Jesus Franco, José Bénazéraf and Max Pécas, rose to 

critical and popular acclaim and became regarded as erotic artists with trademark styles.  

Part of the appeal of these films, as mentioned above, is that they were filmed with a 

European artistry and elegance; as a result, some of the more prolific filmmakers of this 

style developed a cult following as auteurs.  At the same time, directors in the U.S. were 

trying to emulate this style domestically, shooting films that had a foreign, artistic 

quality.   
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Radley Metzger is actually the best example of this trend.  Starting in earnest in 

the middle 1960s, Metzger became an important sexploitation director, and in the 1970s, 

often with the Euro-connoting pseudonym Henry Paris, directed some of the most artistic 

hardcore films like The Image (1975) and The Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976).  His 

1960s films, such as The Dirty Girls, Therese and Isabelle (1968), Camille 2000 (1969) 

and The Lickerish Quartet (1970), were often shot in Europe and represented a blending 

of American sex films and the ambiguous, European art films that he worked with at 

Janus Films.  In a profile of Metzger, journalist Joel Doerfler writes that, “Almost single-

handedly, Metzger created the genre...‘class sex.’”29  By that, Doerfler (exaggeratedly) 

refers to his filmmaking style and its sophisticated presentation of eroticism.  He 

continues,   

All of Metzger's films from Therese and Isabelle have been aimed at the 

art houses, where audiences can enjoy their eroticism served up with 

Espresso coffee and reclining seats…. Metzger's films allow middle-class 

people who have been conditioned to abhor pornography, but who secretly 

crave it, to indulge their erotic fantasies with the firm conviction that what 

they are witnessing on the screen is somehow more “serious,” more 

“uplifting,” than the crudely made quickies designed for the proles.30 

Metzger’s films did offer a semblance of respectability that may have made middle class 

audiences at ease.  By providing a mise-en-scène that was carefully constructed and 

                                                
29 Joel Doerfler, “Radley Metzger: Let 'em See Skin...,” Boston After Dark, 9 February 1971, 16. 
30 Ibid. 
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themes that bordered on pseudo-intellectual, Metzger helped to create an erotic cinema 

that could be enjoyed by more sophisticated audience.  Other filmmakers also took up 

this charge, most notably Joseph W. Sarno, who shot many features in Sweden including 

the very successful Inga (1968). 

I AM CURIOUS (YELLOW): EUROPEAN CHALLENGES TO AMERICAN CENSORSHIP 

 

Illustration 2.11: Advertisement for I Am Curious (Yellow) 

 One of the reasons importers like Mishkin and Metzger added explicit scenes shot 

in the United States was the fear of censorship.  During the 1960s, U.S. customs agents 

inspected all imported films; if they found anything objectionable, they would confiscate 

the film or send it back across the Ocean.  Because of that, it was safer to add more 

controversial materials in the U.S., where it would be subject only to local film censor 

boards.  By the early part of the decade, most local censor boards had shut down.  As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, the Miracle case in 1952 brought a new wave of doubt 
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over the state and municipal censor boards that were previously controlling local film 

standards.  That decision stated that film was an art form and therefore should be allowed 

the protection of free speech.  A series of cases followed, including the aforementioned 

Eden case in the New York Supreme Court, which limited the ways in which local boards 

could restrain motion pictures.  By the middle of the 1960s, most criteria had been 

eliminated (such as sacrilegious, indecent, etc.) but obscenity remained as an acceptable 

criterion for the censorship of films, just as it did for other media.  As a result, all of the 

state and local censor boards had closed, either because they were ordered to by local 

courts or their power was so greatly restricted that practical censorship had become 

impossible. 

Furthermore, by this time Hollywood stopped its practice of self-censorship.  The 

Production Code had been in a sharp decline for over a decade, beginning in earnest with 

Otto Preminger’s The Moon is Blue (1953), a controversial film that was denied a Code 

seal but received wide distribution nonetheless.  The 1960s saw high-profile filmmakers 

like Preminger, Billy Wilder and Alfred Hitchcock ignore the Code and release their 

films, like Some Like it Hot (1959) and Psycho (1960), through independent distribution 

networks in order to secure more freedom for their work.  Art houses and the art and 

sexploitation films they played certainly influenced this trend, for the material that the art 

house offered that other fare could not provide, such as nudity and mature themes, began 

to appear in Hollywood films.  For instance, Promises! Promises! (1963) displays the 

exposed breasts and buttocks of Jayne Mansfield, and marked the first major Hollywood 

star to appear in the buff since the silent era.  The MPAA began to cave at that time too; 
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The Pawnbroker (1965) received the Production Code seal even though it contained 

nudity, and Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf (1966) received a modified seal with a 

“Suggested for Mature Adults” tag due to its frequent use of profanity.  By 1968, 

Hollywood switched over to a ratings-based system, creating the “X” rating that 

legitimately opened up an “adults only” American cinema; this shift will be discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 4 on the Ambiguous Art Film.  The Production Code’s downfall is 

important to note because it further demonstrates the art house’s effect on Hollywood 

production.  As art houses provided the first aboveground outlet for mature themes in 

American cinemas, audiences flocked to them, favoring especially those films that were 

particularly explicit.  Hollywood had to keep up, and as art houses programmed sexier 

films, so too did Hollywood adjust its moral standards to allow for more adult content. 

Two art films in the second half of the 1960s had a very big impact on the art 

house market while simultaneously facing considerable censorship issues: Michelangelo 

Antonioni’s Blow-Up and Vilgot Sjöman’s I Am Curious (Yellow).  Blow-Up, which is 

the subject of a case study in Chapter 4 of this project, features a number of explicit 

sexual scenes a very brief moment of full frontal nudity that was quite controversial at the 

time.  The Hollywood studio MGM distributed the film, and when it was denied a seal by 

the MPAA, MGM released the film regardless through its subsidiary, Premier Pictures.  

This defiance is generally considered to be the final straw that forced the MPAA to 

dismantle the Production Code and create the age-based rating system.  Just as in the case 

of governmental censorship, it took an art film to dismantle the Hollywood censorship 

system as well.  I Am Curious faced a different challenge.  When the film was imported 
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into New York in December 1967, customs agents seized it, claiming that the picture was 

obscene.  

This action started a series of court cases concerning the film’s status as protected 

speech or pornography.  The Swedish film is about a young liberated woman who is 

searching to define herself through politics, art and sex.  The film contains views of male 

and female full frontal nudity as well as simulated sex scenes between the leading lady 

and a partner, including scenes of oral-genital contact.  The film was first tried in a New 

York district court, which found the film to be obscene.  Grove Press, who had the 

American distribution rights for the film, appealed that decision and won.  In 1969, the 

appellate court found the film to have redeeming social value, and therefore excused the 

sexual content as part of that artistic and cultural expression.  The film then played in 

New York and elsewhere starting in March of 1969, and proved to be box office gold, 

setting records as the highest grossing foreign film in the U.S. by earning between $10 

and $20 million.31  This success did not mean censorship concerns were over; historian 

Stephen Tropiano writes, “The distributor was dragged into court in several major cities 

(Cleveland, Denver, Atlanta, Detroit, and Philadelphia).”32  The film was also banned in 

Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, 

Michigan, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Washington.33  

The film generally won these cases.  Censorship historians Edward De Grazia and Roger 
                                                
31 Jack Stevenson, “Porno to the People: The Danish Revolution That Liberated America,” Bright Lights 
Film Journal 66 (November 2009), n.p. 
32 Stephen Tropiano, Obscene, Indecent, Immoral, and Offensive: 100+ Years of Censored, Banned, and 
Controversial Films (New York: Limelight Editions, 2009), 211-212. 
33 Edward De Grazia and Roger K. Newman, Banned Films: Movies, Censorship & the First Amendment 
(New York: R.R. Bowker Company, 1982), 297. 
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K. Newman write that the film is “widely considered to have broken the grip in 

governmental interference with the depictions of sexual lovemaking on the screen.”34  

This turning point for obscenity law in the United States, brought about by a film that 

played predominantly in art houses, marks a significant change in the potential 

explicitness of American cinema. 

While art film practice had been weakening since …And God Created Woman, 

the passing and acceptance of I Am Curious (Yellow), represents the beginning of the end 

of the high-minded, art-focused programming for much of the art house market.  With the 

kind of explicit sex that I Am Curious was allowed under the umbrella of “redeeming 

social value,” a number of transitional films were able to squeeze past the courts and 

exploit the new freedom of the screen.  The most notable were three American films 

about Denmark: Sexual Freedom in Denmark, Pornography in Denmark: A New 

Approach (1970) and Pornography: Copenhagen 1970 (1970).  These “documentaries” 

purported to display the changed landscape in Denmark, a country that had recently 

legalized pornography, but is merely a pretense for showing explicit sex scenes.  These 

films not only capitalized on I Am Curious’ legal opening, but also attempted to appeal to 

the European (and specifically Scandinavian) prurience that this study has identified.  

These movies went further than any other films before them, and helped to normalize sex 

films still further.  They were even reviewed by Vincent Canby in The New York Times.35  

                                                
34 De Grazia and Newman, 299. 
35 Vincent Canby, “Have You Tried Danish Blue?,” New York Times, 21 June 1970, 81. 
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Historian Jack Stevenson sees Canby’s review, and the films’ reception generally, as the 

last move toward hardcore pornography:  

This coverage in America's most respected daily paper instantly 

legitimized these movies and made it permissible for middle-class 

audiences to attend. Porn was no longer just for perverts. By 

contextualizing it as a Danish social phenomenon, filmmakers were able 

to equate porn with all sorts of deeper political and sociological rationales 

and to fashion their movies as serious documentaries, which would help 

them dodge heat from the law. Tone meant everything. Furthermore, the 

court cases that Lamb's [Sexual Freedom in Denmark] and de Renzy's 

[Pornography in Denmark] films were inevitably caught up in set 

precedents that helped usher in the era of hardcore as a theatrical 

experience.36 

The rationale of “redeeming social value” enabled the frank treatment of sex and sexual 

imagery in films like these, and the explicitness of hardcore pornography was soon to 

follow from this justification.  Redeeming social value was not a new concept, actually, 

as it was established in 1957 as the benchmark for obscenity in the Roth case.  Its 

applicability for explicit sex scenes, as it was in I Am Curious and the Denmark films, 

was new, however, and this paved the way for the “porno chic” boom of the early 1970s 

with films like Deep Throat (1972). 

                                                
36 Stevenson, “Porno to the People,” n.p. 
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Conclusion 

  By 1970, hardcore pornography had broken into New York and Los Angeles film 

exhibition.  Mona the Virgin Nymph (1970) is widely considered to be the first hardcore 

film to receive theatrical exhibition.  It played in art houses.  In 1972, Deep Throat 

premiered in New York and ushered a new era of pornographic cinema.  As stated above, 

the hardcore pornographic film about a woman who can only achieve an orgasm through 

performing immersive fellatio opened at the Globe Theatre, the same venue that 

premiered the Italian Neo-Realist classics Open City and The Bicycle Thief  (1949) in the 

late 1940s.  Hardcore films like Deep Throat, Behind the Green Door (1972) and The 

Opening of Misty Beethoven set records in theatres that were previously art houses.   

Yet these theatres, many of them still using “art” in their names, were a far 

remove from the Golden Age of art houses of the 1940s and ‘50s.  The practice of 

exhibiting and promoting films based on artfulness and markers of prestige slowly 

transitioned to the selection of films based on their explicitness alone.  Beginning with 

…And God Created Woman in 1957, sexuality became more of a significant factor in art 

house promotion and programming.  This sexualized art film period, featuring films like 

La Dolce Vita and Hiroshima Mon Amour lasted until the early 1960s, when the nudie 

film cycle developed into a major market factor.  Sexploitation soon followed, and from 

about 1964-1972, these American-made erotic pictures transformed art houses into soft-

core adult theatres.  At the same time, many art houses played sexy European imports, 

both of the exploitation variety, as in I, A Woman, as well as of the Ambiguous Art Film 
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type like Blow-Up.  During this period, many legal challenges and groundbreaking films 

contributed to a wane in censorship practices that allowed for the representation of 

hardcore sex in the cinema; as this chapter and Chapter 4 demonstrate, this is more the 

result of “art films” than any other film type.  These key aspects of the art house 

transition and transformation from 1957-1972 illustrate how films like Deep Throat 

premiered in theatres that were previously art houses.    

At the same time as the “porno chic” boomed across the country, those theatres 

that continued to do strictly art house policy (some in New York and Los Angeles, in 

university-theatres and a few scattered venues in major urban cities) reported the biggest 

film of 1972 as Bernardo Bertolucci’s Last Tango in Paris (1972).  That film, starring 

Marlon Brando and Monica Vitti, is a psychosexual drama that features a graphic anal 

sex scene assisted by a tab of butter; certainly, the “art cinema” was continuing its 

exploration of explicit sexuality just as the art house was.  While this film and others 

demonstrate that the art film impulse was still viable in certain circumstances, they were 

highly liberalized and the most successful films of this type were those that offered 

sexual content.  
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Chapter 3: A Case Study of the Stanton Art Theatre, 1956-1969 

 

 In conducting the research for this project, I continually found myself drawn to 

Washington, D.C. as an ideal city for the art house trends discussed in the previous 

chapter.  The nation’s capital was a significant cinema market during the 1950s-1970s, 

and I think it was very representative of American filmgoing, in part because it was 

unencumbered by the cultural specificity of certain other markets.  New York was 

obviously the biggest market for art houses.  That said, because of its immense 

population and vital high-culture class, it was a wholly unique city.  New York 

represented the bulk of the cinema returns for most films, including art films.  

Accordingly, New York was able to sustain a cinema culture that no other city could, 

which made it too unique to be representative.  Los Angeles, likewise, was a formidable 

market at the time but, because of its relationship with Hollywood movie production, did 

not reflect the national trends as well as other cities. 

 Washington, D.C. is one of many second-tier cities that maintained a vibrant art 

house scene during the 1950s through the 1970s while sharing similar patterns and trends.  

Cities like Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Seattle, Portland and others fit 

into this classification that could keep multiple art houses running throughout the period.  

These communities had a variety of lower-, middle-, upper-middle and high class 

populations, as well as large University contingents, that enabled them to have art houses 

and to go through the transition from art house to adult theatre as outlined in the previous 
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chapter.  D.C. is a fine example of this type of city, as it was not too extreme in its taste, 

class, or demographic distinctions.  It represents a typical major metropolitan area in 

postwar America, and as such it is more easily characteristic of the general state of art 

houses during this time period. 

 What is even more impressive about the Washington, D.C. market is the way its 

primary newspaper, The Washington Post, organized film advertisements.   

 

Illustration 3.1: The Washington Post’s Neighborhood Movie Guide 
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In addition to the graphic ad mats run by most American newspapers, the Post advertised 

films through a text block, usually with the headline: “For An Enjoyable Evening, Visit 

Your Neighborhood Theater.  Get More Out of Life…Go Out to a Movie.”  This block 

was a sectioned collection of text-based ads from a number of theatres in the greater 

Washington, D.C. area.  Some theatres simply listed the films and the stars associated 

with them, while others, like the Capitol Hill theatre in this example, were more creative:   

 

Illustration 3.2: Advertisement from the Capitol Hill theatre 

Aside from being a colorful example of some exhibitors’ advertising idiosyncrasies, this 

marketing system is an extremely useful opportunity for historical analysis.  These text 

ads can be deconstructed according to key terms and references, demonstrating the 

marketing strategy of these theatres.  Furthermore, the copy contained in these ads was 

often taken from advertising materials originating from film distributors, and therefore 

reflect the nationwide advertising of films at this time period. 

 To this end, I have chosen to analyze one art house that consistently used the text 

ad block in The Washington Post, the Stanton Art Theatre.  During the 1950s and ‘60s, 

the greater Washington, D.C. area had more than twenty art houses.  In addition to the 

Stanton, the Colony, MacArthur, Little, Trans-Lux, Pix, Fine Arts, Plaza/New Plaza, 
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Georgetown, Ontario, Janus 1 and 2, Penn, Art, Playhouse, Byrd, Viers Mill, Apex, 

Calvert, Circle and Dupont theatres were all, at one point during this era, playing art films 

and meeting the criteria for an art house as outlined in the preceding chapters.  None of 

these other theatres advertised in the text guide as often or with as much exposition as the 

Stanton Art, however.  Further, the Stanton is a great example of the typical art house 

within Washington, D.C.  It was neither the most prestigious nor the most uncultured of 

the art houses in the city.  Instead, it was a middlebrow, mid-range theatre that 

represented many of the trends that I outlined previously.  Because of its status as the 

standard, run-of-the-mill art house in Washington, and because of the wealth of written 

material the theatre published through the Post, I have done my case study on the 

Stanton. 

Method 

 To do this research, I created a database by gathering every text-based ad that the 

Stanton Art Theatre ran on Fridays from June 1956, when it switched to an art film 

policy, to December 1969, when it stopped running text ads as part of a general switch 

towards more hardcore pornographic programming that did not require text and that was 

generally prohibited by the newspaper’s decency standards.  Altogether, the Stanton Art 

advertised 1,216 films during this nearly fifteen-year period.  I analyzed these ads, noting 

if the text referred to any of the following categories: Foreign, Director, Art, Award, 

Censor, Adult and Sex.  From reviewing the ads in the gathering stages, I developed and 

chose these categories because they were the only significant, continuously appearing 
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criteria.  Further, they display clear distinctions between the major themes in art house 

promotion during this era generally: notions of foreignness, prestige and prurience.  Since 

the beginning of prestige film promotion, mentioning awards, filmmakers (especially 

directors) and artistic characteristics have been used to signify quality.  Likewise, 

mentioning censorship, age restrictions and sex terms have been historically used to 

connote prurient content.  

An ad would qualify as fitting these categories if it used one of these key terms 

(or other terms that obviously connote the designation): 

Foreign 

European, [Country Name], International, Foreign, Asian, Continental, 

Abroad 

Director 

[Director's Name], From the makers of 

Award 

[Award Name], Award winner 

Art 

Beautiful, Art, [Superlative], Masterpiece, Magnum Opus, Acclaimed, 

Celebrated, [Newspaper Blurb], Classic, Genius, Immortal, Distinguished, 

Won accolades, Outstanding, Superior, [Reference to Literature], 

Gorgeous 

Censor 
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Censored, Uncensored, Cut, Uncut, Banned, Controversial, Restrictions, 

Complete, Deletions, Original 

Adult 

Adults Only, No children allowed, No one/Persons under 18/21 years of 

age permitted, Not recommended for small children or adolescents, Not 

recommended for the eyes of children, Restricted to persons over 18/21 

years of age 

Sex 

Naked, Nude, Sex, Sexy, Dirty, Lust, Erotic, Provocative, Boudoir, 

Risqué, Passionate, Bold, Uninhibited, Stark (realism), Sin, Delicate 

(themes), Nudist/Naturist/Au naturelle, Desire, Frank, Daring, Shocking, 

[Veiled References to Prostitution, i.e. World's Oldest Profession, 

Forbidden Profession, etc], [Comparisons/References to Other Sexy Films, 

i.e. "Compared to Ecstasy because of some scenes"] Ribald, Bedroom-

type, Bigamy/Polygamy, Playboy, Blushing 

 

Once these data were collected, analyzing these categories in groups yielded further 

results; Director, Award and Art were grouped together as “Prestige” and Censor, Adult 

and Sex were grouped as “Prurience.”  These categories and groupings represent the 

major trends evidenced in these ads.  The ads were then organized by year, and each 

category and group has been converted into percentages per year.  This organization of 

the film advertisements demonstrates clear patterns in the promotional strategy of the 
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Stanton Art Theatre.  Because the theatre often got its copy from film distributors, it 

reveals the strategies of other interested parties as well.  
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Figure 1: Films Advertised with Prestige, Prurience and Foreignness, 1956-1969 
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Figure 2: Films Advertised with Prestige, 1956-1969 
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Figure 3: Films Advertised with Prurience, 1956-1969
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Findings: Prestige 

 The Stanton Theatre operated in Washington, D.C. starting in 1913.  By the 

middle of the 1950s, it was a subsequent-run neighborhood theatre, specializing in low-

grade Hollywood films like Singin’ in the Corn (1946), East of Sumatra (1953), Four 

Guns to the Border (1954) and the occasional repertory film like Dracula (1931) or Little 

Caesar (1931).  The theatre, then owned by movie theatre mogul Sam Roth, went 

independent in September 1955 and closed until June 1956, when it reopened with the 

Alfred Hitchcock film Shadow of a Doubt (1943); the theatre still called itself the 

Stanton, but now billed itself (in the ad’s subtitle) as the “Northeast Art Theatre.”  The 

theatre started a Hollywood repertory and foreign film programming policy.  By 1957, 

the theatre was exhibiting mostly foreign films.  It moved in 1957, changing its name 

shortly to the “New Stanton Theatre” until 1959 when it began using the “Stanton Art 

Theatre” title it would keep through the 1970s.   At this time, the theatre started using the 

subtitle “Washington’s Theatre of Art” consistently, lasting until January 1968 when the 

subtitle changed to “Washington’s Adult Theatre.”  Also starting in 1957, the theatre did 

its first of many annual film festivals highlighting foreign films.  

 As Figure 1 demonstrates, it was from 1956-1959 that advertisements connoting 

Prestige (those mentioning Art, Award or Director) dominated the Stanton.  These 

advertisements, mainly for Italian Neo-Realist, French Poetic-Realist and Hollywood 

Classic films, used the advertising techniques discussed above to give the impression that 

the films they were showing were prestige objects that deserved artistic consideration.  
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This typical ad during that period is for De Sica’s The Bicycle Thief (1949), playing on a 

double-bill with Rossellini’s Paisan (1945): 

 

Illustration 3.3: Advertisement for The Bicycle Thief 

I classified this ad under the Foreign, Director, Award and Art categories: Foreign, 

because the ad repeatedly calls the film an “Italian masterpiece” and mentioned an 

“international” award; Director because Vittorio De Sica’s name is mentioned; Award 

because the ad exaggeratedly says that the film was the “winner of every possible 

international award”; and Art because the ad uses the terms “masterpiece,” “acclaimed” 

and “greatest,” and also because it uses a review quote. 

The following years saw a sharp decline in ads using Prestige.  Starting in 1957 

and going until 1960, Prestige remains the most common type of advertisement but goes 

from a peak at 96% of ads in 1958 to 60% in 1960.  This drop-off begins with the release 

of …And God Created Woman (1957), and most likely reflects the film’s influence on the 

changing art house market; the high starting point is a residual effect of the Golden Age 

of the art house in the years immediately prior.  From 1960 through 1963, Prestige 
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advertisements stay consistent around 60%, while at the same time losing dominance to 

Prurient ads; 1960 is the first year more ads used Prurience than Prestige.  At this time, 

the Stanton was playing a combination of European art films and American nudie films.  

To make the promotions more complicated, most art films were advertised with a sex 

angle, and most sex film advertised with an art angle.  Russ Meyer’s The Immoral Mr. 

Teas (1959) was released during these years and played a total of sixteen weeks at the 

Stanton, eight of them consecutive during the summer of 1962.  That film was advertised 

with Prurient and Prestigious terms; in the same ad, the film was related to Playboy 

magazine and called a “ribald classic.”   

Following these transitional years, during which the ambiguous confluence of art 

and sex advertisements was at a peak, the Stanton promoters started using Prestigious 

advertisements much less.  The programming was shifting from art cinema to 

sexploitation fairly rapidly.  From 1963-1967, advertisements with Prestige designations 

dropped from 60% to an all-time low of 9%.  The annual tradition of art film festivals, 

which began in 1957 and over the years had honored Ingmar Bergman, Jean Cocteau, 

François Truffaut and other foreign filmmakers, ended in 1965 with two weeks of 

programming that included My Life to Live (1963) and Bay of Angels (1964); in fact, the 

December 10, 1965 screening of My Life to Live was the last (conventionally-accepted) 

“art film” that the Stanton ever played.  Replacing the foreign art film product that 

dominated the Stanton in previous years were quickie sex films like Adam and Six Eves 

(1962) (played at the Stanton in 1966) and The Girls on F Street (1966).  It is important 

to see that even during these later years, however, when the theatre was exclusively 
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playing sex films, about 10% of ads still used Prestige indicators of some kind; some 

strategies that succeeded in art film promotion were able to be co-opted for this type of 

programming too, as this ad for Make Out (1968): 

 

Illustration 3.4: Advertisement for Make Out 

The references here to prestige are the mention of the producers and the producers’ early 

work, which is described here as the “year’s best.”  What is especially interesting, 

though, is that the ad does not make any reference to who these producers are or what 

these films were.  The copy uses the prestige signifier of referencing a filmmaker and 

thus associating the film with quality production, but the conditions of its quality, as an 

erotic rather than artistic film, do not require a further explanation of authorial continuity.    

Through looking at Figure 2, which shows the individual categories that comprise 

the Prestige group, additional information becomes clear.  By far, the most common 

category is the Art designation, succeeded by director and award.  All three follow 

roughly the same pattern as the Prestige trajectory described above: a peak in 1958, 

followed by a decline until 1960, when the three categories reached a short plateau 

lasting until the middle of the decade before an eventual further decline.  The award 
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category has the smallest numbers, although for the year 1959 it surpasses director 20% 

to 12%.  Director has a number of peaks, many seemingly related to Ingmar Bergman.  In 

1961, a surge was created by a double bill of The Virgin Spring (1960) and The Seventh 

Seal (1958) that ran for five weeks in addition to a number of other Bergman films that 

year; some credit can also go to the release Eve and the Handyman (1961), Russ Meyer’s 

follow up to The Immoral Mr. Teas, which capitalized on the director’s newly established 

reputation.  A minor Director peak occurred in 1964, when the Stanton ran an “Ingmar 

Bergman Festival” for over a month.  Another renaissance for Director, began in 1966.  

From ’66 through ’69, ads mentioning Director increased from 2% to 6% in 1967, up to 

19% in 1969.  During these years, the references to filmmakers are not meant to suggest 

auteur style, however, but rather to suggest that a new dirty film is as dirty or dirtier than 

previous films produced by historically dirty filmmakers. As the following ad for the film 

Scylla (1967) demonstrates, association with a director or producer’s previous work can 

be used not only for artistic consistency but for promising prurience as well: 

 

Illustration 3.5: Advertisement for Scylla 
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In 1967, Director actually surpasses Art in percentages of ads, but the numbers are 

miniscule; neither designation reaches 20%. 

Findings: Prurience 

The Stanton Art Theatre’s advertisements that use Prurience (those mentioning 

Censor, Adult or Sex) demonstrate nearly the opposite arc as those that use Prestige.  As 

Figure 1 shows, ads using Prurience increase dramatically beginning in 1956 and 

reaching a peak of 96% in 1964, before reaching a flattening out around 90%.  This level 

lasted until 1968, when the numbers start to decline rapidly.  By 1969, the number of 

Prurient ads is down to 57%.  The rise is probably the most impressive number presented 

by the data.  In 1956, only 2% of the films were advertised with a sex angle.  In just one 

year, that number grew to 48%.  As I have mentioned numerous times above, 1957 is the 

watershed year for the transition from art house to adult theatre due to the release of the 

Brigitte Bardot movie.  The Stanton Art actually did not play that film until 1960, 

because other, bigger theatres in Washington, D.C. were not finished screening the film 

on extended, multiple-month runs.  Instead, the Stanton increased the illicit materials in 

its ads that year by simply responding to the new art house zeitgeist.  The theatre played a 

number of other art films that could be exploited for their sexual content, as this ad for 

Children of Paradise (1946) in September 1957 demonstrates: 
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Illustration 3.6: Advertisement for Children of Paradise 

This highly creative ad is quite impressive because the film in question, about the 

Parisian theatre in the 1820s and ‘30s, is so tame even by standards in the 1940s.  This 

ad, using terms like “uninhibited” and “intimacy” while playing up a censorship angle 

that is more a product of the Nazi occupation of France than any American cutting, 

makes the film seem much more erotic than it is, misrepresenting it to a point of near-

absurdity.  As such, it is a great example of the hyperbolic marketing that these art houses 

specialized in during this period, playing up a Prurient angle to sell tickets even when 

nearly no prurient content would be delivered. 

 After the rise of Prurient advertisements reached a minor apex at 60% in 1958, the 

number fell to 48% in 1959.  There is not any hard reason for this drop, except perhaps 

that, because this year the theatre changed its name from the New Stanton Theatre to the 
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Stanton Art Theatre, the art house owner was especially keen on art films at the time.  

Whatever the case, the decline did not last more than a year, and a steady rise continued.  

As discussed above, the transitional year was 1960.  As Prestige ads were declining, 

Prurient ads were ascending, and in that year 65% of ads used Prurience while only 60% 

used Prestige.  This has to do with the nudie movie boom that started in that year, as 

dozens of films like Hideout in the Sun (1960), Nature’s Paradise (1960) and Mr. Teas 

played through the Stanton.  The number of ads using salacious language continued the 

steep rise through the early 1960s, reaching a pinnacle in 1964 and maintaining 89% or 

above until 1968.  That super-majority demonstrates just how committed the Stanton Art 

was to playing sex films by as early as 1964.  What is especially interesting is that, when 

the theatre was advertising as many as 96% percent of its films as sexual, the Stanton 

continued occasionally playing European art films.  As mentioned above, it was not 

strictly a sexploitation theatre until 1966, so during the earlier years art films were often 

advertised with the same language and style as sexploitation films.  It is also around this 

time that bowdlerization, the process by which a film title is cleaned to make it 

acceptable for general readers, became a common occurrence in the Stanton ads.  Naked 

Fog (1965) became “Na Ed Fog,” Days of Sin and Nights of Nymphomania (1966) 

became “Days of Sen, Nights of Ympho,” and so on. 

The percentage of Prurient ads begins to drop in 1968, down to 57% by 1969.  

This is not because the theatre started advertising films as clean again, but rather because 

as sexploitation films become more hardcore, the Stanton stopped writing anything about 

the films, and instead opted simply for a title and, sometimes, a single phrase like “Adults 
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Only.”  This advertisement for Sex Circus (1969) demonstrates the subdued and 

uncreative tactics employed by the Stanton Art by the later part of the 1960s:   

 

Illustration 3.7: Advertisement for Sex Circus 

The title, censored for this ad from “Sex Circus” to “Sax Circus,” is also a great example 

of bowdlerization.  Sex was often bowdlerized to “Sax,” “Six,” “S-x” and “$ex.”  This ad 

also demonstrates another trend that was picking up steam for the Stanton by 1968 and 

1969, the recurrent “second feature.”  The theatre would advertise its primary film with 

increasingly limited language, and a second feature would be announced but not titled or 

described.  I left these films out of my data and figures, because by 1969, when almost 

every week had an untitled second feature, the numbers would be skewed tremendously 

towards low percentages if they were included.  Still, it is important to mention this move 

on the part of the theatre to demonstrate again how, in the age of sexploitation and 

soft/hardcore pornography, advertising became less and less important as the art of film 

and film promotion were exchanged for the low-standards of the adult movie business.  

This move also foreshadows the next promotional gesture for the theatre, when in 1970 it 

stopped doing text ads altogether.   
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 Figure 3, which shows the three categories within the Prurience group (Censor, 

Adult and Sex), is also a fascinatingly rich graph.  Unlike the uniformity demonstrated in 

the individual lines in Figure 2, the movement in the individual categories within 

Prurience is unique and each line illustrates a different part of this time period.  Most 

straightforward is the Sex category.  From 1956-1965, it rises steadily from 2% to a peak 

of 82%.  From there, sexual advertisements maintain a consistent frequency between 70 

and 80% before dropping off in 1968 in the aforementioned scaling down of text ads.  

There are not any significant movements in the Sex category.  Censor has a similar arc 

with a few exceptions, all related to national censorship issues.  Ads mentioning Censor 

rise from 2% in 1956 to a first peak at 42% in 1958.  This corresponds chronologically 

with the Garden of Eden case discussed in the previous chapter, as well as similar cases 

during the same time.  Following this there is a decline to 24% the next year before a 

precipitous rise to an apex of 89% in 1964.  For most of the early and middle 1960s, then, 

more than half of the ads for films at the Stanton Art made some reference to a film’s 

being censored or banned.  This is obviously a response to the crisis in censorship of 

those years as a response to high court decisions against it.   

Furthermore, as the nudie and sexploitation films of the ‘60s spread, more 

controversial and explicitly sexual films were being exhibited, so censorship also became 

a real concern for the films the Stanton was playing; Washington’s lax attitude about film 

censorship (there was no censor board in D.C at the time) and its proximity to the 

infamously strict Maryland and Virginia censor boards only justified this advertising 

ploy.  1964 represents a peak year because of the Lovers case, and the Freedman case in 
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1965 that effectively ended local censor boards explains why the Censor category drops 

off in that year.  In 1968, ads with Censor fell significantly, from 64% to 22%.  I think 

this can be explained by the MPAA’s adoption of the age-based rating system in that 

year, creating the X-rating that made “adults only” cinema a more mainstream and thus 

less censored/uncensored phenomenon.  The Adult category has almost an opposite track 

from the other two categories.  Ads specifying Adult reached 43% in 1957 and 39% the 

following year.  This relatively high percentage of ads specifying an age limit for films of 

the time, which were primarily European art films and Hollywood classics, is most likely 

representative of the legitimate concern that art cinema dealt with mature themes 

inappropriate for children, as well as a marketing designation for the art house that 

wanted to cultivate a sophisticated, high-culture leisure sphere that was away from rowdy 

children and teens.  The category dropped in the next few years, reaching a low of 0% in 

1961 and staying in the single digits until 1966.  During these years, the Stanton simply 

didn’t use Adult as a promotional term; I believe this was because it was assumed that the 

films they were showing were for adults only, and that it was the Stanton’s policy to 

prohibit children from coming to the cinema.  Regardless, the number grew in 1966 to 

33%, and rose to a peak at 77% and 79% in ’68 and ’69.  This reuse of the term reflects 

the harder films that the Stanton was playing, but also refers to Hollywood practice the 

MPAA as well.  In 1966, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf (1966) was the first Hollywood 

film to be released with a “suggested for mature audiences” label in all advertising 

materials, and in 1968 the MPAA instituted the age-based rating system and the 

corresponding X rating.  These events surely helped make “adults only” cinema vogue 
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again, and the popular discussion about mature cinema created a mystique that was then a 

good marketing buzzword for the Stanton and other “art houses” of the late ‘60s. 

Findings: Foreignness 

Figure 1 also shows the frequency with which advertisements made reference to a 

film’s foreignness.  As the graph makes clear, foreignness does not follow a simple 

upward or downward path.  Instead, foreignness is a more complicated issue that reflects 

the conflicted relationship art houses had with European identification and sexuality 

during the 1950s and ‘60s.  Along with the other categories, foreignness saw a rise in 

1957, presumably as part of the Bardot craze.  In that year and ’58, 35% of ads made 

some reference to the film’s foreign provenance.  This continued a steady rise through to 

1961, reaching a high of 47% before beginning a minor decline.  Most of the ads at this 

time were legitimate references to films’ foreign origins, such as calling La Parisienne 

(1958) a French film.  Often times, however, these references to European countries were 

meant to convey a subtext of sexuality.  This example, a double-bill of French White 

Cargo (1950) and Fruits of Summer (1956) from January 15, 1960 demonstrates the way 

that a term like “French” can be used to connote sexuality: 
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Illustration 3.8: Advertisement for French White Cargo and Fruits of Summer 

The phrases “could have been made only in France” and “bedroom type comedy that the 

French have done so well for years” obviously connote sexual content here.  As I have 

discussed above, this is a particular kind of sex, and these ads help to build that myth that 

French films were sexier than American types.  Similar ads exist for Italian and Swedish 

films during these years as well.   

Foreignness as an advertising technique declined from 1960-1962 before starting 

another upturn, reaching a zenith in 1964; in that year, 55% of advertisements at the 

Stanton Art used a reference to foreign countries.  The difference in this resurgence is 

that, for the most part, these ads were not advertising the films’ national origin.  Instead, 

the Stanton simply made an association to Europe in the ads, using Europe as a code 
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word for sexual content.  This ad, for a double feature of two Hollywood/independent 

films, 3 Nuts in Search of a Bolt (1964) starring Mamie Van Doren and Promises! 

Promises! (1963) led by Jayne Mansfield, demonstrate this type of discourse: 

 

Illustration 3.9: Advertisement for European versions of Hollywood films 

Both of these films’ ads have sentences about censorship that reference Europe: “Not one 

scene cut in this, the European print,” and “The complete European version of 

[Mansfield’s] most exposed film.”  This type of language was used consistently during 

the early to mid 1960s, reaching its peak in 1964 when more than half of the ads used it.  

In 1965, ads referencing Foreignness dropped to 32%, and the following year to 2%.  

This dramatic fall seems to reflect the general trends expressed throughout all aspects of 

the Stanton Art’s history for those years.  As sexploitation films got harder and more 
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explicit, there was little room or need for the light, sophisticated eroticism that references 

to Europe connoted. 

Conclusions 

 Examining this one theatre, the Stanton Art Theatre in Washington, D.C., should 

give a sense of a how a theatre went through the transitions and changes discussed in the 

preceding chapter.  It is not the archetype for all art houses from 1956-1969.  The Stanton 

did not play I Am Curious (Yellow) (1969), for instance, or other films that played some 

of the more high-culture art houses like the Janus 1 and 2 or the Ontario.  It also stuck 

with an art policy and used markers of prestige far longer than places like the Art or Pix.  

The Stanton was typical in Washington, D.C., however, programming and promoting 

fairly consistently with art houses in the city like the Dupont, the New Plaza and the 

Playhouse.  It would appear that these theatres were uniform with art houses across the 

country, in the communities mentioned above and in other locations too.  The case of the 

Stanton, then, well indicates how a wide range of theatres dealt with this tumultuous time 

in film exhibition. 

 What these data show is that the trends in film exhibition are fairly consistent with 

the narrative discussed in the previous chapter:  Brigitte Bardot begins a decline in art 

houses that is accelerated by The Immoral Mr. Teas and the nudie films, then further by 

sexploitation films in the middle 1960s as censorship is struggling and losing, and the 

cycle ends by the later part of the decade as the sex film develops.  The data show that 

starting in 1957, all Prestige markers began to fall as Prurient ones rise.  The key year in 
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this exchange is 1960.  The year of the nudie boom is also the year that, for the Stanton, 

Prurient ads are more frequent than Prestige ads.  For the next few years, both categories 

remain significant figures.  Until 1964, both Prurience and Prestigious language was 

present in more than 60% of ads.  Still, the trends continued, so that high-culture declined 

as low-culture rose, forming a rough “X” in the chart that illustrates this rise and fall.  

The wild card in this equation is the Foreign designation.  Going into the data collection, 

I was not sure what to expect from this category.  The data suggest that Foreign 

identification is a complicated issue that can’t be read straightforwardly as a marketing 

tool.  At times, mentions of Europe were used to connote the class art that is typically 

associated with the traditions abroad.  Other times, Foreignness was used to connote class 

sex, using French, Italian and Swedish culture and terminology to implicate films as 

erotic in that particular style. 

 Most of the information demonstrated by these data and the corresponding chart is 

already mentioned above.  The year markers that these graphs show, however, are the 

most clearly evident and important details to consider: 1957, 1960, 1964, 1966, and 1968.  

In 1957, the trends begin.  1960 represents the turning point for sexual ads to overtake art 

ones.  1964 is really the end of the Prestige ad and the peak of the Prurient, alongside big 

changes in censorship that lasted two years.  1966 marks the end of Foreign’s power as 

an advertising term, and 1968 is the end of creativity in advertising as sex films dominate 

the market and preclude the clever, coded, coy and playful misrepresentation that art 

house copy-writers excelled at in the beginning of this period.  The data also show that 
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Director and Award were both not as common advertising terms as I expected, 

considering their central place in current art house advertisements.  

 This narrative of the decline in creative advertising is one of the most interesting 

aspects of this study, and is one of the great ironies of the art house from this period.  As 

films became more erotic, both art films (as discussed particularly in the following 

chapter) as well as nudie/sexploitation films, their advertisements stopped stressing and 

inventively promoting the erotic content in them.  The increase in nudity and frank 

treatments of taboo sexual subjects and themes was paired with a wane in detailed ads 

using suggestive and imaginative language.  As more explicit sexploitation films and the 

hardcore pornography that followed came into prominence, the ads themselves no longer 

needed to exaggerate sexual claims, and instead used a system of expectations and 

assumptions to promote erotic content.  This is not a hard and fast rule; for instance, the 

tagline for Deep Throat (1972), “How far does a girl have to go to untangle her tingle,” is 

one of the more playful lines in advertising history.  Yet the general trend, as this study 

shows, is away from the good-natured exaggeration, misrepresentation and inventiveness 

that some of these earlier ads illustrated.
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Chapter 4: Ambiguous Art Films: A Case Study of Blow-Up  

 

 Thus far, this project has traced the emergence of sex films, often American-made 

“sexploitation” films, in the art houses that populated many urban areas during the late 

1950s through the early 1970s.  I have demonstrated how the practice of blurring the 

distinctions between European artfulness and sexual content enabled the smooth entry of 

soft-core and hardcore pornography onto American screens.  This was done through 

promotional strategies that often sent mixed or conflicting messages, as this clever, multi-

day advertising campaign in the Los Angeles Times in October 1961 for the premiere run 

of the French import The Twilight Girls (1961) demonstrates: 

 

Illustration 4.1: A multi-day advertisement for The Twilight Girls 

Note the mixture in these ads of messages of sexuality with terms associated with the 

European art cinema: the narrative of the gender-restriction and the subtle hint of 

lesbianism through the references to proto-Sapphic films connote the eroticism while the 
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use of terms like “critics,” “sophisticated,” “frankness” and “delicate,” in addition to the 

references to France through the term “French” and the use of the foreign-sounding 

names of the actresses (none of which had any name-recognition value and thus were 

used exclusively for their exoticism), are used to demonstrate class.  What these ads and 

much of the other evidence I have used in this project illustrate is that during this period 

of 1957-1972, “art film” was a term that meant sex film, and therefore the signifiers for 

the art film were also the signifiers for erotic content.   

This is one of the most important arguments of this thesis, and one that should not 

be taken lightly.  A few scholars and writers have suggested things similar to this.  Peter 

Lev, for example, writes, “Explicit sexuality became expected in foreign films, to such an 

extent that ‘foreign film,’ ‘art film,’ ‘adult film,’ and ‘sex film’ were for several years 

synonyms.”1  Yet all of these mentions of the societal assumptions of the time are not 

stressed enough and do not properly convey the system of hidden meaning at play.  These 

writers correctly locate and identify this popular idea about art films, but they do not do 

enough to underline its centrality in the cultural assessment of the art film.  Repeatedly in 

the press, in public discourse and in popular entertainment, the term “art film” was in 

quotes, an elbow-jabbing comment referring to dirty movies, and the art house its 

pretentious smut haven.  For instance, in a 1971 episode of the All in the Family 

television program titled, “Judging Books by Covers,” this ironic perception and 

                                                
1 Peter Lev, The Euro-American Cinema (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1993), 13.  In my research I 
have also found similar statements in Eric Schaefer, “Bold! Daring! Shocking! True!”: A History of 
Exploitation Films, 1919-1959 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999), 336; and Joe Bob Briggs, 
Profoundly Disturbing: Shocking Movies That Changed History! (New York: Universe Publishing, 2003), 
66. 
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reputation of the art house is the brunt of a joke.  Sitting around in a bar, patron Nick says 

to a group of men, “You guys gotta go see that Swedish picture that just opened 

downtown, Wanda: How I Became a Woman…What a film!”  The title seems 

reminiscent of the advertisement for the Bergman film discussed in Chapter 2, Monika: 

The Story of a Bad Girl.  He continues:  “Oh, this Wanda’s got a build on her.  She’s a 

waitress, see, and the first time you see her, she’s leanin’ over the counter.  And I mean 

leanin’.  She can really act!”  The show’s protagonist, Archie Bunker, replies, “Yeah, but 

you gotta admit, some of them foreign films, they go too far; some of them, they ain’t 

nothin’ but sheer pornography.”  Nick says, “Yeah, I know what you mean, but this 

Wanda thing has got what they call…some redeemin’ socialness.”  This, of course, refers 

to the “redeeming social value” that was granted to films like I Am Curious (Yellow) 

(1969) during obscenity trials.  Archie adds the final punch line: “Oh yeah, I heard of 

that.  That’s where they give you the same old pornograph’ but they advertise in the 

Times instead of the News.”  The distinction here between the higher-class publication 

and the tabloid is meant to suggest that “sheer pornography,” if positioned as culturally 

relevant, can be lifted to legitimacy through art terms.  Nick’s only interpretive/critical 

remarks about the film—“What a film,” and, “She can really act!”—demonstrate that the 

language used to interpret this kind of foreign film is that used by film reviewers and 

jokingly/ironically refer to quality filmmaking. 

This type of assumption abounds in the discourses about foreign and art films.  

While there still exists a slight connection between art and sex in the contemporary 

independent and art film landscape (as filmmakers like Catherine Breillat, Gaspar Noé, 
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Pedro Almodóvar and others continue making art films with strong sexual content), 

connotations in the present day are weak compared to those of the period in discussion.  

It was a wide cultural assumption that foreign and art films were dirty, and that dirty 

films were being masqueraded as art.  The question is: How did this happen, and what 

factors contributed to the branding of these types of films as erotic objects?  Many of the 

trends that aided this conception—the importation of cheaply-made foreign films with 

added sex-inserts for the prurient market as done by the likes of William Mishkin and 

Radley Metzger; the alignment of American sexploitation with the myth of European 

sexual freedom through advertisements; the public censorship and obscenity trials 

involving films like The Lovers (1959) and I Am Curious (Yellow) —have been discussed 

in previous chapters.  Another major factor that I have not discussed at length thus far, 

however, is the actual sexual content of the art cinema.  Promotional exaggerations aside, 

it remains a fact that European films did demonstrate a proclivity towards sexual themes 

and nudity.  These films often featured the exposed breasts, butts and genitals of female 

actresses, and also dealt frankly with issues such as adultery, prostitution, homosexuality, 

ménages à trois, casual sex and abortions.   

The period of 1957-1972, a time of arguably the peak of European art cinema in 

the United States, is full of now-canonized art films that contain nudity or sexual themes, 

some of which represent the most erotic films in cinema’s history.  As an example, I have 

compiled a list of fifty well-known and respected European art films that contain sexual 

content.  This list, which is not exhaustive, includes:  
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…And God Created Woman (1957). Et Dieu…créa la femme (1956). Dir. Roger Vadim 

[France] 

The Lovers (1959). Les amants (1958). Dir. Louis Malle [France] 

Room at the Top (1959). The Room at the Top (1959). Dir. Jack Clayton [UK]  

Hiroshima Mon Amour (1960). Hiroshima mon amour (1959). Dir. Alain Resnais 

[France]  

The Virgin Spring (1960). Jungfrukällan (1960). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]  

Never on Sunday (1960). Pote tin Kyriaki (1960). Dir. Jules Dassin [Greece]  

Rocco and His Brothers (1961); Rocco e i suoi fratelli (1960); Dir. Luchino Visconti 

[Italy]  

Breathless (1961). À bout de souffle (1960). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France]  

L’avventura (1961). L’avventura (1960). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]  

La Dolce Vita (1961). La dolce vita (1960). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]  

Leda (1961). À double tour (1959). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]  

Two Women (1961). La ciociara (1960). Dir. Vittorio De Sica [Italy]  

Viridiana (1962). Viridiana (1961). Dir. Luis Buñuel [Spain].  

Peeping Tom (1962). Peeping Tom (1960). Dir. Michael Powell [UK]  

The Night (1962). La notte (1961). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]  

Jules and Jim (1962). Jules et Jim (1962). Dir. François Truffaut [France]  

Through a Glass Darkly (1962). Såsom i en spegel. Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]  

My Life to Live (1963). Vivre sa vie: Film en douze tableaux (1962). Dir. Jean-Luc 

Godard [France]  

8! (1963). 8! (1963). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]  

Contempt (1964). Le mépris (1963). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France]  

Bay of Angels (1964). La baie des anges (1963). Dir. Jacques Demy [France]  
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The Silence (1964). Tystnaden (1963). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]  

Circle of Love (1965). La ronde (1964). Dir. Roger Vadim [France]  

Darling (1965); Darling (1965). Dir. John Schlesinger [UK]  

Juliet of the Spirits (1965). Giulietta degli spiriti (1965). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]  

Repulsion (1965). Repulsion (1965). Dir. Roman Polanski [UK]  

Diary of a Chambermaid (1965). Le journal d'une femme de chamber (1964). Dir. Luis 

Buñuel [France]  

Alfie (1966). Alfie (1966). Dir. Lewis Gilbert [UK]  

Les Bonnes Femmes (1966). Les bonnes femmes (1960). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]  

Loves of a Blonde (1966). Lásky jedné plavovlásky (1965). Dir. Milos Forman. 

[Czechoslovakia]  

Blow-Up (1966). Blowup (1966). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [UK]  

A Man and a Woman (1966); Un homme et une femme (1966). Dir. Claude Lelouch 

[France]  

Persona (1967). Persona (1966). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]  

Belle de Jour (1968). Belle de jour (1967). Dir. Luis Buñuel [France]  

Barbarella (1968). Barbarella (1968). Dir. Roger Vadim [France]  

Weekend (1968). Week End (1967). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France] 

Bad Girls (1968). Les biches (1968). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]  

Romeo and Juliet (1968). Romeo and Juliet (1968). Dir. Franco Zeffirelli [UK] 

…If (1969). …If (1968). Dir. Lindsay Anderson [UK]  

I Am Curious (Yellow) (1969). Jag är nyfiken - en film i gult (1967). Dir. Vilgot Sjöman 

[Sweden]  

Age of Consent (1969). Age of Consent (1969). Dir. Michael Powell [Australia]  

The Damned (1969). La caduta degli dei (1969). Dir. Luchino Visconti [Italy]  
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Teorema (1969). Teorema (1968). Dir. Pier Paolo Pasolini [Italy]  

Satyricon (1970). Satyricon (1969). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy] 

The Conformist (1970). Il conformista (1970). Dir. Bernardo Bertolucci [Italy]  

Women in Love (1970). Women in Love (1969). Dir. Ken Russell [UK]  

Get Carter (1971). Get Carter (1971). Dir. Mike Hodges [UK]  

Straw Dogs (1971). Straw Dogs (1971). Dir. Sam Peckinpah [UK]  

A Clockwork Orange (1972). A Clockwork Orange (1971). Dir. Stanley Kubrick [UK]  

Last Tango in Paris (1972). Ultimo tango a Parigi (1972). Dir. Bernardo Bertolucci 

[Italy] 
 

 These are what I call “Ambiguous Art Films.”  By this designation, I refer to the 

double-sided quality of these films, as they present both sex and art content concurrently.  

As such, they were often promoted in posters and ads as both prestigious and prurient, 

depending on the venue and publication.  Often, this conflicting advertising message was 

simultaneous, as this ad for Belle de Jour shows:  

 

Illustration 4.2: Advertisement for Belle de Jour 
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The ad’s dominant motif is the inclusion of newspaper blurbs, a clear gesture towards 

prestige advertisement.  Director Buñuel’s name is highly visible as well.  But the 

suggestive pose of protagonist Catherine Deneuve speaks more to the sexual content of 

this film, which is about a housewife who spends her afternoons as a prostitute.  Further, 

the top quote is steeped in sexuality, reading, “it does—let’s be honest about this—turn 

you on.”  So, Deneuve’s come-hither charm and the ad’s promise of sexual arousal 

guarantee that while this film is an art movie, it is also going to appeal to the libidinous 

interests.  This practice of promoting both the sex and art angles was very common, 

especially outside of the upmarket New York art houses that could occasionally run these 

films without appealing to the baser instincts. 

Ambiguous Art Films, those films that contain sexual content but are also 

received well by critics and meet the other qualifications of an “art film,” were major 

contributors to the conversion of art houses to adult theatres.  In addition to blurring the 

lines between art and sex during the 1960s, perhaps the most important contribution to 

this trajectory that Ambiguous Art Films offered concerns censorship.  As I have 

discussed in the previous chapters, film censorship was the legal barrier that prevented 

the distribution and exhibition of hardcore pornography in American cinemas, and it was 

on assault during this decade.  The history of sexually explicit cinema is one of 

continuous boundary breaking; one film “dares” to go farther than all previous, and if it is 

allowed by the censors (which many films were in this time period), many copycats 

follow with the same amount of explicitness until the next bold film comes along to push 

the limits still further.  It was at the boundaries of acceptability that the Ambiguous Art 
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Films fulfilled their purpose.  Time and again, the legitimacy of art these films presented 

made the sexual content they contained tolerable; the artistic contributions and redeeming 

social value these films demonstrated made censorship unappealing for institutions that 

valued freedom of expression.   

American Censorship in Wane   

 To review, there were two dominant censorship institutions during the 1960s in 

the United States: Hollywood’s Production Code Administration (PCA) and local 

censorship boards on the state or municipal level.  The PCA, an arm of the Motion 

Picture Association of America (MPAA), oversaw Hollywood output from the script 

level through to final cut before granting a seal of approval to all films that complied with 

the Production Code, the PCA’s strict rules regarding acceptable content.  From 1934-

1968 this was the dominant mode of censorship for Hollywood films.  Beginning in 

earnest in the late 1950s and escalating through the middle 1960s, filmmakers were 

rebelling against the Code’s restrictions, releasing films without approval and, in some 

cases, getting exceptions to have prohibited content; one notable exception was the 

nudity in Sidney Lumet’s The Pawnbroker (1965).  Another involved the profanity in 

Mike Nichols’ adaptation of Edward Albee’s successful Broadway play, Who’s Afraid of 

Virginia Woolf (1966).  As the Code was waning in effectiveness, the PCA released a 

revised, liberalized code in 1966, including the addition of the "SMA" (Suggested for 

Mature Audiences) advisory, but it was an abortive gesture that failed to be a workable 

compromise.  In 1968, the MPAA ended the PCA’s Production Code and instituted an 
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age-based rating system, offering tiers of acceptable content based on age groups; in the 

process, this system allowed Hollywood films to be for adults only by being rated X.  

While this system was far from perfect, it did greatly ease the restrictions on mature 

content for Hollywood films. 

 The other system was local censorship, which was established in many areas on a 

state-by-state or city-by-city basis.  These organizations were in place to cater to 

locations’ specific decency laws and standards.  Most found Hollywood films acceptable 

as they were censored by the Code, and so they were in operation primarily for foreign 

and independent films that were not scrutinized by the PCA.  Most of these boards 

practiced prior restraint, whereby they would examine a film before it was exhibited in 

order to determine if it was acceptable; they would then pass the film, order 

eliminations/cuts, or reject it outright.  In the 1960s, censor boards existed in Maryland, 

New York, Virginia, Florida, Pennsylvania and a few other states, and in a handful of 

cities, including Seattle and Chicago.  As part of the general trend against censorship in 

the 1950s and ‘60s, a number of high court cases found many of these boards 

unconstitutional and many were forced to close.  The most significant case was the 1965 

U.S. Supreme Court case Freedman v. Maryland.   Known as the Freedman case, this 

trial stated what had been building up but not unequivocally expressed in many of the 

earlier anti-censorship cases; the Court declared that censor boards had no power to ban 

films.  Although a few boards tried to operate under the new rules that said they were 

allowed only to approve a film, local censorship was effectively ended as a prior restraint 

mechanism; from this point, film censorship was only possible if a film, after its 
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exhibition, was deemed obscene by the Court.  As stated in previous chapters, this was 

brought up by I Am Curious (Yellow), Deep Throat (1972) and a number of other cases.   

     Ambiguous Art Films helped to defeat both of these institutions of censorship 

through their unique place as both aesthetic and explicit objects.  Because most foreign 

films only encountered local boards, the Ambiguous Art Film’s influence on them is 

more apparent.  During the 1950s and 1960s, many test cases involving art films found 

the power of censor boards limited.  In the Miracle case, the New York banning of Ways 

Of Love (1950), featuring Rossellini’s short film about the birth of an illegitimate child 

from sacrilegious deception, resulted in the Supreme Court recognizing film as an art 

form, and saying that “sacrilege” was not a legal criterion for censorship.  The Supreme 

Court found Max Ophüls’ film about sexual promiscuity, La Ronde (1954), acceptable as 

well, and it stated that “immorality” was similarly not an applicable standard for 

censorship.  Marc Allégret’s adultery-themed Lady Chatterly’s Lover (1956) was banned 

in New York for promoting the idea of adultery, and again the high court overturned the 

board’s decision.  Louis Malle’s The Lovers, a film about a wanton adulteress, was 

banned in Ohio, and when the case reached the Supreme Court, Justice William J. 

Brennan established that it was not appropriate to ban a film that had any artistic or 

cultural value whatsoever, writing, “A work cannot be proscribed unless it is ‘utterly’ 

without social importance.”2  I Am Curious (Yellow), as discussed above, also faced the 

U.S. Supreme Court, and the decision of the court to allow the film is widely considered 

                                                
2 Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964). 
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to be the end of legal obscenity questions regarding sex on screen.  Many other art films 

faced smaller courts as well during this period.   

These films and others were ideal for attacking censorship because they offered 

controversial material tempered with the guise of art.  Therefore, when the 

bureaucratically-oriented censor boards banned the films for breaking taboos, higher 

courts examined them more sensitively, finding that their expression of artistic themes 

were of social value and therefore should be allowed.  What this resulted in, however, 

was a flood of equally explicit films, copying the court-endorsed content with only a 

pretense of the social value.  Once a certain theme, behavior, or image was deemed 

acceptable in one context, it proved nearly impossible for censor boards to reject it in 

others.  This happened in the case concerning Garden of Eden (1954), when the New 

York State Supreme Court found the film to be a decent attempt to represent the 

philosophy of nudism, and the ensuing nudist camp cycle of exploitation films were 

allowed because they were similar in structure if less high-minded; this was also the case 

with I Am Curious (Yellow) and the following cycle of documentary-type films like 

Sexual Freedom in Denmark  (1970) that benefited from the newly relaxed limits of 

cinematic sex scenes. 

Because the PCA’s jurisdiction was only over Hollywood-produced films, most 

art films did not face the scrutiny of the Production Code because they were either 

foreign or independent.  Nevertheless, the censorship practiced by the PCA and the 

MPAA was challenged by “artistic” works, as were local censor boards.  There were 

European Art Film-inspired New Hollywood films that dealt frankly with mature themes, 
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such as Sidney Lumet’s The Pawnbroker, which contained nudity but was actually 

awarded an exception seal because of its artfulness; Mike Nichols’ similarly Code-

approved, vulgar and vitriolic Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf; Arthur Penn’s sensually 

violent Bonnie and Clyde (1967); and John Schlesinger’s X-Rated 

prostitution/homosexual film Midnight Cowboy (1969).  These films and others pushed 

the PCA/MPAA’s strict boundaries concerning acceptable content, and many of them 

were granted exceptions or deemed admissible because of their artistic qualities.  Just as 

in the local censor boards, the films that pushed content boundaries were those that could 

be justified through aesthetic or philosophical positions. 

Aside from these American art films, some European art films were also subject 

to Hollywood’s censorship.  Specifically, those films partially financed by the Hollywood 

industry often had to pass the restrictions of the Production Code.  Peter Lev describes 

these films as the “Euro-American Cinema” in his excellent book of the same name.  

Beginning in earnest after World War II, Hollywood would often finance European 

productions to circumvent trade restrictions and expand its distribution operations.  

Occasionally, these co-productions would be art films and would play in the American art 

house circuit.  Godard’s Contempt is an example of this through its American, Italian and 

French co-producers Joseph E Levine, Carlo Ponti and Georges de Beauregard (not to 

mention Godard the French director), while simultaneously being about this type of 

production with its story of an American producer who hires a French screenwriter to 

adapt The Odyssey for an Italian production led by a German director.  The films of 

Stanley Kubrick are prime examples of this type of co-production that were also subject 
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to Hollywood’s institutional scrutiny.  His British/American Lolita (1962), the story 

about pedophilia that highly sexualizes a fifteen-year-old girl, was the subject of 

numerous cuts under the Code, and his A Clockwork Orange was rated X upon its release 

in 1972.  These two films, while controversial objects, were also given leniency and some 

cultural acceptance because of their pedigree and prestige; just as the case with Who’s 

Afraid of Virginia Woolf, both films took canonized literary works as their source texts, 

and director Stanley Kubrick’s reputation as an auteur also gave creditability to their 

artistic merits.  These films, as European art films for local censor boards, similarly 

contributed to the loosening of censorship standards in Hollywood through boundary 

pushing and art’s justification.   

A Case Study of Blow-Up 

Perhaps the most important and devastating Euro-American (art) film for the 

Production Code and Hollywood censorship was Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-Up.  

Antonioni, an Italian director who had established a reputation as a talented auteur with 

his films L’avventura, The Night, Eclipse (1962) and Red Desert (1965), made Blow-Up 

in Britain, produced by the Italian Carlo Ponti but financed and distributed by the 

Hollywood studio Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It stars British actors David Hemmings, 

Vanessa Redgrave and Sarah Miles.  The English-language film, about a “mod” 

photographer (Hemmings as Thomas) in London who possibly captures a murder on film, 

represents a culturally and sexually liberated time period in expressive and vibrant style. 

MGM submitted the finished film to the newly liberalized MPAA for approval but it was 
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denied a seal because of a sex scene involving an exhibitionist (Miles as Patricia) and, 

more importantly, because of a scene of a ménage à trois between Hemmings and two 

girls (Jane Birkin as The Blonde and Gillian Hills as The Brunette) that features brief 

glimpses of both girls’ pubic hair.  This was the first Hollywood-financed film to feature 

pubic hair, and it was produced at a time when most foreign and independent films would 

not display frontal female nudity 

 When Antonioni, who had contractual control over the editing of his film, refused 

on artistic principle to allow censorial cutting, MGM was compelled to side with the 

director.  MGM released the film without the seal, using a subsidiary distribution 

company, Premier Pictures.  This marked the first such Code subversion by MGM, one of 

the most loyal members/supporters of the MPAA.  When the film went on to gross more 

than $20 million on its initially less than $2 million budget, as well as earning the Grand 

Prix at the Cannes Film Festival, two major Academy Award nominations and a number 

of other laurels, it became clear that Blow-Up was a significant film that had important 

repercussions for American cinema and the MPAA.  The MPAA’s reputation was 

damaged by the perception that their decision was puritanical, and many contemporary 

critics and scholars credit the film as the final nail in the Production Code’s coffin.3  Less 

than eighteen months after the release of the film, the MPAA switched to the rating-

system.  Like the art films mentioned above, Blow-Up was able loosen censorship 

restrictions through its simultaneous prestige and prurience; its sexual content pushed the 

                                                
3 Leroy F. Aarons, "MGM’s Release of 'Blow-Up' Without Seal Challenges Code," The Washington Post, 
22 January 1967, G1. 
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previous limits on certain things and the awards and critical acceptance legitimated that 

content for it and future films.   

The following case study is an examination of the processes by which this in-

between classification was created, how Blow-Up was fashioned into an “Ambiguous Art 

Film.”  By studying the content of the film, its promotion and the critical reception, I will 

demonstrate how the film garnered the powerful ambiguity it needed to become both one 

of the most important anti-censorship films in history and one of the most widely known 

and respected European art films.  The historical importance of Blow-Up and its 

popularity in terms of box office receipts and critical/academic writing make it a suitable 

example of the Ambiguous Art Film model.  Its dynamic synthesis of prurience and 

prestige in terms of aesthetic, marketing and interpretation demonstrates the path that 

many of the above-named Ambiguous Art Films went through, resulting in an equivocal 

movie that appeals to multiple types of spectators and serves many functions within the 

cultural landscape. 

The Content 

Thus far, I have not done any analysis of film content.  I consider the art film and 

its formal and aesthetic qualities something of a distraction in the pursuit of tracking the 

historical phases of the art house.  As stressed above, it is the promotion and 

programming of these spaces that demonstrate the most about the venues.  That said, in 

the case of the Ambiguous Art Film, the content of the films are intertwined with their 

reception and promotion to a degree that is particularly worth probing.  More than simply 
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contributing factors to advertising stills and copy, the content of these films and their 

balancing between art and sex show how Ambiguous Art Films were so culturally 

powerful, as they were able to present multiple ideas—and multiple modes of viewer 

engagement—simultaneously.     

Blow-Up traces twenty-four hours in the life of a fashion photographer.  It centers 

on Thomas, a young playboy, who spends the day shooting and developing photographs.  

Throughout the day, he participates in a number of sexual episodes, including a ménage à 

trois and a voyeuristic moment; the women he engages with are casual acquaintances at 

best, and the behavior is presented as a carefree exchange as was stereotypical of 

“Swinging Sixties” London.  During one photo shoot in a park, he films a woman (Jane, 

played by Vanessa Redgrave) who doesn’t want to be photographed.  She follows him 

back to his apartment and offers herself to him in exchange for the photos.  When he 

develops the pictures of the woman, he believes that he has captured a murder in the 

background.  After enlarging the image (the titular blowing-up), he is convinced he has 

photographed a crime.  Afterwards, his findings are called into question through a 

number of perplexing scenes.  The film ends with Thomas in a park, watching a mime 

troupe playing an imaginary game of tennis.  The film ends on an extreme long shot of 

Thomas watching the game. 

 Blow-Up features a complex combination of imagery that makes it both an artistic 

and sexual film.  As with most Ambiguous Art Films, it blends challenging aesthetics 

with controversial content to both make a comment on human sexuality and appeal to the 

prurient interests of the audiences.  The following illustrations represent three trends in 
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the imagery of Blow-Up and in most Ambiguous Art Films—art film techniques, 

ambiguous techniques, and sex techniques.  The illustrations provide evidence for these 

three cooperating styles and demonstrate how a film like Blow-Up offered multiple 

aesthetic points of entry.  

 

Illustration 4.3: Thomas photographs a group of models in Blow-Up 

In Illustration 4.3, Thomas is photographing five glamour models.  The colors and 

patterns in the women’s dresses create a visually striking image.  The camera in this shot 

tracks right, and the composition is framed so that pertinent information is in all planes of 

view.   

 

Illustration 4.4: The mime tennis match in Blow-Up 
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Illustration 4.4 demonstrates the mime tennis match from the end of the film.  This 

moment is unrelated to the (thin) plot of the film, and thus serves as a symbolic event.  In 

this scene, the camera follows the imaginary ball through the air and also captures the 

expressive made-up faces of spectating mimes.  These two images and their cinematic 

elements are typical of the art film’s symbolic and visually dynamic aesthetic.   

 

Illustration 4.5: Thomas intimately photographs a model in Blow-Up 

Illustration 4.5 captures an opening scene in which David photographs a model 

(Veruschka von Lehndorff) in a slinky black dress.  He hovers over her in a sexually 

suggestive position, and between photographs he nibbles her ear and coaches her with 

orgasmic language.  The camera here is blatantly used as a phallic symbol, and their 

exchange reads as a coital encounter.  The sensuality of this exchange is tempered by the 

composition, which uses minimalistic colors and props/staging and consists of a number 

of poses typically associated with art modeling.  The editing employs jump cuts and a 

number of long takes, some involving camera movement.   
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!

Illustration 4.6: Jane stands, offering herself to Thomas in Blow-Up 

 
Illustration 4.6 shows Jane offering herself to Thomas.  The image, with its careful 

obscuring of actress Vanessa Redgrave’s breasts, is clearly sexually suggestive.  The 

framing of the shot, however, is aesthetically pleasing and symbolically motivated; her 

placement within the purple and white walls makes her appear trapped in a confining 

space.  These two images demonstrate the techniques of art filmmaking while also 

offering sexually alluring visuals. 

!

Illustration 4.7: Thomas plays with The Blonde and The Brunette in Blow-Up 
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Illustration 4.7 is one of the controversial shots from the ménage à trois scene.  

The Brunette’s pubic hair is visible here for a few frames and The Blonde’s can also be 

seen in later frames.  This scene, like the tennis match in Illustration 4.4, does not serve a 

narrative function.  Instead of working on a symbolic level as the match does, however, 

the scene helps to convey the tone of 1960s London, and to shape Thomas’ character as a 

free-loving womanizer.  More importantly, however, the scene is a sexually explicit 

moment. 

!

Illustration 4.8: Patricia beckons to David to watch her make love in Blow-Up 

Illustration 4.8 is another controversial moment in the film.  Thomas walks into a room 

and sees his friend Patricia having sex.  His eyes meet Patricia’s, and he begins to walk 

away embarrassed.  Patricia raises her hand to him, asking him to stay.  The implication 

from this scene is that Patricia takes pleasure from being watched.  This exhibitionism 

was one of the major reasons that the film was denied a MPAA seal.  In addition to the 

motion of intercourse that this scene captures, the soundtrack is also suggestive, offering 

heavy breathing and moaning.  This image and the ménage à trois shot demonstrate the 

film’s most highly charged sexual imagery.  Their narrative functions are only 
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atmospheric, aiming to represent a young, free-spirited sexuality that was not previous 

shown in mainstream or art cinema.  In doing this, however, it presented imagery and 

scenes that appeal to non-art audiences, and certainly helped it be one of the most widely 

distributed and highest grossing foreign films of the 1960s.   

The Promotion 

 Like many Ambiguous Art Films, Blow-Up conveyed both art and sex in its 

promotional materials—most notably, perhaps, in the theatrical poster, which is now one 

of the most iconic movie posters in cinema history.   

 

Illustration 4.9: Theatrical poster for Blow-Up 

Following with the film’s minimalist aesthetic, the poster is a simple red background with 

one isolated image.  Although the film is in color, the poster shows a black and white 
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shot of Thomas photographing a model, from the scene used above in Illustration 4.5.   

The black and white picture seems very mechanically reproduced and appears to be 

influenced by the work of contemporary artist Andy Warhol.  There are bits of text in the 

poster too; the biggest is a white lettered “Blow-Up,” but the second largest font is given 

to the name of the director, “Michelangelo Antonioni.”  The three most prominent actors 

are also given billing at the bottom of the image.  While this poster is not full of imagery 

that can be dissected, it does present the two elements of the Ambiguous Art Film I have 

been discussing—art and sex—and their relationship to each other.  On one hand, the 

image of the photographer on top of the woman is clearly meant to be coital, and is in 

fact from a sensual scene of ear nibbling and intimacy.  On the other hand, the dominant 

text in the ad refers to director Antonioni, which is a clear gesture towards art cinema.  

The art cinema, and 1960s art cinema especially, has been characterized as a director’s 

medium, where the director/author is responsible for putting forth an artistic vision and 

the audiences respond through name recognition.  Thus the two elements of this ad 

function to communicate the conflicting messages of art and sex just as the film itself 

conveys.  

The two other images associated with the film’s initial theatrical exhibition 

likewise play with these principles.  One commonly used image in newspaper ads, 

presents Vanessa Redgrave covering her breasts with crossed arms (from the shot in 

Illustration 4.6), is duplicated four times and shown in an ascending pattern.  Again, 

Warhol’s influence can be read in the mechanical duplication of images. 
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Illustration 4.10: Ad mats with alternative artwork for Blow-Up 

Another common image is a take on the Veruschka von Lehndorff shot as shown in 

Illustration 4.5; while Thomas is visible with a camera in the background, Veruschka’s 

skeletal body is writhing in the foreground and her black slinky dress is open on the sides 

save for a few strings, revealing much of her legs, torso and chest. The image is not 
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actually from the movie, but rather an illustrated publicity image that was used in 

newspaper ads and an alternate poster with the misleading tagline: “Antonioni’s camera 

never flinches.  A love without meaning. A murder without guilt.  All the dazzle and the 

madness of London today.”  Both of these images were used widely in periodicals 

advertising the film.  When in these papers, they were most often accompanied by large 

blocks of text from reviews.  These reviews referenced Antonioni and made claims about 

his and the film’s artfulness by using terms like “master,” “brilliant,” “ingenious” and 

other phrases discussing particular cinematic elements in the film like the use of color 

and the compositions. 

Critical Reception 

 In the contemporary press, Blow-Up was reviewed quite favorably.  In fact, it was 

voted the best film of the year by the National Society of Film Critics, and countless 

other writers praised the film’s stark visuals and symbolism.  At the same time, 

newspapers and magazines were full of references to the film’s sexual subjects.  

Obviously, the controversy associated with the film’s Production Code troubles as well as 

its Condemnation from the National Catholic Office for Motion Picture and other moral 

organizations were a hot topic for journalists. Leroy F. Aarons of The Washington Post 

sums up the most common narrative nicely; he writes that critics “contend that 'Blow-Up' 

is an artistic masterpiece whose 'objectionable' scenes, taken in context, actually 

contributed to what is essentially a highly moral theme."4  Most critics were able to argue 

                                                
4 Bosley Crowther, “Screen: ‘Blow-Up’ Arrives at Coronet,” New York Times, 19 December 1966, 52. 
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that the film was an artistic achievement, and much of the writing about the film was 

focused on interpreting the obscure narrative and praising the cinematic achievements of 

director Antonioni.  Nevertheless, critics inevitably discussed the sexual aspects of the 

film in their reviews as well.  Thus, the most common critical discourse surrounding the 

film was one of, as this chapter continually stresses, art and sex simultaneously. 

 Bosley Crowther, one of the New York Times’ most respected film writers of the 

era, expressed the problem with the film’s audience reception:  

It will be a crying shame if the audience that will undoubtedly be attracted 

to Michelangelo Antonioni's "Blow-Up" because it has been denied a 

Production Code seal goes looking more for sensual titillation than for the 

good, solid substance it contains—and therefore will be distracted from 

recognizing the magnitude of its forest by paying attention to the 

comparatively few defoliated trees.4 

While the “few defoliated trees,” the nude teenagers and the other sex scenes, may have 

been inconsequential to Crowther’s view of the film, they still remained prevalent in the 

discourse about the film. While there were critical discussions about the film in the 

papers, stories about the controversial subjects were much more common.  In perhaps the 

most explicit example of this craze, Life Magazine did a spread of photos of the risqué 

moments in the film titled “The Scenes that Lost Blow-Up the Seal.”5  The story discussed 

the salacious content scene by scene.   

                                                
5 Antonioni's Hypnotic Eye on a Frantic World." Life, 27 January 1967, 62B-67. 
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 Simultaneous with these stories was a concerted effort in newspapers to build up 

the film’s sex appeal through puff-pieces about the film’s female protagonist, Vanessa 

Redgrave.  Redgrave’s role in the film is actually quite small.  Her presence is mostly felt 

in a few brief scenes and the extended sequence, a shot of which is used as Illustration 

4.6 above, in which she takes her top off and allows herself to be seduced by the 

photographer.  Nevertheless, she became the subject of a number of articles about her 

rising stardom at this time.  The New York Times published an article titled, “Britain’s 

Vanessa: Regal and Reticent;”6 the Los Angeles Times ran a similar story, “Vanessa 

Redgrave Smart Sex Symbol;”7 and The Washington Post had its version with, “Vanessa 

Redgrave Envisioned as a Modern Garbo.”8  These articles all focused on Redgrave rather 

than Antonioni (although some stories and interviews of Antonioni did appear at this 

time) or the film’s protagonist, David Hemmings.  This is because Redgrave’s role in the 

film fulfils a sexual function and promoted the film as a prurient object.  The most 

provocative such story appeared in the New York Times, a profile of costume designer 

Jovelyn Richards titled “Lingerie Passe for Young in London.”  The story reads: 

“‘Nobody who is young and attractive in London is wearing lingerie anymore,' Miss 

Richards said. For 'Blow-Up,' no underwear was provided for the actresses."9  This story, 

which serves a glaringly prurient function, was clearly a part of the sexual discourse 

surrounding the film. 

                                                
6 Peter Bart, “Britain’s Vanessa: Regal and Reticent,” New York Times, 18 December 1966, D15. 
7 Milt Freidenheim, “Vanessa Redgrave Smart Sex Symbol,” Los Angeles Times, 4 June 1966, 22. 
8 Florabel Muir, “Vanessa Redgrave Envisioned as a Modern Garbo,” The Washington Post, 4 January 
1967, C9. 
9 Bernadette Carey, “Lingerie Passe for Young in London,” New York Times, 13 January 1967, 45. 
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Conclusion 

The critical discourse, promotional materials and the film’s content all point to the 

dual appeal of Blow-Up as both an art film and a sex film—in fact, the quintessence of 

the Ambiguous Art Film as I have defined it.  These films, like Bergman’s Persona, 

Fellini’s La Dolce Vita, Bertolucci’s Last Tango in Paris and numerous others, offer dual 

appeals as both prestigious and prurient works.  They managed to present these two 

seemingly conflicting charms through similar discourses as Blow-Up exhibited.  They are 

aesthetically challenging, they are advertised using the signification patterns of prestige 

art films, they are reviewed well by critics, but they also present stark sexual imagery, 

pander to the libidinous spectator in ads, and their controversial materials force mature 

discussion.  Not all Ambiguous Art Films followed exactly these patterns.   For instance, 

I Am Curious (Yellow) had very subdued newspaper ads during its initial theatrical run, 

displaying only a tight close-up image of lead actress Lena Nyman’s face and a review 

quote that calls the film, “a landmark likely to permanently shatter many of our last 

remaining movie conventions.”  This relatively subtle advertising decision was 

predicated upon the film’s ultra-controversial status.  As discussed here and elsewhere, I 

Am Curious was originally banned and its potential obscenity was argued in the U.S. 

Supreme Court.  Because of the film’s uneasy status as legally acceptable, the distributors 

decided to keep the promotions low-key.   
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Illustration 4.11: Advertisement for I Am Curious (Yellow) 

What it lacked in salacious ads, however, it more than made up in newspaper and 

magazine articles about the controversy and the obscenity trials.  With certain exceptions 

like this aside, however, most Ambiguous Art Films followed the trajectory more or less 

as it is outlined above for Blow-Up. 

 Ambiguous Art Films are just one step in the general trends from art house to 

adult theatre as discussed in previous chapters of this thesis.  Their boundary-crossing 

content and aboveground visibility helped bring sexuality into the cinema in a way that 

sexploitation films could not; while ads for sex films were prevalent and mostly mixed 

with Hollywood films in newspaper movie listings, the films themselves were not often 

reviewed or discussed in articles and thus did not reach the same level of public 

awareness that Ambiguous Art Films used to push cinema-mores forward.  Furthermore, 

and arguably their most important contribution, these films were able to stand up to legal 

challenges.  These films had the legitimacy of art behind them, and thus many high courts 
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chipped away at censorship restrictions in order to allow these films to be exhibited and 

to present their artistic philosophies or redeeming social values.  These films are wholly 

unique and momentous in film history.  In nearly every significant decision against 

federal film censorship and in those instances that contributed to the end Hollywood’s 

restrictive Production Code, an Ambiguous Art Film was there to provide a difficult test 

case.  While revising standards with content, they simultaneously argued that such 

standards were inadequate inasmuch as they would prohibit legitimate artistic expression.  

Blow-Up, and its relevance for the end of the Production Code, is only one of a chain of 

films to offer this kind of problem for film censorship.  By doing so, they introduced a 

new kind of sexuality to American moviegoers, a sexuality that was often exploited by 

“lesser” filmmakers in order to saturate the market and establish new standards of 

pornography. 
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Conclusion   

 

The sundry trends, films, movements, court cases and other events in American 

cinema history outlined throughout this thesis have demonstrated how art houses 

transitioned during the 1950s and 1960s into adult theatres by the late 1960s and early 

'70s.  This is basically the history of the convergence of two seemingly distinct film 

types, the art film and the sex film, and how their contact during this period resulted in 

unusual fusions.  Paramount in this marriage of prurience and prestige is foreignness, 

factoring into the identities of both film classifications in complicated ways.  The various 

intersections of these cultural and aesthetic designations discussed in this thesis illustrate 

how the adult theatre was able to come about in the early 1970s, pointing towards the 

pornographic film’s historical ties to art and culturally redeeming materials and the slow 

loosening of the art house’s standards through ambiguous and debatable promotional 

materials and programming. 

Therefore, while this is a history of art cinema in the 1950s and 1960s, a period 

and subject that has been under-discussed in academic and popular writing, it is also an 

early history of the pornographic film as well.  The factors that contributed to a 

significant decline in the art cinema are the same factors that opened up hardcore 

pornography during the so-called “porno-chic” era, a Golden Age of hardcore 

pornography beginning around 1972 and ending in the middle 1980s.  During this period, 

pornographic films reached an unprecedented level of public awareness (not to mention 
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commercial success) and were widely exhibited in adult theatres that were once art 

houses. 

They Still Tango in Paris 

 While many art houses did transition to adult theatres in the late 1960s and early 

1970s, some remained and continued exhibiting European art films, Hollywood revivals, 

and the burgeoning New Hollywood films that were popular in the ‘60s and ‘70s.  New 

filmmakers like Bernardo Bertolucci, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner Herzog and 

others had successful American hits during the 1970s and ‘80s, and many European 

filmmakers of the previous generation, like Robert Bresson, Luis Buñuel and Ingmar 

Bergman, continued making films with American distribution in these years as well.  As 

American “independent” film developed in the 1980s and ‘90s with Sundance and other 

film festivals, the emergence of “indie” distribution companies like Miramax and New 

Line Cinema and the proliferation of indie auteurs like David Lynch, John Waters and 

Jim Jarmusch, art houses found new products to fill screens.  In the 1990s, aided greatly 

by the Miramax release of sex, lies, and videotape (1989), a new era of American 

independent cinema began that was a boon to the market for art houses and art cinema.  

That film, and many of this new generation, was advertised, in the tradition of the 

Ambiguous Art Film, as simultaneously prestigious and prurient.  The new figures of this 

era, directors like Quentin Tarantino, Wes Anderson, Kevin Smith, Sofia Coppola and 

Paul Thomas Anderson, developed a new hybrid cinema some call “Indiewood.”  

Historian Geoff King describes this film mode as “an area in which Hollywood films and 
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the independent sector merge or overlap.”1  These movies, often financed by Hollywood 

companies but made relatively cheaply and semi-autonomously, occasionally play in 

multiplex movie theatres but more often play in art houses.  Art houses are now a 

significant niche of the American cinema landscape, and while they skew more towards 

American independent films, most still feature foreign films and a number of distributors, 

like Sony Classics and Magnolia Pictures, specialize in imports. 

 By 2010, the art house niche has been significantly transformed since its roots in 

the 1940s-1960s.  A number of corporate chains like Landmark Theatres and Regal 

Cinemas, as well as smaller franchises like the Angelika Film Center and Alamo 

Drafthouse organizations, dominate art house exhibition business.  These exhibitors have 

managed to make art film promotion a profitable business through market research, 

careful cost-cutting, creative business models and, most importantly, very good 

promotion.  Aside from these chains there still exists a number of unique and specialized 

art houses in the U.S.  Some of these theatres, like The Brattle Theatre in Cambridge 

Massachusetts, New Beverly Cinema in Los Angeles and The Grand Illusion in Seattle, 

focus almost exclusively on Hollywood repertory films.  Others, like Film Forum in New 

York and Music Box Theatre in Chicago, play a combination of repertory films and new 

foreign and independent titles; still others play exclusively new art films, like Quad 

Cinema in New York or The Coolidge Corner Theatre in Brookline Massachusetts.   

                                                
1 Geoff King, Indiewood, USA: Where Hollywood Meets Independent Cinema (London: I.B. Tauris, 2009), 
1. 
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 The films playing in these theatres do not display much of the erotic qualities of 

their 1960s predecessors, although sexual content and promotion are still a draw for many 

art house titles.  Celebrated art film directors like John Waters, Catherine Breillat, Pedro 

Almodóvar and Gregg Araki often feature explicit sex acts and abundant nudity in their 

work, and many independent and foreign films deal with sexual themes in a more frank 

way than their multiplex contemporaries.  Likewise, many members of the New 

Hollywood generation of filmmakers, such as Francis Ford Coppola, Martin Scorsese, 

Brian De Palma and Peter Bogdanovich, started their careers in sexploitation, and their 

films often exhibit signs of their cinematic heritage.  

 

Illustration 5.1: The Criterion Collection DVDs for …And God Created Woman (1957), 
The Lovers (1959), Hiroshima Mon Amour (1960), The Eclipse (1962) 
and The Firemen’s Ball (1968) 

 
As a fascinating remnant of the sexualized promotion of European art films of the 

period, the marketing of older art films also follows these familiar patterns.  For instance, 

The Criterion Collection, the premier DVD company specializing in art films, often uses 

highly sexualized imagery in order to sell DVDs of art films.  Their strategy demonstrates 

one of the underlying messages of this project, and especially that of the chapter on 
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Ambiguous Art Films, that sex is a common and effective tool in the marketing of art 

films.  All of these DVD covers recall erotic content.  Of special note is that of …And 

God Created Woman, which features a drawing of Brigitte Bardot with her breasts bare, 

nipples obscured by her tresses; there is no scene in the film like this, it is a complete 

promotional fabrication.  Another very fascinating contemporary example of this kind of 

prurient address for prestigious films is a program hosted by the nation’s most high-class 

cinema organization, Film Society of Lincoln Center, in April and May of 2010.  Titled 

“NORTHERN EXPOSURES: Social Change and Sexuality in Swedish Cinema, 1913-

2010,” the program highlights the “taboo-smashing” common in Swedish cinema history 

with screenings of a number of films including Miss Julie (1952), Wild Strawberries 

(1959) and I Am Curious (Yellow).2  

Beyond Porno-chic 

 The porno-chic era began in the early 1970s and is usually attributed to the 

immense achievements of Deep Throat (1972), both in terms of box office and in public 

discourse and legal standing.  In fact, the hardcore pornography exhibition trend was 

gaining ground in the first two years of the decade with films like Sexual Freedom in 

Denmark (1970) and Mona the Virgin Nymph (1970).  Still, Deep Throat was a very 

influential, game-changing film whose theatrical release spawned an era of widely 

distributed hardcore titles: Behind the Green Door (1972), Devil in Miss Jones (1973), 

Score (1974), Inside Jennifer Welles (1977), Debbie Does Dallas (1978) and scores of 
                                                
2 Film Society of Lincoln Center, “Swedish Cinema,” Film Society of Lincoln Center, 
http://www.filmlinc.com/wrt/onsale/swedish/programn.html, (accessed April 24, 2010). 
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others.  Most of these films were shot on 35mm, and many screened in downtown 

theatres that previously specialized in art films but by this point had switched to sex films 

exclusively.  They mainly were story films that contained narrative-halting explicit sex 

scenes.  This continued into the 1980s, when the industry gradually shifted from celluloid 

to various video technologies.  Pornographic film exhibition mostly died out during the 

decade, as home video became the dominant delivery and viewing mode.  With the 

growing popularity of the Internet in the 1990s and 2000s, pornographic movies found a 

rich new space for distribution and consumption as streaming and downloading websites 

were developed. 

 With the shift from celluloid to video obviously came deterioration in quality and 

aesthetics.  While hardcore titles of the porno-chic era were often coherent narratives 

with high production values, video and Internet pornography was and is made with less 

attention to technical proficiency or narrative coherence; much of contemporary 

pornography fits into a genre best described as “reality porn,” a simple single-camera set-

up in which “amateur” performers engage in sexual activity.  The roots of the art film and 

its derivatives are seemingly lost in the current landscape of erotic cinema.  In fact, a 

number of celebrated soft-core film directors of the 1960s like Joseph W. Sarno and José 

Bénazéraf turned to producing hardcore videos in the 1980s that demonstrate a sharp 

decline in aesthetic and technical quality, reflecting the industrial constraints put onto 

pornographic filmmakers during this period.  

Just as art houses still occasionally exhibit tendencies toward prurience, so too 

does hardcore pornography of the contemporary age sometimes refer back to its art roots 
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through quality or semi-artistic productions.  Larger companies like Vivid Entertainment, 

Wicked Pictures, New Sensations and Digital Playground produce films of relatively 

higher quality and a number of them have more artistic branches.  Vivid Entertainment, 

for instance, oversees Vivid Alt, a company that makes highly stylized films (what they 

and some others call “Alt Porn”) that feature aesthetically daring techniques and 

thoughtful camerawork.  The company’s “About” webpage reads:  

Vivid Alt made its first foray into the Alt Porn arena in February of 2006.  

Eon McKai was signed to the Vivid Alt imprint and in turn hired erotic 

photographers Dave Naz and Octavio “Winkytiki” Arizala to direct 

feature films for the Vivid Alt brand. Eon McKai first directed Girls Lie 

for the Vivid Alt brand, and was nominated for a 2007 AVN Award under 

the Best Director Non-Feature Film category. Vivid Alt has since achieved 

13 nominations for various releases.3 

Note here the techniques of prestige identification.  The text refers to filmmakers McKai, 

Naz and Arizala by name as if they were auteurs.  It also refers to the numerous Adult 

Video News (AVN) Award nominations the studio has earned.  In the text there is almost 

no mention of hardcore imagery or guarantees of explicit content—the cinematic style is 

described with the soft term “erotic,” and while the page does use the word “Porn,” it is 

within the context of a genre classification.  This type of perspective on pornography, 

although not too common, is a fairly successful arm of the industry. 

                                                
3 Admin, “About,” Vivid Alt, http://vividalt.com/about/, (accessed April 24, 2010). 
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Implications 

 My intervention with this project presents a new perspective on a number of 

topics in the field of film studies.  Most importantly, this research represents a novel way 

to think about—and ultimately to assess and understand—1960s cinema, and especially 

art cinema.  The previous scholarship on art houses has not dealt significantly with this 

period or its relationship with sexploitation films.  Instead, the existent literature is 

concerned with aesthetics and markers of high culture and leisure rather than censorship, 

sexuality, advertisements and foreignness.  My approach, both the methodological 

approach of exhibition studies and the historical conceptualization that includes the 

exploitation industry, sheds light on the dirty little secrets that our current consideration 

of the art house leaves out.   

Most importantly, I have presented a narrative of 1960s art houses that reflects the 

programming and promotional strategies of the theatres.  This work provides a 

perspective not presented by the aesthetic/production-oriented history of art films as, for 

instance, done by Peter Lev in The Euro-American Cinema, nor the high-culture-

prejudiced approach exemplified by Barbara Wilinsky in her Sure Seaters.  Both of these 

books and their contributions to the field are incredibly valuable.  Nevertheless, they 

express different concerns and offer a less accurate and too narrow image of the art house 

as a function of American cinemagoing during this period.  Further, Wilinsky’s book 

offers a history of the art house in the immediate post-war period that leaves out the 

period of the late 1950s and 1960s, a crucial time in which foreign films were more 

prevalent than ever before and art cinema dynamically evolved.  The complications that 
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make up this period of great change have been the trends and events that I have unraveled 

in this thesis. 

I have also identified certain key films for late 1950s and 1960s art house 

transitional moments.  Of those, the most significant is …And God Created Woman.  

When this film was released in the U.S., it started a trend of heightened eroticism in art 

houses that enabled fundamental shifts in the operations of nearly every theatre in the 

country.  By exploiting the body and charms of star Brigitte Bardot, art house exhibitors 

and distributors found that their foreign-film niche was more erotic, and more profitable, 

than originally apparent.  Following shortly on the trail of the Bardot film was The 

Immoral Mr. Teas (1959), another key film in the art house market.  Mr. Teas, an 

American nudie film, was screened in art houses and, paired with …And God Created 

Woman, further pushed toward sexuality and away from more high-minded art.  I also 

argue that Lorna (1964), as an early sexploitation title, is critical to this movement, as 

well as the artistically pretentious Therese and Isabelle (1968).  The European films 

Monika (1955), The Twilight Girls (1961) and I, A Woman (1966), as imported and 

distributed by American exploitation companies, are also crucial components of this shift, 

representing a trend of foreign sexploitation film and demonstrating the thin boundaries 

between art film and sex film.  Finally, Blow-Up (1966) and I Am Curious (Yellow) 

(1969) represent key instances of what I have called the “Ambiguous Art Film,” those 

pictures that are considered art by critics and festival judges yet faced censorship for their 

possibly-obscene content, challenging and defeating local obscenity/censorship laws in 

the process. 
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In addition, this project has ramifications for pornographic movie history as well.  

Since the 1970s, pornographic film and video has become an amazingly profitable 

industry.  While figures differ widely, it is generally considered that the industry now 

earns between $10 and $20 billion dollars annually; that is especially impressive 

considering production costs are calculated in the thousands rather than the tens to 

hundreds of millions that Hollywood spends.  This large industry, with its own system of 

stars, awards and distribution networks, has a cloudy past that is notoriously 

undocumented due to legal ambiguity and low cultural status.  This project represents a 

solid effort to uncover how the hardcore pornographic film reached wide theatrical 

exhibition, which I consider to be a major step in the ever-evolving pornography culture 

in America.  This project shows that it was in part due to European art films and their 

influence on theatrical spaces, censorship laws and alternative taste cultures that hardcore 

films became a possibility. 

Future Research 

 The case study of Washington, D.C.’s Stanton Art Theatre yielded some 

particularly striking findings about art house promotions and programming.  Some of 

these data corresponded with and corroborated the trends led by the key films discussed 

above.  The most important and valuable work to continue in this spirit would be to 

pursue this research model with other art houses across the country.  While I chose the 

Stanton Art because it was typical in terms of cultural hierarchy and because of D.C.’s 

status as a subsequent-tier city, the theatre’s unremarkable status leaves many questions 
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open.  Doing this work on theatres in New York and Los Angeles, and also in Portland, 

Dallas, Chicago, Miami, Atlanta, San Diego and other cities, would help get hard data 

about this shift.  Ideally, a thorough research project based on every major and minor 

metropolis would provide a stronger argument as to the ubiquity of the trends this thesis 

discusses; while I am confident that the transition, in one way or another, occurred in 

most art houses during this fifteen year period, I do not know if it occurred to 51% or 

90%.  A national research agenda would make this and other numerical/factual claims 

easier to substantiate, and would strengthen the arguments I have put forward. 

 Another question that remains open after this project is why this happened.  My 

main objective has been to determine how art houses shifted toward adult theatres, but 

there are still questions of what cultural and social factors, outside of cinema practices 

and box office grosses, contributed to these events.  For instance, scholars of Italian 

cinema like Marcia Landy and Mark Betz provide economic reasons (a newfound stress 

on abundance as a result of Italy’s “economic miracle”) for the growing fascination with 

large busts during the 1950s and ‘60s, while others may argue a political or cultural 

solution instead.4  Likewise, it is unclear why the sexual liberation of the cinema during 

this period was linked to the art film.  Art houses, as one of the dominant alternative 

viewing spaces since the war, offered a unique place as outside of Hollywood’s 

restrictive Production Code, but also raised issues of high culture, class and sexuality that 

are not easily incorporated into the narrative of sex films. 

                                                
4 Marcia Landy, Stardom Italian Style: Screen Performance and Personality in Italian Cinema 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 112-115. Also: Mark Betz, Beyond the Subtitle: 
Remapping European Art Cinema (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 112-119. 
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 Chapter 2, which addresses the art house transition from 1957-1972 most 

conclusively, is also a very brimming section.  While it is rich with historical evidence, 

each of the subsections could be expanded, along the lines of what I did with Chapter 4 

on the Ambiguous Art Film.  European sex kittens, including Bardot as well as Sophia 

Loren, Gina Lollobrigida, Diana Dors, Silvani Mangano, Anita Ekberg and others, 

warrant more discussion as to their public personas and the ways that their bodies were 

used in marketing (and how that may have differed from busty American stars like 

Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell and Jayne Mansfield).  Nudie and sexploitation films also 

deserve more attention, particularly on the promotional strategies that distributors and 

exhibitors used in order to play them in art houses; these films, especially the nudist camp 

films, used language and imagery relating to beauty and nature in a unique way.  It would 

also be very informative to see the European import section expanded, demonstrating 

how foreignness helped and hindered sex films during the middle of the decade, 

incorporating a more in depth discussion of the “European version” designation discussed 

in relation to the Stanton Art. 

 

 While this project leaves some questions open, it does provide a historical account 

of shifts in art house practice during the 1960s.  Most of the research contained in this 

thesis is fundamentally original and does not rely on previous research or writings.  As a 

result, it represents a clear division from previous academic conceptions of the art cinema 

in America during this period.  It is not inconsistent, however, with much of the work that 

has come before; rather I have provided another side to the art cinema, shining light on 
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elements of a hidden past that have been swept under a high-culture rug.  This thesis 

encourages scholars to rethink art cinema, pornography and foreign films in the United 

States.  We must step away from the high-minded formal discussion of the aesthetics of 

the art film or the bourgeois conceptualization of art institutions and consider the 

economic and promotional factors that actually impacted and encouraged the exhibition 

of certain films in this country.  The view, as I have demonstrated in the previous pages, 

is sexy.
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Appendix: Filmography 

The following filmography follows the basic pattern of: American release date (American 

release year). Origin Country Release Title (Origin Country Release Year). Dir. Name 

[Country of Origin].  Where available, all title and date info comes from New York Times 

and Los Angeles Times film listings.  Other sources for release dating include the New 

York State Archive Motion Picture Division Film Script Index and the Internet Movie 

Database.   

 
3 Nuts in Search of a Bolt (1964). Dir. Tommy Noonan [USA]. 

The 400 Blows (1959). Les quatre cents coups (1959). Dir. François Truffaut [France].  

8! (1963). 8! (1963). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy].  

Adam and Six Eves (1962). Dir. John Wallis [USA]. 

The Adventures of Lucky Pierre (1961). Dir. Herschell Gordon Lewis [USA]. 

Age of Consent (1969). Age of Consent (1969). Dir. Michael Powell [Australia].  

Alfie (1966). Alfie (1966). Dir. Lewis Gilbert [UK]. 

…And God Created Woman (1957). Et Dieu…créa la femme (1956). Dir. Roger Vadim 

[France]. 

The Art of Love (1941). Unidentified Danielle Darrieux/Albert Préjean feature. Dir. 

Unknown [France]. 

Attack of the 50 Foot Woman (1958). Dir. Nathan Juran [USA]. 

L’avventura (1961). L’avventura (1960). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]. 

The Awakening (1958). Jagriti (1954). Dir. Satyen Bose [India]. 

Baby Face (1933). Dir. Alfred E Green [USA]. 

Bad Girls (1968). Les biches (1968). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]. 

Band of Outsiders (1964). Bande à part (1964). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France]. 

Barbarella (1968). Barbarella (1968). Dir. Roger Vadim [France]. 

Bay of Angels (1964). La baie des anges (1963). Dir. Jacques Demy [France]. 
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Le Beau Serge (1959). Le beau Serge (1958). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]. 

Behind the Green Door (1972). Dir. Artie Mitchell and Jim Mitchell [USA]. 

Belle de Jour (1968). Belle de jour (1967). Dir. Luis Buñuel [France]. 

The Best Years of Our Lives (1946). Dir. William Wyler [USA]. 

The Bicycle Thief (1949). Ladri di biciclette (1948). Dir. Vittorio De Sica [Italy]. 

The Birth of a Nation (1915). Dir. D.W. Griffith [USA]. 

Bitter Rice (1950). Riso amaro (1949). Dir. Giuseppe De Santis [Italy].  

Blow-Up (1966). Blowup (1966). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [UK]. 

Boin-n-g (1963). Dir. Herschell Gordon Lewis [USA]. 

Les Bonnes Femmes (1966). Les bonnes femmes (1960). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]. 

Bonnie and Clyde (1967). Dir. Arthur Penn [USA]. 

Bread, Love and Dreams (1954). Pane, amore e fantasia (1953). Dir. Luigi Comencini 

[Italy]. 

Breathless (1961). À bout de souffle (1960). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France].  

The Bride is Much Too Beautiful (1958). La mariée est trop belle (1956). Dir. Pierre 

Gaspard-Huit [France]. 

The Bride of Frankenstein (1935). Dir. James Whale [USA]. 

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1921). Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari (1920). Dir. Robert 

Wiene [Germany]. 

Camille (1936). Dir. George Cukor [USA]. 

Camille 2000 (1969). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Children of Paradise (1946). Les enfants du paradis (1945). Dir. Marcel Carné [France]. 

Circle of Love (1965). La ronde (1964). Dir. Roger Vadim [France]. 

A Clockwork Orange (1972). A Clockwork Orange (1971). Dir. Stanley Kubrick [UK]. 

The Conformist (1970). Il conformista (1970). Dir. Bernardo Bertolucci [Italy]. 

Contempt (1964). Le mépris (1963). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France]. 

The Damned (1969). La caduta degli dei (1969). Dir. Luchino Visconti [Italy]. 

Daniella by Night (1964). De quoi tu te mêles Daniela! (1961). Dir. Max Pécas [France]. 

Darling (1965); Darling (1965). Dir. John Schlesinger [UK]. 
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Days of Sin and Nights of Nymphomania (1966). Mellem venner (1963). Dir. Poul Nyrup 

[Denmark]. 

Debbie Does Dallas (1978). Dir. Jim Clark [USA].  

Deception (1921). Anna Boleyn (1920). Dir. Ernst Lubitsch [Germany]. 

Deep Throat (1972). Dir. Gerard Damiano [USA]. 

Devil in Miss Jones (1973). Dir. Gerard Damiano [USA]. 

The Devil's Wanton (1962). Fängelse (1949). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Diary of a Chambermaid (1965). Le journal d'une femme de chamber (1964). Dir. Luis 

Buñuel [France]. 

The Dirty Girls (1965). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

La Dolce Vita (1961). La dolce vita (1960). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]. 

Dracula (1931). Dir. Tod Browning [USA]. 

East of Sumatra (1953). Dir. Budd Boetticher [USA]. 

Eclipse (1962). L’eclisse (1962). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]. 

Ecstasy (1934). Ekstase (1933). Dir. Gustav Machat" [Czechoslovakia]. 

The Erotic Touch of Hot Skin (1966). La baie du désir (1964). Dir. Max Pécas [France]. 

Eve and the Handyman (1961). Dir. Russ Meyer [USA]. 

Fahrenheit 451 (1966). Dir. François Truffaut [UK]. 

Female and the Flesh aka The Light Across the Street (1957). La lumière d'en face 

(1955). Dir. Georges Lacombe [France]. 

The Firemen’s Ball (1968). Horí, má panenko (1967). Dir. Milos Forman 

[Czechoslovakia]. 

Four Guns to the Border (1954). Dir. Richard Carlson [USA]. 

The Fourth Sex (1962). Le quatrième sexe (1961). Dir. Alphonse Gimeno [France]. 

Freaks (1932). Dir. Tod Browning [USA]. 

French White Cargo aka Woman Racket (1950). Cargaison blanche (1937). Dir. Robert 

Siodmak [France]. 

Fruits of Summer (1956). Les fruits de l'été (1955). Dir. Raymond Bernard [France]. 

Garden of Eden (1954). Dir. Walter Bibo [USA]. 
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Get Carter (1971). Get Carter (1971). Dir. Mike Hodges [UK]. 

The Girl in the Bikini (1958). Manina, la fille sans voile (1952). Dir. Willy Rozier 

[France]. 

The Girls on F Street (1966). Dir. Saul Resnick [USA]. 

Girls’ Club (1937). Club de femmes (1936). Dir. Jacques Deval [France]. 

The Gold of Naples (1957) L’oro di Napoli (1954) Dir. Vittorio De Sica [Italy]. 

Goldilocks and the Three Bares (1963). Dir. Herschell Gordon Lewis [USA]. 

The Graduate (1967). Dir. Mike Nichols [USA]. 

The Great Dictator (1940). Dir. Charlie Chaplin [USA]. 

Henry V (1946). The Chronicle History of King Henry the Fift with His Battell Fought at 

Agincourt in France (1944). Dir. Laurence Olivier [UK]. 

Hideout in the Sun (1959). Dir. Doris Wishman and Larry Wolk [USA]. 

Hiroshima Mon Amour (1960). Hiroshima mon amour (1959). Dir. Alain Resnais 

[France]. 

I, a Woman (1966). Jeg - en kvinde (1965). Dir. Mac Ahlberg [Denmark/Sweden]. 

I Am Curious (Yellow) (1969). Jag är nyfiken - en film i gult (1967). Dir. Vilgot Sjöman 

[Sweden]. 

I Was a Teenage Werewolf (1957). Dir. Gene Fowler Jr. [USA]. 

…If (1969). …If (1968). Dir. Lindsay Anderson [UK]. 

Illicit Interlude (1954). Sommarlek (1951). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

The Image (1975). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Inga (1968). Jag - en oskuld (1968). Dir. Joseph W. Sarno [Sweden]. 

Inside Jennifer Welles (1977). Dir. Joseph W. Sarno [USA]. 

Jules and Jim (1962). Jules et Jim (1962). Dir. François Truffaut [France]. 

Juliet of the Spirits (1965). Giulietta degli spiriti (1965). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]. 

The Immoral Mr. Teas (1959). Dir. Russ Meyer [USA]. 

Lady Chatterly’s Lover (1956). L'amant de lady Chatterley (1955). Dir. Marc Allégret 

[France]. 

The Land of Desire (1949). Skepp till India land (1947). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 
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The Last Bridge (1957). Die letzte Brücke (1954). Dir. Helmut Käutner [Germany]. 

Last Tango in Paris (1972). Ultimo tango a Parigi (1972). Dir. Bernardo Bertolucci 

[Italy]. 

Leda (1961). À double tour (1959). Dir. Claude Chabrol [France]. 

The Lickerish Quartet (1970). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Little Caesar (1931). Dir. Mervyn LeRoy [USA]. 

Lolita (1962). Dir Stanley Kubrick [UK/USA]. 

Lorna (1964). Dir. Russ Meyer [USA]. 

The Lost Weekend (1945). Dir. Billy Wilder [USA]. 

The Lovers (1959). Les amants (1958). Dir. Louis Malle [France]. 

Loves of a Blonde (1966). Lásky jedné plavovlásky (1965). Dir. Milos Forman. 

[Czechoslovakia]. 

M. Hulot’s Holiday (1954). Les vacances de Monsieur Hulot (1953). Dir Jacques Tati 

[France]. 

Mademoiselle Striptease (1957). En effeuillant la marguerite. Dir. Marc Allégret 

[France]. 

A Man and a Woman (1966); Un homme et une femme (1966). Dir. Claude Lelouch 

[France]. 

Make Out (1968). Dir. Adam Clay [USA]. 

Midnight Cowboy (1969). Dir. John Schlesinger [USA]. 

Miss Julie (1952). Fröken Julie (1951). Dir. Alf Sjöberg [Sweden]. 

Mom and Dad (1945). Dir. William Beaudine [USA]. 

Mona the Virgin Nymph (1970). Dir. Bill Osco [USA]. 

Monika (1955). Sommaren med Monika (1953). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

My Life to Live (1963). Vivre sa vie: Film en douze tableaux (1962). Dir. Jean-Luc 

Godard [France]. 

Naked Fog (1965). Dir. Joseph W. Sarno [USA]. 

The Naked Night (1956). Gycklarnas afton (1953). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Nature’s Paradise (1960). Nudist Paradise (1959). Dir. Charles Saunders [UK]. 
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Never on Sunday (1960). Pote tin Kyriaki (1960). Dir. Jules Dassin [Greece]. 

Not Tonight Henry (1960). Dir. W. Merle Connell [USA]. 

The Night (1962). La notte (1961). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]. 

Nude on the Moon (1961). Dir. Raymond Phelan and Doris Wishman [USA]. 

The Nude Set (1960). Mademoiselle Strip-tease (1957). Dir. Pierre Foucaud [France]. 

Nudes on the Tiger Reef (1965). Dir. Barry Mahon [USA]. 

Open City (1946). Roma, città aperta (1945). Dir. Roberto Rossellini [Italy]. 

The Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Orgy at Lil’s Place (1963) Dir. Jerald Intrator [USA]. 

Paisan (1948). Paisà (1946). Dir. Roberto Rossellini [Italy]. 

La Parisienne (1958). Une parisienne (1957). Dir. Michel Boisrond [France]. 

Passion (1920). Madame DuBarry (1919). Dir. Ernst Lubitsch [Germany]. 

The Pawnbroker (1965). The Pawnbroker (1964). Dir. Sidney Lumet [USA]. 

Peeping Tom (1962). Peeping Tom (1960). Dir. Michael Powell [UK]. 

Persona (1967). Persona (1966). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

The Plow That Broke the Plains (1936). Dir. Pare Lorentz [USA]. 

Pornography: Copenhagen 1970 (1970). Dir. Jorgen Lyhne [USA]. 

Pornography in Denmark: A New Approach (1970). Dir. Alex de Renzy [USA]. 

The Price of Flesh (1962). Détournement de mineures (1960). Dir. Walter Kapps 

[France]. 

Promises! Promises! (1963). Dir. King Donovan [USA]. 

Psycho (1960). Dir. Alfred Hitchcock [USA]. 

Quartet (1949). Quartet (1948). Dir. Ken Annakin, Arthur Crabtree, Harold French, 

Ralph Smart [UK]. 

Rebel Without a Cause (1955). Dir. Nicholas Ray [USA]. 

Red Desert (1965). Il deserto rosso (1964). Dir. Michelangelo Antonioni [Italy]. 

The Red Shoes (1948). The Red Shoes (1948). Dir. Michael Powell and Emeric 

Pressburger [UK]. 

Repulsion (1965). Repulsion (1965). Dir. Roman Polanski [UK]. 
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The River (1938). Dir. Pare Lorentz [USA]. 

Rocco and His Brothers (1961); Rocco e i suoi fratelli (1960); Dir. Luchino Visconti 

[Italy]. 

Rock Around the Clock (1956). Dir. Fred F. Sears [USA]. 

Romeo and Juliet (1968). Romeo and Juliet (1968). Dir. Franco Zeffirelli [UK]. 

Room at the Top (1959). The Room at the Top (1959). Dir. Jack Clayton [UK].  

La Ronde (1954). La Ronde (1950). Dir. Max Ophüls [France]. 

Satyricon (1970). Satyricon (1969). Dir. Federico Fellini [Italy]. 

Score (1974). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Scum of the Earth (1963). Dir. Herschell Gordon Lewis [USA].  

Scylla (1967). Dir. Nick Millard [USA]. 

The Seventh Seal (1958). Det sjunde inseglet (1957). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Sex Circus (1969). Dir. Tommy Goetz [USA]. 

sex, lies, and videotape (1989). Dir. Steven Soderbergh [USA]. 

Sexual Freedom in Denmark (1970). Dir. John Lamb [USA]. 

Sexus (1965). L'enfer dans la peau (1965). Dir. José Bénazéraf [France]. 

She Done Him Wrong (1933). Dir. Lowell Sherman [USA]. 

The Silence (1964). Tystnaden (1963). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden].  

Singin’ in the Corn (1946). Dir. Del Lord [USA]. 

Some Like it Hot (1959). Dir. Billy Wilder [USA]. 

Straw Dogs (1971). Straw Dogs (1971). Dir. Sam Peckinpah [UK]. 

Sweet Ecstasy (1962). Douce violence (1962). Dir. Max Pécas [France]. 

Teorema (1969). Teorema (1968). Dir. Pier Paolo Pasolini [Italy]. 

Therese and Isabelle (1968). Dir. Radley Metzger [USA]. 

Three Strange Loves (1956). Törst (1949). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Through a Glass Darkly (1962). Såsom i en spegel. Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

The Twilight Girls (1961). Les collégiennes (1957). Dir. André Hunebelle [France]. 

Two Women (1961). La ciociara (1960). Dir. Vittorio De Sica [Italy]. 
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Venom and Eternity (1958).  Traité de bave et d'éternité (1951). Dir. Isidore Isou 

[France].  

Vibration (1968). Lejonsommar (1968). Dir. Torbjörn Axelman [Sweden]. 

The Virgin Spring (1960). Jungfrukällan (1960). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Viridiana (1962). Viridiana (1961). Dir. Luis Buñuel [Spain]. 

Ways of Love (1950). L’Amore (1948). Dir. Roberto Rossellini [Italy]. 

Weekend (1968). Week End (1967). Dir. Jean-Luc Godard [France]. 

The White Reindeer (1957) Valkoinen peura (1952). Dir. Erik Blomberg [Finland]. 

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf (1966). Dir. Mike Nichols [USA]. 

The Wild One (1953). Dir. Laslo Benedek [USA]. 

Wild Strawberries (1959). Smultronstället (1957). Dir. Ingmar Bergman [Sweden]. 

Women in Love (1970). Women in Love (1969). Dir. Ken Russell [UK].  
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